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Abstract
The induced liberalisation process within the European railway system severely affects
the railway infrastructure capacity allocation procedure. In the past a single and often
governmental owned integrated railway company planned, built and operated a national
railway system. The liberalisation process led to a segregation of the integrated rail-
way companies into railway infrastructure manager and railway undertaking in many
European Countries.
The open access paradigm for railway infrastructure capacity that grants any licensed
railway undertaking access to the railway infrastructure capacity induces competition
between different railway undertakings trying to acquire railway infrastructure capacity.
Recent figures indicate that more railway undertakings emerge and do request railway
infrastructure capacity. Their increasing share of uncoordinated request for railway in-
frastructure capacity increases the complexity of the coordination phase of the railway
infrastructure capacity allocation process. In this phase the railway infrastructure man-
ager needs to adjust train path requests in a way to resolve conflicting requests for
railway infrastructure capacity.
This work introduces an algorithmic framework that shall provide efficient measures
to support the railway capacity allocation process and to analyse different allocation
procedures. In order to make algorithmic approaches applicable in this domain of railway
engineering a sophisticated modelling approach for railway infrastructure capacity is
extended in order to account for the objectives of the railway undertakings participating
on the secondary railway market for railway infrastructure capacity.
The objectives for railway capacity allocation are formulated from the point of view of
the railway undertakings submitting train path requests. These objectives account for
the negative effects due to adjustments applied to their train path requests during the
coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation process.
The formalised railway capacity allocation process can be optimised globally, by taking
into account standardised objectives with help of algorithmic approaches introduced in
this work.
However, due to the required confidentiality of information provided by the railway
undertakings to the railway infrastructure manager, a global optimisation, taking into
account the real objectives of all railway undertakings is not applicable. In order to allow
for incorporating the real objectives of the railway undertakings a game theoretical
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setting is formulated: the railway undertakings are players acting on the secondary
railway market for railway infrastructure capacity. Assuming that these players act
rationally, such a game theoretical setting always leads to a result, where no player can
further improve his situation. Such a solution of the game is a Nash Equilibrium.
Comparing the obtained Nash Equilibria of the game theoretical setting to the optimal
solution obtained by global optimisation techniques gives an indication of the negative
effect of non-cooperative behaviour in such a competitive market for railway capacity
allocation.
Moreover, it will be shown how the algorithmic framework for railway capacity allocation
can be used to determine the degree of congestion of a railway system, based on the
submitted train path requests and standardised objectives.
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Die Liberalisierung des Schienenverkehrs in der Europa¨ischen Union hat großen Ein-
fluss auf das Trassenmanagement. Wa¨hrend in der Vergangenheit ha¨ufig ein integriertes
Schienenverkehrsunternehmen unter staatlicher Beteiligung das Schienenverkehrssystem
geplant, konstruiert und betrieben hat, fu¨hrte der Liberalisierungsprozess in vielen eu-
ropa¨ischen La¨ndern zu einer strikten Trennung von Eisenbahninfrastrukturbetreibern
und Eisenbahnverkehrsunternehmen.
Der garantierte, diskriminierungsfreie Zugang zur Fahrwegskapazita¨t fu¨r jedes berech-
tigte Eisenbahnverkehrsunternehmen fu¨hrt zu einem erho¨hten Wettbewerb zwischen un-
abha¨ngigen Eisenbahnverkehrsunternehmen. Aktuelle Statistiken zeigen, dass die Anzahl
der Eisenbahnverkehrsunternehmen wa¨chst. Das hat zur Folge, dass immer mehr unkoor-
dinierte Trassenwu¨nsche bei den Eisenbahninfrastrukturbetreibern eingehen. Dies erho¨ht
die Komplexita¨t des Trassenkoordinierungsverfahrens erheblich. Im Rahmen des Koor-
dinierungsverfahrens des Trassenmanagements mu¨ssen die sich ausschließenden Trassen-
wu¨nsche koordiniert, d.h. aneinander angepasst werden. Dazu werden die Trassenwu¨n-
sche im Rahmen festgelegter Freiheitsgrade vera¨ndert.
In dieser Arbeit sollen algorithmische Ansa¨tze im Rahmen des Trassenmanagements be-
nutzt werden, um zum einen die Konfliktlo¨sung zu optimieren und zum anderen das Ko-
ordinierungsverfahren analysieren zu ko¨nnen. Ein etabliertes Modell zur Bemessung des
Fahrwegskapazita¨tsverbrauchs einer Zugfahrt wird erweitert, um algorithmische Ansa¨tze
zu diesem Zweck zu nutzen und das Koordinierungsverfahren zu formalisieren.
Die Bewertungsfunktionen fu¨r das Trassenmanagement sind spezifisch fu¨r jedes Schie-
nenverkehrsunternehmen formuliert, das Trassenwu¨nsche aufgibt. Diese Bewertungs-
funktionen bewerten den negativen Effekt von no¨tigen Anpassungen der Trassenwu¨nsche
im Rahmen des Koordinierungsverfahrens des Trassenmanagements.
Das Trassenmanagement kann auf Basis von standardisierten Bewertungsfunktionen mit
Hilfe von algorithmischen Verfahren global optimiert werden. Die dafu¨r notwendigen
Verfahren werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit vorgestellt.
Aufgrund der Tatsache, dass die Informationen des Eisenbahninfrastrukturbetreibers
u¨ber die Eisenbahnverkehrsunternehmen als vertraulich zu behandeln sind, kann das
Trassenmanagement nicht global optimiert werden, da die Eisenbahnverkehrsunternehm-
en ihre Informationen nicht mit allen anderen Wettbewerbern austauschen. Um es zu
ermo¨glichen, dass die wahren Bewertungsfunktionen Einzug in das Trassenmanagement
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erhalten, wird ein spieltheoretischer Ansatz fu¨r das Trassenmanagement formuliert: Die
Eisenbahnverkehrsunternehmen sind Spieler auf dem sekunda¨ren Schienenverkehrsmarkt
fu¨r Fahrwegskapazita¨t. Unter der Annahme, dass sich diese Spieler rational verhalten,
stellt sich ein Gleichgewichtszustand ein. Dieser Gleichgewichtszustand entspricht einer
Lo¨sung des Trassenmanagements, bei dem sich kein Spieler im Rahmen seiner Aktionen
verbessern kann. Eine solche Lo¨sung wird als Nash–Gleichgewicht bezeichnet.
Der Vergleich der sich einstellenden Nash–Gleichgewichte des spieltheoretischen Ansat-
zes mit den global optimierten Lo¨sungen la¨sst quantitative Ru¨ckschlu¨sse auf den ne-
gativen Effekt eines nicht kooperativen Verhaltens im Vergleich zu einem kooperativen
Trassenmanagements zu.
Daru¨ber hinaus wird gezeigt, wie das algorithmische Trassenmanagement benutzt wer-
den kann, um die Auslastung der Eisenbahninfrastruktur trassenwunschabha¨ngig auf
Basis von standardisierten Bewertungsfunktionen zu bestimmen.
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Glossary and Variables
Glossary
Adjudication Procedure: if occurring conflicts could not be solved within the coor-
dination procedure, at least one train path request needs to be rejected. The deci-
sion on which train path request will be included into the working train timetable
and which one will be rejected is evaluated within this procedure.
Approach Signal: a signal indicating the moving authority for the next but one block
section.
Block Section: conventional signalling systems (based on the fixed block operation
principle) divide the railway infrastructure into block sections. A main signal
indicates the moving authority for a section of the railway infrastructure, a so
called block section.
Blocking Time: time period that a train occupies a block section of the railway in-
frastructure.
Buffer Time: a time component of the blocking time. It is included in order to ensure
stable railway operation with regards to possibly occurring disturbances.
Capacity Allocation: the process of allocating train path requests. This process is
performed by the railway infrastructure manager or an entity entitled by the
infrastructure manager.
Clearing Point: as soon as the last axle of a train passes the clearing point, it releases
a block section and makes it thus available to other trains.
Complete Information: a railway undertaking is regarded to have complete informa-
tion in the game theoretical setting, if it knows the objectives and the set of
possible actions of all other railway undertakings.
Conflicting Train Paths: train paths that mutually exclude each other due to the
capacity constraint of the railway system.
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Congested Railway Infrastructure: there are cases, where the demand for railway
infrastructure capacity exceeds the available railway infrastructure capacity. In
such cases the conflicts on a particular part of the railway infrastructure can not
be resolved with the given tolerances for train path alterations and at least one
train path request has to be rejected. In those cases the respective part of the
railway infrastructure needs to be declared as being congested [EC01d] (extended
tolerances for the allocation of train path requests are proposed in chapter A.5).
Coordination Procedure: one step of the railway capacity allocation process, where
occurring conflicts are resolved by altering the submitted train path requests.
Conflicts that can not be solved within the coordination procedure need to be
resolved within the adjudication procedure.
Cost Matrix: the cost matrix represents a game in its strategic form. It has an entry
for each possible combination of all players’ actions. Every single entry of the
cost matrix is a vector of the dissatisfaction values of all players.
Crew Planning: comprises crew rostering and crew scheduling and is performed by
railway undertakings in order to estimate the required staff/personal for railway
operation. This planning step determines the working schedules for all employees
directly involved in railway operation, such as train drivers, train conductors, etc.
Crossing: a railway infrastructure element that allows for tracks crossing each other
without superstructure.
Decision Tree: graphical representation of all possible combinations of the values of
the decision variables.
Draft Train Timetable: a precedent non-final version of the working train timetable.
Dynamic Speed Profile: plots the speed of a train against its position on its pre–
defined route.
Exact Neighbourhood: every local optimum with regards to an exact neighbourhood
is guaranteed to be a global optimum.
Fixed Block Operation: an operation principle for train safety systems where the
railway system is segmented into block sections and each block section may not
be occupied by more than one train at any time.
Green Wave Operation: if the moving authority is granted to the train driver before
he perceives the signalling aspect. The train driver does thus only perceive ‘green’
aspects allowing the train to run un-hindered.
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Highly Synchronised Train Path Requests: are submitted by railway undertak-
ings in order to conduct clock face railway operation or transportation services
that are integrated in a network of passenger trains.
Hill Climbing: iterative local search algorithms converge to local optima, if they do
accept better solutions only. Accepting worse solutions during the search allows
for leaving local optima during the search. If the goal is to minimise the value of
the objective function, accepting worse solution can be illustrative described as
hill climbing.
Imperfect Information: a railway undertaking is regarded to have imperfect informa-
tion in the game theoretical setting, if it does not know the current actions taken
by other railway undertakings during the railway capacity allocation process.
Incomplete Information: a railway undertaking is regarded to have incomplete in-
formation in the game theoretical setting, if it does not know the objectives and
the set of possible actions of other railway undertakings.
Incumbent Railway Undertaking: railway undertaking that evolved from the inte-
grated railway company.
Infrastructure Manager: any body or any undertaking that is responsible for es-
tablishing, maintaining and managing railway infrastructure. The infrastructure
manager is responsible for the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity.
Initial Tolerance: of a train path request defines the train path band, within the
actual train path request can be altered by the infrastructure manager during the
coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation process without consulting
the railway undertaking. They are defined in the network statement.
Integrated Railway Company: a corporation that is infrastructure manager and
railway undertaking at the same time. Railway corporations that operate public
railway systems were/are often owned by governments.
Journey Time: total running time of a train movement.
Line Planning: a planning step performed by railway undertakings who are operating
passenger trains. This planning step determines the lines of the railway system,
where passenger trains are operated periodically. Furthermore, the frequency of
the periodic railway operation is determined in this planning step.
Local Optimum: indicates a solution xlocal opt which is evaluated to be better (with
respect to the objective function) than any other solution in its neighbourhood
N (xlocal opt).
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Main Signal: a signal indicating the moving authority for the next block section.
Mass Point: a mechanically idealistic representation of moving objects. The object
has a certain mass assigned but no volume at all. An object is thus represented
as an infinitesimal point.
Minimum Headway Time: the minimal time difference between a following train and
the one ahead which must be kept in order to allow the following train to run
un-hindered.
Modal Split: specifies the proportions of passengers choosing a specific traffic mode or
the proportion of goods that are shipped via a specific traffic mode.
Neighbourhood of Solution: the neighbourhood of a solution x ∈ X is a set of solu-
tions that can be reached by applying a simple operation on x.
Network Planning: sometimes called strategic network planning is the planning of
the railway infrastructure. The network planning is performed by the railway
infrastructure manager and determines the railway infrastructure layout.
Network Statement: is issued by the railway infrastructure manager. It defines the
terms and conditions of railway capacity allocation and the usage of the railway
infrastructure capacity. It implements the European and national regulations for
railway capacity allocation.
Perfect Information: a railway undertaking is regarded to have perfect information
in the game theoretical setting, if it knows all current actions taken by all other
railway undertakings during the railway capacity allocation process.
Planning Time Horizon: time difference between the time when a train path request
is submitted by the railway undertaking and the time when it is included irrevo-
cably and generally binding into the working train timetable.
Price of Anarchy: ratio of the objective function value of the worst Nash Equilibrium
to the objective function value of the optimal solution.
Price of Stability: ratio of the objective function value of the best Nash Equilibrium
to the objective function value of the optimal solution.
Primary Railway Market: from an economic perspective railway undertakings offer
transportation services on the primary railway market.
Private Railway System: a railway system, that is owned by a private railway under-
taking and solely used by this private undertaking for its own railway operation.
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Problem Instance: a certain set of train path requests that need to be allocated on a
certain railway infrastructure.
Public Railway System: the railway capacity of a public railway system is available
to any licensed railway undertaking.
Railway Corridor: a part of the railway infrastructure, consisting of tracks and line
side equipment that connects two major railway stations.
Railway Infrastructure Capacity: the potential to schedule train path requests on
a railway system.
Railway Undertaking: a licensed undertaking or legal entity with commercial interest
in procuring railway infrastructure capacity.
Regulatory Body: any body or organisation that is financially independent from fund-
ing decisions, legal structure and decision-making of any railway infrastructure
manager or railway undertaking. It shall assure the non-discriminatory access to
railway infrastructure capacity for any licensed railway undertaking.
Secondary Railway Market: the market where railway capacity is traded. Railway
infrastructure managers offer the available railway capacity to railway undertak-
ings who want to operate trains on the railway infrastructure.
Sequential Railway Capacity Allocation: approach where train path requests are
subsequently allocated into the draft train timetable.
Sight Distance: defines the distance, within the train driver is able to perceive obsta-
cles.
Simultaneous Railway Capacity Allocation: approach where all submitted train
path requests are allocated simultaneously into the draft train timetable.
Specialised Railway Infrastructure: parts of the railway infrastructure, where al-
ternative routes exist, may be declared as specialised railway infrastructure. Train
path requests for specialised railway infrastructure capacity may be granted pri-
ority under certain circumstances (defined in article 24 of Directive 2001/14/EC
[EC01d]).
Spurplan Model: a microscopic infrastructure model for the train timetable construc-
tion tool RUT.
Static Speed Profile: determines the maximum allowed speed for a route on a railway
infrastructure. It is a piecewise constant function that plots the maximum allowed
speed against the position on the route of a train.
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Stopping Distance: of a train is the distance within this train is able to stop if it
decelerates by means of its own braking system.
Strategy: a function that determines the action of a player at any stage of the game.
Switch: a track element with moving parts that can be switched in order to change the
direction of a train movement (sometimes switches are referred to as ‘points’).
Track Section: a section of the track that is located between the position of two in-
frastructure elements.
Traffic Mode: different modes of traffic are distinguished with regards to the underly-
ing type of transportation system: railway, road, etc.
Train Control System: includes a train protection system that indicates the moving
authority to the train drivers and ensures thus safe railway operation. Additional
technical measures of the train control system prevent un-authorised train move-
ments (e.g. if a train driver ignores a red aspect of a main signal, the train brakes
automatically).
Train Path Family: a set of train path requests having similar characteristics. A train
path family groups the periodic train path requests for a similar train movement
at different times of the day.
Train Path: the infrastructure capacity that is needed for a train or rolling stock move-
ment.
Train Timetabling: the starting and arrival times of trains at train stations are es-
timated in this planning step. This planning step determines the train path
requests that the railway undertaking will submit to the infrastructure manager.
Transit Train Path: a train path that crosses one ore more member states of the
European Community without loading or unloading of goods and/or without
picking up or setting down passengers.
Vehicle Planning: concerns the planning of railway operation with regards to the
required amount of railway vehicles and the assignment of vehicles to scheduled
train movements.
Vertex: of the decision tree represents partly or fully expanded solutions.
Working Train Timetable: includes the data defining all train movements on a spe-
cific railway infrastructure. It is the result of the railway capacity allocation
process.
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Variables
Ai,l : set of possible alternatives of train path or train path family i at railway station
or overtaking section l.
ai,l : indicates a particular route for train path family i at railway station or overtaking
section l.
Ai : set of all possible combinations of routes train path family i.
ai : indicates a particular combination of chosen alternative routes for train path
family i.
b(jri ) : time that task i (allocated on resource r) begins.
Bi : comprises all possible values of bi.
bi : indicates the bending value of a train path family i. It is the relative extension
of the overall journey time of a train movement.
c(jri ) : centroid of task j
r
i (defined in equation (3.16)).
e(jri ) : time that task i (allocated on resource r) ends.
fi,conflict : the conflict function of train path family i (defined in equation (3.11)). It
determines the sum of all blocking time overlaps of tasks that belong to train
path request i.
fi,diss : the dissatisfaction function of train path family i (defined in equation (4.3)).
f ′i,diss : the extended dissatisfaction function of train path family i (defined in equa-
tion (4.11)). It comprises the conflict function fi,conflict.
fi,journey : indicated the dissatisfaction of a railway undertaking due to increasing the
total journey time of the train path(s) of train path family i with regards to the
initial journey time of the train path request(s) (defined in equation (4.2)).
fi,shift : indicates the dissatisfaction of a railway undertaking due to shifting train path
family i from its initial position in time space (defined in equation (4.1)).
Finertia : force that opposes the changing of a train’s state of motion due to the inertia
of the train’s mass (defined in equation (3.1)).
flower bound : a function that estimates a lower bound of all possible solutions, that can
be reached from a particular vertex of the decision tree in figure 5.2 (defined in
equation (5.2)).
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f 1obj : the utilitarian objective function (defined in equation (4.6)).
f∞obj : the egalitarian objective function.
f ′1obj : the utilitarian objective function of the relaxed problem formulation (defined in
equation (4.12)).
f ′∞obj : the egalitarian objective function of the relaxed problem formulation (defined in
equation (6.2)).
f ′pobj : the objective function of order p of the relaxed problem formulation (defined in
equation (6.1)).
fpobj : the objective function of order p (defined in equation (4.5)).
Fresistance : comprises all forces that hinder the constant movement of the train due to
friction or track slopes (introduced on page 55).
Ftraction : the induced force onto the train due to the traction effort by the train’s drives
or braking systems (introduced on page 55). The braking force is a negative
traction force.
Hi,m : comprises all possible values for the dwell time extension of train path family i
at railway station or overtaking section m.
hi,m : indicates the applied dwell time extension of train path family i in train station
or overtaking section m.
Hi : comprises all possible values for the dwell time extension of train path family i.
hi : indicates a particular combination of dwell time extensions of train path familyi.
J¯i : set of tasks representing train path i (defined in equation (3.8)).
jri : task of train path i (allocated on resource r).
Li : indicates the number of railway stations or overtaking sections with alternative
routes available to train path family i.
m : static mass of a train.
Mi : indicates the number of railway stations or overtaking sections with a scheduled
stop of train path family i.
meff : the effective mass takes into account the inertia of rotating masses of a train and
is thus slightly higher than the static train mass m.
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N (x) : defines a set of neighbouring solutions to a particular solution x ∈ X (introduced
on page 124).
N K(x) : a K-neighbourhood is defined as the set of solutions that can be reached by
altering K different decision variables of a particular solution x ∈ X (introduced
on page 124).
N : number of train path families to be allocated on the railway infrastructure.
P¯ : a set of players in a game.
Φ(x) : the potential function of the formulated game equals the utilitarian objective
function of the railway capacity allocation problem (defined in equation (6.3)).
p : order of the objective function.
P0 : population of the genetic algorithm. It comprises a set of solutions.
ρ : mass factor, due to rotating masses usually [1.05 . . . 1.10].
t0 : initial temperature of the simulated annealing algorithm.
Ti : comprises all possible values of ti.
ti : indicates the time, a train path family i is shifted in time space.
tmin : minimum temperature of the simulated annealing algorithm.
Vk : the set of all vertices of the decision tree at level k (defined in equation (5.1)).
vk : a particular vertex of the decision tree at level k (introduced in equation (5.1)).
X : comprises all possible combinations of alterations of all train path families, it thus
comprises the whole solution space (defined in equation (4.4)).
Xi : all possible combinations of alterations of train path family i (defined in equa-
tion (3.23)).
xi : indicates a particular combination of alterations of train path family i.
x−i,opt : optimal solution if train path family i is not included into the draft train
timetable.
x−i : solution, where all but train path family i are allocated on the railway infrastruc-
ture.
Xcf : comprises all feasible/conflict–free solutions of the solution space (defined in equa-
tion (4.8)).
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Xconflict : set of all non feasible solutions (introduced on page 106).
xi,current : current action/decision of player i.
xi,init : initial combination of alterations of train path family i.
xinit : initial combination of applied alterations of all train path families.
x∗i : possible action/decision of player i at his turn.
xopt : an optimal solution of the optimisation problem (the set of optimal solutions is
defined in equation (4.13)).
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Transportation services in railway systems require unlike transportation services in other
modes of transport accurate planning of operation. This is due to the fact that railway
transportation services are mostly supply-side driven: the railway undertakings promote
their railway transportation services prior to the actual railway operation. A published
train timetable allows the customers to use railway transportation services efficiently.
Moreover, uncontrolled railway operation is particularly prone to deadlocks. Due to the
strict safety requirements, train drivers need to obtain the moving authority for a certain
part of the railway infrastructure from a centrally authorised controlling instance, which
assures this high level of safety. An initial schedule helps to control railway operation,
since it reduces the vast complexity of real time operational planning. Instead of planning
railway operation from the scratch, the operational planning consists of re-scheduling of
the train movements only.
Furthermore, railway systems consist of very expensive assets. In order to make best
use of these worthy assets and to ensure economic operation, planning of the railway
operation is indispensable.
1.1 Operational Planning of Railway Systems
Operational planning of public railway systems consists of the following planning steps:
network planning: determines the microscopic layout of the railway infrastructure
line planning: determines the lines and their frequency of operation
train timetabling: determines the arrival and departure times of trains at train stations
capacity allocation: including the train path requests into the working train timetable
vehicle planning: rolling stock assignment
crew planning: crew rostering and staff planning
re-scheduling: controlling the movements of trains during operation
The listing above does just roughly represent the chronological order of the planning
steps. Some planning steps have strong interrelations and can not be processed inde-
pendently from each other. However, the high complexity of the operational planning
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process for public railway systems makes the segmentation into reduced planning steps
necessary.
Railway systems can be categorised into either private or public railway systems. Private
railway systems are owned by private companies and are with few exceptions exclusively
planned, built and operated by this single owner. In contrast, public railway systems
are often funded with the help of public institutions or governments. In the past an in-
tegrated railway company was usually appointed to plan, build and operate the railway
system. The efforts of the European Commission to segregate the integrated railway
companies into railway infrastructure manager and railway undertakings shall ensure
open access to railway capacity for any licensed railway undertaking. Hoping that the
induced competition does lead to an efficient use of the railway infrastructure capacity,
which on the long run shall increase the share of railway transportation within the Euro-
pean member states. The operational planning of railway systems is very complex. This
complexity is even increased due to the contradicting objectives of different participating
railway undertakings in public railway systems.
The focus of this work is the railway capacity allocation of public railway systems. But
before the key issues of railway capacity allocation can be discussed, its correlation with
the other planning steps of railway operation needs to be discussed.
Figure 1.1 gives a structural overview over the planning steps of railway operation.
The horizontal position assigns the responsibility of the planning steps to either rail-
way infrastructure manager or railway undertaking. The vertical position indicates the
chronological order as introduced above. The arrows in figure 1.1 signify high inter-
relation between certain operational planning steps for public railway systems. The
high interrelation between train timetabling, vehicle planning and crew planning makes
it almost impossible to determine a strict and predefined chronological order of these
planning steps. Often, a subset of these planning steps is combined and performed
simultaneously.
The focus of this work is railway capacity allocation. Even though it is performed
primarily by the railway infrastructure manger, it often requires interaction with the
railway undertakings, since this planning step interferes with the train timetabling of the
railway undertakings. This interference between railway undertaking and infrastructure
manager is illustrated in figure 1.1.
1.2 Motivation for Algorithmic Capacity Allocation
The induced competition for railway capacity allocation in public railway systems in
Europe severely impacts the railway capacity allocation procedure. Whereas in the past
a single integrated railway company performed the above mentioned planning steps all
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Figure 1.1: Structure of the planning steps of operational planning in public railway
systems.
together, its segregation reduces the competences of the railway infrastructure manager
to perform network planning, capacity allocation and re-scheduling only.
Thus the infrastructure manager has just limited information during the planning process
and needs to respect the confidentiality of information given to him by the railway
undertakings. Moreover, new railway undertakings enter the established market for
railway capacity, which increases the complexity of the planning process. Figure 1.2
illustrates the growing number of train path requests from railway undertakings that
are independent from the former integrated railway company ‘Deutsche Bahn’.
The competing railway undertakings interact on a market analogous environment: the
market for railway capacity. The creation of such a market for railway capacity is a
key target of the European Commission, hoping that it will lead to a more economic
utilisation of the railway infrastructure.
Establishing a market for railway capacity leads to concurrent acquisition of railway
capacity by the railway undertakings. This competitiveness has a strong impact on the
railway capacity allocation procedure. In the past when infrastructure managers and
railway undertakings were integrated into one single company the train path requests
for railway capacity were either already coordinated due to the train timetabling or the
occurring conflicts were easy to resolve since the information about all related planning
steps of railway operation was available. The railway capacity allocation could thus be
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Figure 1.2: Percentage of annual train path requests submitted by non-DB railway un-
dertakings for the German railway system (data listed in appendix A.1).
optimised globally and the objective for capacity allocation was in fact to allocate the
railway capacity in a manner to optimise the operation of the whole integrated railway
system.
In 2009 there were 300 railway undertakings operating in the German secondary railway
market, 60 of them do request railway capacity for passenger trains [Gra09]. However DB
Regio still is the biggest railway undertaking requesting railway capacity for passenger
trains. In 2002 Deutsche Bahn AG established a ‘Competition Officer’, in order to
guarantee the correct implementation of the European framework for railway capacity
allocation [DB02]. Dr. Hedderich, who held the post as Competition Officer in 2003
being asked in an interview if it was advisable to give carriers and shippers access to
train paths, as it is intended in the first railway package, pointed out in an interview
printed in the competition report of Deutsche Bahn AG (2003):
“My reservation is that people underestimate the complexity of train path
allocation. Innumerable technical and operational questions have to be clar-
ified in a dialogue between railway undertakings and DB Netz (the railway
infrastructure manager of the largest part of the German railway system).
If the carriers who only wish to run one train from A to B also join in that
dialogue, the process will become even more complicated.”
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Figure 1.3: Conflicting train path requests for the working train timetable 2008 and 2009
of the German railway system [DB08a], [DB09].
Within the competitive railway market, the train path requests submitted by concurrent
railway undertakings are more likely to conflict. This assumption is backed by current
figures for the German railway system indicating an increase of conflicting train path
requests illustrated in figure 1.3.
The capacity allocation process is thus effected by the liberalisation process within the
European railway systems in a way that the occurrence of conflicting train path requests
is more likely, and the resolution of such conflicts gets more difficult. Therefore, this work
discusses the application of algorithmic railway capacity allocation within a competitive
European railway system in order to support the allocation process for railway capacity
and to quantify the effect of the induced competition on the railway capacity allocation
process.
1.3 Structure of this Work
Figure 1.4 illustrates the structure of this work. Starting from the introduction in this
chapter, the binding regulations for railway capacity allocation in Europe and its imple-
mentation are discussed in chapter 2. It points out the challenges of railway capacity
allocation and identifies the problem setting for this work.
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Figure 1.4: Structure of this work.
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Since ‘railway capacity’ as such is difficult to estimate, chapter 3 gives an introduction
into a sophisticated modelling approach that allows to determine the railway capacity
consumption of a train movement microscopically. This modelling approach is extended
in order to describe railway capacity allocation formally. The objectives and constraints
for railway capacity allocation are discussed in chapter 4 followed by a formalisation as
an optimisation problem. This formalised railway capacity allocation problem has to
be solved. Chapter 5 discusses an exact method as well as heuristics for this purpose
under the precondition that the objectives are known by a central planning instance.
This condition is not fulfilled if confidentiality of information is assured as required in
a liberalised railway market for railway infrastructure capacity. The game theoretical
setting introduced in chapter 6 is capable to simulate a railway capacity allocation
procedure that fulfils the requirement of confidentiality.
The application of the algorithmic framework for railway capacity allocation with regards
to the allocation procedures as they are currently conducted is presented in chapter 7
and its application exemplarily shown in chapter 8. The main conclusions of this work
and a brief outlook follow in chapter 9.1.
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As introduced in the previous chapter there are political tendencies trying to establish an
open access policy for the European railway system. Due to the efforts of the European
Commission to grant open access to any licensed railway undertaking that intends to
operate trains on the European railway system, more and more railway undertakings
emerge and do request railway capacity.
In this situation where the railway infrastructure is accessible by many railway under-
takings, the railway infrastructure capacity can be regarded as a commodity that can
be purchased in a market analogous environment. The European Commission expects
that such a market will lead to a more efficient use of railway capacity. Moreover, in-
ternational railway operation can be facilitated if railway capacity is available to foreign
licensed railway undertakings. Due to the strategic intentions of the incumbent railway
undertakings that evolved from the integrated railway companies, a legal framework for
railway capacity allocation is indispensable to assure fair competition.
2.1 Legal Framework for Capacity Allocation
The European Commission set up a legal framework in order to establish a competitive
market for railway capacity based on open access to railway capacity for any licensed
railway undertaking in the European Union. The legal framework has sever impacts
on the railway capacity allocation process, since the competition induced by the legal
framework opposes significantly the coordinated railway capacity allocation, as it was
procured for decades before. The European Directives that formulate this legal frame-
work are introduced and their particular impact discussed in the following.
2.1.1 European Directives for Railway Capacity Allocation
First efforts to set up a legal framework assuring open access for railway capacity al-
location are formulated in EU Directive 1991/440/EC [EC91]. The emission of EU
Directive 1991/440/EC documents the first efforts of the European Commission to pro-
mote and facilitate cross border railway traffic in the member states of the European
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Union [EC91]. This first directive was subsequently updated and extended in order to
guarantee the licensed railway undertakings access to the national railway infrastructures
in the European Union. EU Directive 1995/18/EC was released in order to standardise
the definition of a licensed railway undertaking [EC95]. It defines the particular require-
ments for railway undertakings in the European Union. Hoping that the European wide
definition of requirements for railway undertakings will automatically grant access rail-
way capacity to any railway undertaking that fulfils these particular requirements. But
yet there were many other issues that prevented open and free access to the national
railway infrastructures. Therefore, more directives of the European commission were
elaborated in order to force the national integrated railway companies to grant open
access to concurrent railway undertakings, who wish to acquire railway capacity. The
chronological order of the emission of European directives that refer to the operation of
European railway systems is listed and discussed by Eichinger (2004) [Eic04].
The European Commission released in total three so called railway packages that induce
significant changes for the legal framework of railway capacity allocation in the European
Union. Each railway package contains directives that are to be adopted into the national
legislative framework for railway operation. The framework for railway operation for a
particular railway system is usually written down and published in a network statement.
Each railway infrastructure manager publishes such a network statement.
The first railway package contains three European Directives: Directive 2001/12/EC
[EC01b], Directive 2001/13/EC [EC01c] and Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d]. Eichinger
(2004) [Eic04] reviews the effects of this railway package. As he points out, even after
releasing this first railway package there were still some obstacles that hinder the free
access to railway infrastructure capacity. Nevertheless, even if it did not overcome all
obstacles for free access, it includes EU Directive 2001/14/EC, which gives an elaborated,
standardised set of notions and rules for the allocation of railway capacity on a European
scale [EC01d].
A second and a third railway package were released in order to resolve some shortcom-
ings of the first railway package. They inherit some updates to certain directives of the
first railway package. The directives of the European Commission that were released
within the second railway package are: EU Directive 2004/49/EC [EC04a], EU Direc-
tive 2004/50/EC [EC04b], EU Directive 2004/51/EC [EC04c]. The directives of the
third railway packages contain: EU Directive 2007/58/EC [EC07a] and EU Directive
2007/59/EC [EC07b].
Since the focus of this work is the allocation of railway capacity, just those EU Directives
are of particular interest that effect EU Directive 2001/14/EC. EU Directive 2001/14/EC
is amended and effected by the following Directives of the European Commission:
EU Directive 2002/844/EC [EC01a]
The schedule for the allocation process in ANNEX III of EU Directive 2001/14/EC
is changed. This effects paragraph 2 of ANNEX III which defines the date of the
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working train timetable. In the original version this date was the last Saturday
in May. For the working train timetable 2003 and from there on, the change of
the working train timetable shall take place on the second Saturday in December
each year. In the United Kingdom this change is applied for the working train
timetable 2004.
EU Directive 2004/49/EC [EC04a]
This directive replaces the safety requirements that are stated in EU Directive
2001/14/EC. This leads even to the new title of EU Directive 2001/14/EC: “Di-
rective 2001/14/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February
2001 on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges
for the use of railway infrastructure”. This new title implies that the safety certifi-
cation is no longer documented in EU Directive 2001/14/EC. Therefore the whole
article 3 and paragraph 2 of article 34 in EU Directive 2001/14/EC are no longer
valid. These parts concerned safety certification.
EU Directive 2007/58/EC [EC07a]
Transit train paths can be treated exceptional from the rules of EU Directive
2001/14/EC. The economic impact of international train paths on the national
railway system shall be evaluated. Under certain circumstances international train
path requests can be rejected. Framework agreements cover in principle a period
of 5 years. In justified cases this period can be extended up to 15 years. The
independence of regulatory body from public service contract shall be guaranteed.
Cyprus and Malta are excluded from implementing EU Directive 2001/14/EC as
long as no railway system is established within their territory.
EU Directive 2008/981/EC [EC08b]
The derogation granted to certain member states of the European Union are ex-
tended (until 14 march 2013). This concerns the derogation granted in article 33 of
EU Directive 2001/14/EC. This decision is justified in the particular geographical
situation of Ireland, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
There are several other decisions and propositions made by the European Commission
that effect EU Directive 2001/14/EC. Appendix A.2 gives an overview over all these
documents. EU Directive 2001/14/EC and the most relevant updates until the beginning
of 2009 have been introduced, since this directive is often referred to during this work.
Throughout this work the notations and definitions of EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d]
and those notations that are used in the network statements of railway infrastructure
managers in the European Union e.g. DB Netz AG [DBN08], SBB [SBB07] and ProRail
[PR08] will be used. However some notations are used in a simplified manner since the
aim of this work is to introduce a rather algorithmic than a legal framework for railway
capacity allocation. The derived notions and a short description can be found in the
glossary.
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2.1.2 Implementation of the European Directives
The deadline for incorporating EU Directive 2001/14/EC into the national network
statement was March 15th 2003 (stated in article 38 in [EC01d]).
The incumbent railway undertakings that evolved from the former integrated railway
companies do have incentives to prevent concurrent railway undertakings from getting
access to their ‘domestic’ railway infrastructure capacity. Since these incumbent railway
undertakings do considerably influence political decisions even on European level, the
implementation of the open access philosophy into European directives is a political
struggle.
There is a controversial debate on how successful the liberalisation process, induced by
EU Directive 2001/14/EC takes place. As Eichinger (2004) points out, there seem to be
a few European member states that impede the fast implementation of an open access
railway capacity market [Eic04]. The implementation of EU Directives varies dependent
on the European member states. The variances between the national implementations
are documented by Walker et al. (2009) [WBvVJ09]. The assessment of the liberali-
sation process in the European railway system is difficult, since exceptions from given
regulations can be reasonable in one case and a tricky liberalisation barrier in another
case. Exceptions from the formulation in the EU Directives can be very reasonable, in
order to take into account the special circumstances in some European member states
(there are some European member states that do not even possess a railway system).
The European Commission charged transportation consultants with an evaluation report
on the implementation of the first railway package [GGU05]. This report was published
in 2005 and contains advice to the European Commission on how the liberalisation pro-
cess can be assured by means of adapting the current EU Directives or adding control
measures.
A press release of the European Commission calls all Member States of the European
Union but the Netherlands, Malta and Cyprus to ensure correct implementation of the
First Rail Package and criticises in particular the incomplete segregation of infrastructure
managers and railway undertakings [EC08a]. Given that Malta and Cyprus do not even
possess a railway infrastructure, the Netherlands are the only member state that seems to
ensure correct implementation of the first railway package of the European Commission.
The aim of this work is not to assess the implementation of the liberalisation process of
the European railway system. Nevertheless a comparative analysis of the liberalisation
process in several European countries and its development between 2004 and 2008 can
be found in Thompson (2008) [Tho08]. An approach to develop a liberalisation index is
documented in the work of Kirchner (2002, 2004, 2007) ([SK02], [SK04], [SK07]).
In the following, EU Directive 2001/14/EC is taken as guideline for railway infrastruc-
ture capacity allocation. The general constraints and objectives under which the capac-
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ity allocation shall be conducted are stated in article 14 of EU Directive 2001/14/EC
[EC01d]:
• The fair and non-discriminatory allocation in accordance with community law.
• Capacity allocation shall be performed by an allocation body that is independent
from any railway undertaking. This allocation body is in most cases the infras-
tructure manager.
• Infrastructure managers and allocation bodies shall respect the commercial confi-
dentiality of information provided to them.
These are the key constraints and objectives that were elaborated in order to ensure a
competitive railway capacity allocation, which on the long run shall increase the com-
petitiveness of the European railway system.
2.2 Railway Capacity Allocation Procedure
2.2.1 Train Path Request Types
The time period between the date when a train path request is submitted and the
date when the train path request is generally binding and irrevocably included into
the working train timetable is in the following called the planning time horizon of a
train path request. Dependent on this planning time horizon and on whether the train
path request concerns railway infrastructure capacity of more than one national railway
infrastructure manager, four different types of train path requests can be distinguished.
Long term train path requests are contracted by so called framework agreements. The
planning time horizon of long term train path requests is ranging from 5 to 15 years.
The long planning time horizon shall insure reliability for the future planning of
railway infrastructure managers and railway undertakings.
International train path requests do require railway capacity from at least two differ-
ent national railway infrastructure managers.
Annual train path requests have to be requested annually to be included into the an-
nual train timetable. They can be requested from at most 12 months in advance
of the entry into force of the working train timetable until a deadline that can be
determined by the infrastructure manager. Most European infrastructure manager
set this deadline to 8 month before entry into force of the working train timetable
[DBN08],[SBB07],[PR08].
Ad hoc train path requests are requested at short notice. This applies for example
for cargo train movements which are planned in a far more flexible way than the
train movements of passenger trains whose operation highly depends on a reliable
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train timetable. Ad hoc train paths are requested from two weeks to 24 hours in
advance.
In case of international train path requests railway capacity of more than one European
member state is required. Particularly railway undertakings trying to establish trans–
European rail services have to request international train paths. Article 15 of points out
that international train path requests need a particular level of cooperation between the
concerned national infrastructure managers [EC01d]. But not only cooperation between
the infrastructure managers is required. Various national train path requests may have
to be altered in order to permit the allocation of an international train path request.
Most European railway infrastructure managers coordinate the international train path
requests in collaboration with RailNetEurope. This organisation was set up by the col-
laborating infrastructure managers in order to facilitate the allocation of international
train path request. RailNetEurope allows the European railway undertakings to submit
their international train path request to just one single entity instead of requesting rail-
way capacity from several different infrastructure managers [RNE08]. The coordination
that is needed in order to allocate international train path request is the responsibility
of RailNetEurope.
RailNetEurope offers several services that facilitate the procedure of international train
path allocation. It provides the information that is needed by the railway undertakings
and even distributes a software tool (‘Pathfinder’) that shall support the formulation of
international train path requests and facilitate their allocation on the railway infrastruc-
ture. The most relevant due dates for this procedure can be found on the web site of
RailNetEurope. Appendix A.2 shows a screen–shot of the information provided on the
web-site [RNE08].
2.2.2 Work-flow of the Annual Railway Capacity Allocation Process
Article 18 of EU Directive 2001/14/EC contains the relevant deadlines for the capacity
allocation process in the European railway system [EC01d]. Not all deadlines are given
explicitly, leaving some flexibility to the national railway infrastructure managers. They
can determine these deadlines within a certain tolerance but have to publish them so
that they are available to all licensed railway undertakings. The key facts and deadlines
are listed in the following and can be found in Annex III of EU Directive 2001/14/EC:
1. The working train timetable shall be established annually.
2. Infrastructure managers have to declare a specific date and time when the shift of
one train timetable to another takes places. This point in time is in the following
denoted as x. The updated updating EU Directive 2002/844/EC [EC01a] fixes
this deadline to the second Saturday in December each year.
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Figure 2.1: The time-line of the railway capacity allocation process (deadlines in EU
Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d].
3. The final date for receipt of annual train path requests must not be earlier than
x - 12 months
4. Not later than x - 11 months the infrastructure managers shall ensure that the
international train path requests have been allocated provisionally. The allocation
of international train paths should be adhered to as far as possible.
5. Four months after the deadline for submission of the annual train path requests
by railway undertakings, a draft train timetable shall be prepared.
The schedule of the capacity allocation procedure containing the most relevant dead-
lines are illustrated in figure 2.1. As it can be seen in the figure, the capacity allocation
process leads to a working train timetable for railway operation. Thus, train timetabling
and railway capacity allocation are essentially the same planning steps just performed
by different parties: train timetabling is performed by the railway undertaking and rail-
way capacity allocation is performed by the railway infrastructure manager. Figure 2.1
illustrates the interaction between railway undertaking (RU) and infrastructure manager
(IM). Long term, international and the annual train path requests are to be included
into the draft train timetable. If these train path requests are not coordinated before-
hand, the occurrence of conflicts is very likely. Conflicts occur, if train path requests do
exclude each other. Railway infrastructure capacity is limited so that particularly highly
frequented parts of the railway infrastructure are prone to such conflicts. In order to
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obtain a feasible draft train timetable, these conflicts have to be resolved. This is done
in the coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation process. As illustrated in
figure 2.1 all train path request are to be gathered by the railway infrastructure man-
ager as soon as the deadline for annual train path request is exceeded. If there are not
any conflicts all, train path requests can be included into the draft train timetable as
they are requested. But as mentioned before conflicts are likely to occur in congested
parts of the railway infrastructure. In this case, conflicts need to be resolved. In a
first step, the infrastructure manager tries to resolve the occurring conflicts by altering
those train path requests that are involved in conflicts. This requires the coordination
between railway infrastructure manager and all those railway undertakings whose train
path requests need to be altered. This coordination between infrastructure managers
and railway undertakings does usually result in a conflict free draft train timetable. In
very rare cases train path requests are rejected in the adjudication procedure. This will
be discussed in chapter 2.2.4.
Article 23 of Directive 2001/14/EC states that infrastructure managers shall evaluate the
need for reserve capacity for ad hoc train path requests. This holds even for congested
infrastructure. Therefore reserve capacity for ad hoc train path requests need to be
considered in the draft train timetable.
2.2.3 Objectives for Railway Capacity Allocation
As long as one integrated railway company managed and operated the national rail-
way systems in the European Union there was one key objective for railway capacity
allocation: using the railway infrastructure capacity as efficient as possible. Since all
information about railway operation was available to this single integrated railway com-
pany, railway planning and railway operation could be optimised globally. Globally in
the sense that all requirements and objectives could be taken into consideration. The
liberalisation process within the European railway system has some strict implications
on railway capacity allocation because it hinders such a global optimisation: the in-
frastructure manager and the railway undertakings operate separately, moreover the
infrastructure manager gathers confidential information that is not allowed to be shared
or to be made public. This motivates the need to clarify the objectives for railway capac-
ity allocation for the European railway system under the introduced capacity allocation
scheme.
Article 20 and article 21 of EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d] point out the guidelines
that shall be met during the allocation of train path requests and the objectives that are
to be considered in the coordination phase. Particularly the objectives for the railway
capacity allocation process are described in a very general manner. This leaves certain
degrees of freedom for the implementation of the European framework for railway capac-
ity allocation. Therefore the rough descriptions of EU Directive 2001/14/EC are briefly
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summarised and afterwards supplemented by a section describing the implementation
of the directive in a national network statement, since the national network statement
defines the objectives more precisely.
During the allocation of train path requests the infrastructure manager shall meet the
requests of the railway undertakings as far as possible including those requests for train
path crossing more than one national network. Moreover, the constraints on railway un-
dertakings as well as the economic effects of the train path allocation shall be considered
as objective during the railway capacity allocation process. Under certain circumstances,
the infrastructure manager may grant priority to certain train path requests but this
only holds if the concerned railway infrastructure is specialised railway infrastructure or
congested railway infrastructure.
Article 20 of EU Directive 2001/14/EC states that the infrastructure manager shall
consult interested parties about the draft working train timetable in order to give the
railway undertakings the opportunity to comment on the effect of this train timetable
on their operation. After constructing the draft working train timetable, conflicts may
occur. Particularly on highly congested parts of the railway infrastructure such conflicts
are very likely to occur and must be resolved in order to obtain a valid, feasible working
train timetable. For such cases a coordination process is launched in order to solve the
occurring conflicts. Article 21 of EU Directive 2001/14/EC describes this coordination
process that is illustrated in figure 2.1.
2.2.4 Coordination of Railway Capacity Allocation
There are basically two possibilities available to an infrastructure manager in order to
resolve a conflict. Either train path requests are altered in a way that the conflict is
resolved or train path requests are rejected. The rejection of a train path opposes the
objective to meet all train path requests as it is stated in article 20 paragraph 1 of
EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d]. Moreover, the aim of all efforts of the design of
a European wide railway capacity allocation process is the efficient use of the railway
infrastructure. This drives the need for an efficient coordination process that is capable
of resolving conflicts as far as possible. Just in cases, where the railway capacity is so
scarce that not all train path requests can be met, the rejection of a train path request
can be indicated. Just in very rare cases train path requests are rejected and if this is
inevitable, special actions must be taken by the railway infrastructure manager: he needs
to declare railway infrastructure as congested followed by a capacity analysis and the
development of a capacity enhancement plan. This procedure is described in article 22
of EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d].
These are the rough guidelines for the coordination process as they are given in EU
Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d]. The detailed principles and rules, governing the co-
ordination process shall be defined in the network statement of the national railway
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infrastructure managers. Each infrastructure manager has to publish such a network
statement that defines the guidelines of the coordination process (paragraph 4 article 21
of EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d]).
Each member state of the European Union assures the implementation of EU Directive
2001/14/EC [EC01d] by a national regulation. The implementation of this directive is
supervised and assessed by the European Commission. Thus, the framework for railway
capacity allocation defined in EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d] has to be implemented
by the national railway infrastructure managers. The framework leaves some degree of
freedom to the infrastructure managers for its implementation. Therefore, its national
implementation by the national network statements may vary.
Since the German Railway infrastructure manager DB Netz AG launched the develop-
ment of a train timetable construction tool and thus forced the translation of expert
knowledge into software, the capacity allocation process in Germany is of particular
interest for this work. Moreover, the German railway infrastructure includes several
international corridors for passenger trains as well as for cargo trains. Therefore, the
implementation of the European directive does effect the German railway infrastructure
severely.
The German Railway Act (‘Allgemeines Eisenbahngesetz’) [BdJ08] and the German rail-
way infrastructure usage regulations [BfV05] are the binding regulations for the railway
capacity allocation procedure in Germany. They implement the regulations of EU Direc-
tive 2001/14/EC [EC01d]. The majority of the German railway infrastructure is under
supervision of the German railway infrastructure manager DB Netz AG, its network
statement determines the date when the annual working train timetable is set into force
[DBN08]. This date is set to be the second Saturday of December at 24h00 if the train
timetable changes in winter season (this is the common case). For alterations of the
train timetable the appointment is set to be the second Saturday in June at 24h00. Ex-
ception from these dates can be made. More particular information about the capacity
allocation process of the infrastructure manager DB Netz AG is available in its Network
Statement [DBN08].
As introduced before, the coordination process is of particular interest. This procedure
has to be worked off, if different train path requests are conflicting each other. §9 of
the German railway infrastructure usage regulations [BfV05] determines the rules of
the coordination process. The procedure and principles of this coordination process are
documented in [DBN08] and shall be presented briefly in the following paragraph.
Coordination Process
The infrastructure managers need to comply with the train path requests of railway
undertakings as far as possible. However, if train path requests are conflicting, the
infrastructure manager needs to take measures in order to solve the occurring conflicts
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and thus to create a feasible working train timetable. The coordination process shall
lead to a decision that resolves occurring conflicts in a non-discriminatory manner. It
consists of several steps that are gone through subsequently.
Step 1
Shifting train path requests in time space is an adequate measure to resolve occur-
ring conflicts. The infrastructure manager can shift train path requests within a
certain tolerance without consultation of the concerned railway undertaking. De-
pending on the type of train path request, different shifting tolerances are applied:
• +/- 3 minutes for passenger train path requests.
• +/- 15 minutes for cargo train path requests.
If the tolerances are insufficient or the decision would result in a train path that
does not meet the railway undertakings requirements due to interconnections, the
infrastructure manager needs to proceed with the next step in order to resolve the
occurring conflict.
Step 2
The infrastructure manager holds negotiation talks with those railway undertak-
ings whose train path conflicts could not be solved in step 1. The infrastructure
manager initiates talks with the concerned railway undertakings in order to resolve
the conflicts. Within these talks the infrastructure manager reveals on which parts
of the railway infrastructure the conflicts occur. Since the infrastructure manager
shall respect the privacy of the concurrent railway undertaking whose train path
imposes the conflict, not more information shall be given to the railway undertak-
ing. The infrastructure manager and the concerned railway undertaking elaborate
an alteration to the original train path request. This alteration has to resolve the
conflict and has to meet the requirements of the railway undertaking. If these
negotiation talks lead to a agreeable solution, the outcome is documented and the
altered train path request is allocated. If the involved parties can not agree on
a mutually agreeable solution, the coordination process continues with the next
step.
Step 3
At this stage the infrastructure manager asks those railway undertakings who
requested the conflicting train paths to hand in additional information to their train
path requests within three working days. The additional information shall contain:
“extended tolerances, alternatives and forcing points” of the train path request
[DBN08]. Additionally the railway undertaking is asked to provide information
about its train path requests that may help to prioritise this train path request.
Assigning priorities to train path requests is necessary if the last step of the coordina-
tion process does not result into an agreeable, conflict free solution. But before using a
priority scheme, the railway infrastructure manager uses the additionally given informa-
tion to resolve the conflict. The train path requests are altered in order to resolve the
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conflicts, but the forcing points and tolerances of the railway undertakings have to be
met. If this step leads to a conflict free solution for the alteration of train path requests,
this solution is communicated to the railway undertaking and the train path request is
amended and included into the working train timetable. If no solution can be found
during this three step coordination process an adjudication procedure follows in order
to resolve the conflict.
It should be stressed at this point that the adjudication procedure is undertaken in very
rare cases. For the annual train timetable in 2008 of the German railway infrastructure
46600 train path requests had been submitted. The train path requests inherited 10500
conflicts and as pointed out by Akermann et al. (2008) all of them could be solved
within the coordination process [AFGW08].
Adjudication Procedure
The adjudication procedure is briefly introduced in the following, more information can
be found in the German railway infrastructure usage regulations [BfV05] and the network
statement of DB Netz AG [DBN08]. If the adjudication procedure applies, one of the
conflicting train paths is usually rejected. In order to determine the winning train path
request a three step approach is applied:
Step 1
In this first step, the train path requests are categorised and the following priority
scheme is applied in order to determine the winning train path request (sequence
from top to least priority):
1. cross border train path requests
2. clock face or integrated network services (in the following denoted as highly
synchronised train path requests)
3. cargo train path requests
The train path requests are categorised with respect to the information given in
step 3 of the coordination process. The train path with higher priority is allocated
and included into the working train timetable, the other train path request is
rejected. If the conflicting train path requests have equal priority and no decision
on the rejection of a train path request can be made the standard charge procedure
is applied.
Step 2
For each of the conflicting train path requests the prognosis of the payments that
can be achieved are calculated. The train path request with the higher payments
(and thus with the higher economic worth) will be accepted and allocated the other
train path request will be rejected. This step is called charge procedure.
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If this procedure fails to determine a winning train path request, the highest bidding
procedure is applied.
Highest Bidder Procedure
The conflicting parties are asked to submit a bid (a sum of money) for the requested
train path within a sealed bid procedure. The bid must be greater than the price that
the railway undertaking would have to pay for the train path without the application of
the highest bidder procedure. The train path of the railway undertaking that submits
the highest bid is accepted.
2.2.5 Planning Time Horizon
As introduced in chapter 2.2.1, there are different types of train path requests. The
planning time horizons of these different train path request types differ significantly.
The planning time horizon is the time period that equals the difference between the
time when a train path request is submitted by the railway undertaking and the time
when it is included irrevocably and generally binding into the working train timetable.
As mentioned earlier, long term train path request are contracted by framework agree-
ments. These framework agreements are very important for railway undertakings and
infrastructure managers, in order to assure the amortisation of investments [Kun09]. Par-
ticularly the train paths for highly synchronised passenger trains are usually contracted
by this framework agreements. This is particularly useful to ensure the interconnections
of different lines that are to be operated for several years. If these train paths would be
requested annually, variations between the final train paths in the different working train
timetables would occur. This would hinder the efficient line planning that is done for
several years. The long term contract between railway undertaking and infrastructure
manager appoints margins in which the train path may be altered if necessary.
There is currently a lot of discussion on the contingent of the overall available capacity
which is allowed to be allocated by framework agreements. Without commenting on
that subject, it is clear that the higher the percentage of train path requests bound by
framework agreements the less capacity is available for the annual train path requests.
These problems due to the different time horizons between types of train path requests
do apply for ad hoc train path requests as well. At the time, when the train path
requests for the annual train timetable are allocated, there has to be left some capacity
for the ad hoc train path requests and for maintenance as stated in article 28 of EU
Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d].
As said before, the assignment of ad hoc train path request takes place from several
weeks up to 24 hours before the working train timetable is set into force. EU Directive
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Figure 2.2: Planning time horizon for different types of train path requests.
2001/14/EC declares that capacity must be reserved for these ad hoc train path requests
[EC01d]. The network statement of DB Netz AG [DBN08], the infrastructure manager
that governs the majority of the railway infrastructure in Germany relates to this ad
hoc train path requests as occasional traffic. The evaluation, on how much capacity is
to be reserved for ad hoc train path requests is not clearly stated in the literature. It
seems that infrastructure managers do reserve capacity for ad hoc train path requests
by experience.
At the time, when the working train timetable is created by the railway infrastructure
manager, he has reliable information about the long term, international and annual
train path requests. Scheduled maintenance can be incorporated into the working train
timetable as well, but short term capacity consumption by maintenance requirements
cannot be planned reliably. Moreover there is just a prognosis on how many ad hoc
train path requests are likely to be requested. The effect of these different planning
time horizons that are due to the different deadlines for the different types of train path
requests are visualised in figure 2.2.
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The time that an annual train timetable is valid for is indicated as toperation on the abscis-
sae. The time tplanning, when the train timetable is created by the railway infrastructure
manager is indicated on the ordinate of figure 2.2. As it can seen in this figure, the cre-
ation of the annual train timetable takes place when the ad hoc train path requests are
not received yet. Moreover, long term train path requests that are guaranteed to railway
undertakings by so called framework agreements are already allocated. An approach for
railway capacity allocation should hence be capable of handling train path requests with
different planning time horizons.
2.3 Analysis of Railway Capacity Allocation
This section is intended to discuss the impact of the paradigm shift in the European
railway system on current capacity allocation procedures and to motivate the applica-
tion of a framework that allows for the algorithmic analysis of the efficiency of railway
capacity allocation under the influence of a competitive market regime.
Regarding a railway systems as a whole, the main objective of railway capacity is to use
the railway infrastructure efficiently and to obtain harmonised and elaborated annual
train timetables. As introduced in chapter 1.1 the creation of a train timetable is a
complex task that is interwoven with other complex tasks such as line planning, crew
planning and vehicle planning. Even the network planning effects the creation of a train
timetable, since the railway infrastructure imposes the fundamental capacity constraints
on the capacity allocation process. Before the liberalisation process for the European
railway system took place, there was one integrated railway company that had control
over all these tasks and could incorporate all information about these tasks into the
capacity allocation process. Introducing a liberalised market scheme for railway capacity
allocation results in concurrent planning of several railway undertakings. Moreover, the
regulatory body deliberately divides the railway system into independent organisations
or undertakings. This division blocks the circulation of certain information within the
railway system. It can be assumed that the division of the railway system which in case
of railway capacity allocation are infrastructure manager(s) and railway undertaking(s)
does lead to solutions during the planning process that cannot be better as if information
about the whole railway system could be gathered. The purpose of this work is to analyse
the effect of the limited exchange of information during the railway capacity allocation
process on the final result, the annual train timetable.
As pointed out, the effect of the limited exchange of information is particularly interest-
ing during the coordination process of railway capacity allocation, because this process
relies significantly on the exchange of information in order to coordinate the train path
requests. The purpose of this work is to examine these effects with methods of the
domain of operations research. Fundamentally, the coordination process is interpreted
and handled as an optimisation problem.
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2.3.1 Coordination as Optimisation
In order to define the setting and the requirements for the formulation of such an op-
timisation problem the basic requirements for the coordination of train path requests
must be clarified. The constraints and objectives for the coordination process are in-
troduced in chapter 2.2.4. Transferring this knowledge into a mathematical framework
for capacity planning is challenging since there are a multitude of different planning
domains (crew planning, vehicle planning, etc.) that impose various different types of
constraints. Finding a suitable model and representation, which is capable of incorpo-
rating these highly diverse constraints and objectives is a very difficult task. In order
to find a suitable representation, this modelling approach is developed from the point
of view of capacity allocation on the train timetabling process. It thus models the sec-
ondary railway market, where railway undertakings acquire train paths from railway
infrastructure managers. This secondary railway market is the interface on which all
relevant information must be represented and formally described. On one side of this
interface are the railway undertakings, on the other the infrastructure managers. Train
path requests can consider long routes and thus large parts of the railway infrastructure.
It is evident that such train path requests may require railway capacity of more than
one infrastructure manager.
Train path requests have to be submitted on the secondary railway market, but there
is even more information that needs to be submitted. As shown in chapter 2.2.4, addi-
tional information has to be exchanged in case that train paths need to be coordinated.
The railway undertaking has to provide not only information about the train path re-
quests but even about the economical effects of train path alterations. Thus, not just
information about the train path requests is needed. Moreover, the economical effects of
alterations of train path requests need to be represented by a suitable modelling approach
for railway capacity allocation. The railway infrastructure manager needs to publish in-
formation about the railway infrastructure in order to allow the railway undertakings
to submit the relevant train path requests. The railway infrastructure determines the
railway capacity that is available on the secondary railway market. In order to empower
the railway undertakings to formulate their train path requests, the railway infrastruc-
ture manager has to publish detailed information about platforms in train stations, the
availability of train control systems, electric traction and so on.
To summarise the information that needs to be available at the interface of the second
railway market, it can be categorised in three groups:
• information about the railway infrastructure and the available railway capacity
• information about the train path requests and their railway capacity consumption
• information about the objectives and forcing points for train path allocation
The infrastructure manager is forced to publish information about its railway infrastruc-
ture. Otherwise, it would be impossible for the railway undertakings to formulate their
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train path coordination
infrastructure train path requests objectives
train timetable congestion
Figure 2.3: Input and output of the coordination process.
train path requests. The railway undertaking submits their train path requests and thus
the information about the need for railway capacity. This information can be considered
as publicly available information for all participants of the second railway market since
the draft train timetable will be published eventually.
In case of the German railway infrastructure, there have been reports that train path
requests are submitted shortly before the deadline for train path request. It gives the
impression that some railway undertakings want to publish as few information as pos-
sible about their own participation on the second railway market. Saying that, one has
to point out that most of this information for railway capacity can be deduced from
the precedent annual train timetable. Particularly in case of passenger train path re-
quests, the demand for railway capacity will not change dramatically from one year to
another. In order to back the assumption that the information about train path requests
is available to all participants on the second railway market, it shall be pointed out that
if conflicts occur during the capacity allocation process information about conflicts is
communicated to the railway undertakings. This information about conflicts does in-
herit information about concurrent train path requests. The second step of the current
coordination process incorporates negotiation talks with the respective railway under-
takings. Thus, information about the train path requests of a competitor who requests
a conflicting train path is given and thus can be regarded as published to concurrent
railway undertakings.
Describing the coordination phase as an optimisation problem requires a mathematical
representation of these objectives. This formulation will be presented in chapter 4. The
input for the coordination process and its output is illustrated in figure 2.3. The opti-
misation has to resolve the occurring conflicts and thus to find a solution that respects
the capacity constraint of the railway infrastructure under the objective to minimise the
economical effects of train path alterations on the railway undertakings.
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The coordination/optimisation of the capacity allocation has to find a combination of
alterations of the train path requests that optimise the allocation of railway capacity
with regards to the objectives of all railway undertakings. The resulting train timetable
is thus optimised with regards to the formulated objectives.
In some very rare cases the coordination process might not lead to a solution. Such a
situation can occur if too many train path requests are submitted. In such cases, the
railway infrastructure capacity available is just not sufficient to allow for a conflict free
allocation of train path requests. The only way to create a feasible train timetable is to
reject at least one train path request. The procedure that determines such a rejection
is the adjudication procedure, described in chapter 2.2.4. This adjudication procedure
is carried out very rarely since there are various possibilities to alter train path requests
and thus to coordinate the train path requests. Table A.1 on page 183 lists the amount
of rejected train path requests for the German railway system in recent years.
If the vary rare case that the railway infrastructure is not sufficient occurs, train path
request must be rejected in order to create a feasible train timetable. In such cases
the adjudication procedure must be conducted. Article 22 of EU Directive 2001/14/EC
[EC01d] requires the infrastructure manager to declare the part of the railway infrastruc-
ture with insufficient railway capacity as congested railway infrastructure. Additionally,
he needs to perform a railway capacity analysis and needs to create a railway capacity en-
hancement plan. This capacity enhancement plan has to be completed within 6 months
as soon as the railway infrastructure has been declared congested. Article 25 of EU
Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d] states this task for the railway infrastructure manager.
The capacity plan shall evaluate the reasons for the congestion.
2.3.2 Identifying Congestion
Congestion occurs if the available railway capacity is not sufficient to meet the demand
for railway capacity. The analysis of railway capacity is very complex due to the fact
that it is already difficult to determine railway capacity in itself. This shall be explained
in the following:
Methods for capacity analysis can be categorised into either train timetable independent
or train timetable dependent methods. The latter are within the scope of this work
since the aim of the railway capacity allocation process is the creation of an instance of
a train timetable. UIC Code 406 is a leaflet that standardises railway capacity analysis
[UIC04]. It defines a method for analysing the railway infrastructure capacity based on
an instance of a train timetable. The train paths that are included in this train timetable
are evaluated based on blocking time theory and thus represented as a blocking time
stairway. A more detailed discussion on blocking time theory will follow in chapter 3.
Roughly described, the method consists of segmenting the a railway line into sections.
The train paths in each of these section is compressed as far as possible. The relation of
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cumulative blocking time of the section to the total time available in this section is taken
as an estimation value for the congestion of the railway infrastructure. Nevertheless,
the result obtained by this method highly depends on how the railway infrastructure is
segmented. Some issues that occur if railway capacity estimated with help of this method
are discussed by Landex (2008) [Lan08]. The UIC leaflet 406 does state right at the
beginning that “(railway) capacity as such does not exist.” [UIC04]. The consumption
of railway infrastructure capacity cannot be measured by a scalar value, or a number of
trains that can run within an hour, since railway infrastructure capacity consumption
by train movements highly depends on how it is being used.
As pointed out in UIC Code 406 [UIC04], the railway capacity of a line can be exploited
most efficiently if all trains have a similar speed profile. If the speed profile of these
trains differs significantly, there will be less railway infrastructure capacity available.
In the following example, it is assumed that there is a line where two types of train
paths need to be allocated: cargo train paths and high speed train paths. In order to
make best use of the railway infrastructure capacity, the high speed trains should be
scheduled to move with a similar speed profile as the cargo trains. But this would lead
to an extended journey time for the high speed trains. In practice, there are parts of
the railway infrastructure where various types of trains need to be allocated. Those
railway undertakings that invested in rolling stock that allows higher speed and thus a
shorter journey time on a line, is generally not willing to reduce the speed of its train
without getting any substitution. If there is not any shortage of railway infrastructure
capacity, all train paths can be allocated with its desired speed profile. But as soon
as railway infrastructure capacity is scarce, it might be necessary to alter the speed
profile of certain trains in order to increase the available railway infrastructure capacity.
During the capacity allocation process, the opposing objectives of increasing virtually the
railway infrastructure capacity vs. reducing the journey time of the trains on congested
lines have to be optimised.
As mentioned above, article 22 of EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d] states that railway
infrastructure shall be declared as congested infrastructure if not all conflicts on this
respective railway infrastructure could not be resolved during the coordination phase
of the railway capacity allocation process. However, as Seeliger (2007) points out: a
railway infrastructure is technically not congested just because some train path request
can not be allocated [See07]. Rather the tolerances for the train path requests are
just insufficient in order to resolve the occurring conflicts. Therefore, Seeliger (2007)
formulates extended tolerances for train path requests that must be breached in order to
declare railway infrastructure as congested [See07]. These extended tolerances are based
on §§16-18 and §2 of the German railway infrastructure usage regulations [BfV05].
Thus, the railway capacity must be allocated with regards to the objectives of the railway
undertakings, who want to have as little alterations to its train paths as possible, on the
one hand and the requirement to extend the tolerances due to occurring congestion on
the other.
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2.3.3 Train Timetable Stability
Dependent on the planning time horizon of the train path requests, the different train
path requests are allocated with different time horizons. Moreover, the train path re-
quests are included into the working train timetable far earlier before the train movement
will take place as illustrated in figure 2.2. Once an annual train path request is included
into the working train timetable, it takes up to one year until the desired train movement
takes place. In case of long term train path requests, this delay comprises several years.
During the capacity allocation process, there is always one severe underlying assumption:
at the time, when the train path requests are included irrevocably into the working train
timetable, it is assumed that the train movement will take place exactly as it is planned.
But since the railway system is an open system it can be effected by various incidents.
Thus, the assumption that the train movements will take place exactly as it was planned
during the capacity allocation procedure is a rather strong one. If incidents occur, some
trains will be delayed dependent on what type of incident did happen. This delays are
called primary delays. Due to the subsequent dependencies of train movements of a
certain trains in the railway system, the initially delayed trains can effect other trains
as well if they cannot recover from the primary delay. These secondary delays are called
knock on delays. If the initial train timetable did include tightly packed train path
requests, the subsequent dependencies in the railway system are very strong. In this
case, the knock on delays propagate expansively in the railway system. If the initial
schedule did not incorporate any recovery times for the trains nor some slack (buffer
times) to damp the propagation of knock on delays, an initial incident can chaotically
disturb the operation of the whole railway system.
Buffer times and recovery times are thus indispensable for robust operation of the railway
system. Hence, they need to be considered already during the railway capacity allocation
process [Gov08].
Buffer times as well as recovery times do consume railway capacity. For parts of the
railway infrastructure, where railway capacity is sufficiently available buffer times and
recovery times can be incorporated without any inconvenience. But in cases where
railway capacity is scarce the incorporated buffer times may be reduced by the planner
in order to allow for a more efficient use of railway infrastructure capacity.
The stability of a train timetable is very important for the well functioning of operation
within the railway system. The railway capacity allocation process has to lead to train
timetables that are stable, but on the same time do use the railway infrastructure ca-
pacity efficiently. The railway capacity allocation process can be optimised with regards
to the opposing objectives. Current state of the art is to ensure the stability of a train
timetable by incorporating constant blocking times into the train timetable. During this
work, minimal buffer times are incorporated and an outlook on the possible optimisation
of buffer times with regards to railway capacity will be given.
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2.3.4 Rescheduling
The capacity allocation process does plan the future operation of a railway system as
illustrated in figure 2.2. This process does not just plan the operation at a certain time
in the future but rather the operation of a railway system in a future time window.
Ideally the railway infrastructure manager would just use one modelling approach to
plan the railway operation within the full range of this time window. This requires a
versatile but still a highly adapted modelling approach for railway capacity allocation.
As mentioned before, incidents are likely to occur during the operation of a railway
system. In cases of severe disturbances, knock on delays can lead to situations where
the effected trains need to be rescheduled. Rescheduling is not the focus of this work, but
it shall be stressed that the modelling approach introduced in chapter 3 is in principle
applicable even for rescheduling. Rescheduling can be interpreted as railway capacity
allocation with a smaller time window that does not even cover the whole journey of a
particular train.
2.3.5 Congestion Pricing
Congestion pricing is a measure that is successfully applied in many domains of public
transport such as road pricing slot pricing for canals, etc. The main idea is to apply
higher peak charges for utilities that are scarce. In the above mentioned examples such
a utility is the infrastructure capacity needed to drive a vehicle on a certain infrastruc-
ture. Applying congestion pricing for railway infrastructure utilisation can stimulate
the railway undertakings to react to railway infrastructure congestion. If higher utilisa-
tion prices are applied at peak hours for congested railway infrastructure capacity, the
railway undertakings might be incentively willing to resolve severe bottlenecks. This
can prevent the expensive extension of railway infrastructure and thus lead to a more
economic railway system.
2.4 Related Work
As discussed in chapter 1.1, Railway infrastructure capacity allocation is one planning
step within the operational planning of public railway systems. It is performed by the
railway infrastructure manager. Figure 1.1 illustrates its strong interrelation with train
timetabling. Therefore, many aspects of algorithmic train timetabling are relevant for
algorithmic railway capacity allocation.
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2.4.1 Train Timetabling
The book from Hansen and Pachl (2008) was just published recently and gives a com-
prehensive overview about the current approaches for train timetable optimisation tech-
niques [HP08]. Therefore, not the foundations of train timetabling are included into
this brief review. Train timetabling often concerns the planning of highly synchronised
passenger trains. It is performed rather by the railway undertakings than by the infras-
tructure manager in order to set up a schedule for the railway operation. The algorithmic
approaches for cyclic train timetabling differ significantly from the ones used for railway
capacity allocation. Moreover, the constraints of this planning process are difficult to
fulfil during the railway capacity allocation process: the various constraints of interde-
pendencies between different train path requests for highly synchronised passenger trains
does significantly reduce the degrees of freedom during the railway capacity allocation
process. Opitz and Nachtigall (2007) discuss a software tool that performs railway ca-
pacity allocation with regards to the objectives of passengers: minimising the waiting
times [ON07]. The formulation of such interdependencies between different train move-
ments is not the focus of this work, rather it is assumed that the railway undertakings
are aware that they need to include some slack into their internal train timetables in
order to account for possible train path alterations during the railway capacity allocation
process. A formulation of such interdependencies can be found in the work of Liebchen
(2006) [Lie06]. The formulation of the effects of a journey time extension for train move-
ments of highly synchronised transportation services based on its operational costs is
documented in the work of Lindner and Zimmermann (2000) [LZ00]. It will be shown
later on that such effects are to be included into the formulation of a railway capacity
allocation problem in order to evaluate the allocation of train path requests from the
point of view of railway undertakings.
The formulation of objectives is a crucial part of any modelling approach in the domain
of train timetable optimisation. Often, the sum of all imposed delays on the initial train
path requests is taken as the objective, as formulated by Oliveira and Smith (2000)
[OS00]. However more discussion on the objectives and constrains for train timetabling
will follow in chapter 4.1.
2.4.2 Railway Capacity Allocation
Railway capacity allocation is performed by the railway infrastructure manager in or-
der to compile a feasible train timetable. Hauptmann (2002) and Gro¨ger (2002) intro-
duce algorithmic approaches for the automated compilation of train timetables ([Hau00],
[Gro¨02]). These approaches are based on sophisticated microscopic models of the rail-
way infrastructure. The problem formulation based on such a microscopic model inherits
such a vast complexity that just heuristic techniques are capable of finding good solu-
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tions. Such heuristics are often derived from decisions taken by a planner in person in
order to compile a valid train timetable.
Approaches for railway capacity allocation that inherit a higher degree of formalisa-
tion are published in the work of Nilsson (2002) [Nil02] and Borndo¨rfer et al. (2005)
[BGL+05]. The benefit of formalisation comes at the cost of applying a macroscopic
modelling approach. In case of the work of Borndo¨rfer et al. (2005) the results obtained
on the macroscopic level are verified microscopically [BGL+05]. In the work Nilsson
(2002) and Borndo¨rfer et al. (2005) railway infrastructure capacity is regarded as a
commodity can be allocated by auction like mechanisms ([Nil02], [BGL+05]). Isacsson
and Nilsson (2003) compare the outcome of different auctioning approaches with regards
to optimal outcome of the formalised railway capacity allocation [IN03].
This work is an effort to combine a sophisticated modelling approach for railway capacity
allocation, which is used for the current train timetable compilation in Germany, with
a formalisation for railway capacity as a commodity that is to be allocated optimally
with regards to the incentives of the railway undertakings, which do request the railway
capacity. Such algorithmic approach for railway capacity allocation consists of two
components. Firstly, a model that is capable of representing expert knowledge of the
domain of railway engineering into a formalised, mathematical framework. Secondly,
optimisation techniques that allow for the implementation of efficient algorithms for
railway capacity allocation. Related work that concerns these components shall be
briefly discussed in the following.
2.4.3 Modelling Railway Capacity Allocation
Dependent on the planning step that is predominantly under examination, the optimi-
sation models in the domain of railway engineering differ significantly. The appropriate-
ness of a modelling approach highly depends on its level of detail. Radtke (2008) gives a
comprehensive overview about railway modelling approaches [Rad08]. He classifies these
models with respect to the granularity of the railway infrastructure representation. He
distinguishes microscopic and macroscopic modelling approaches. Generally, it can be
stated that the higher the level of detail the more attributes of the railway system can
be taken into consideration. The analysis of a very detailed model of the railway system
can lead to more reliable conclusions about the real railway system. The drawback of
a very detailed model is: more data needs to be acquired and processed. Moreover, the
computing effort for a very detailed model does usually increase as well.
Optimisation models for train timetabling are discussed by Kroon (2008) [KHM08]. As
he points out, the integration of train timetabling (estimating the arrival and departure
times for a predefined route of a train) and routing trains through railway stations is a
major challenge for optimisation approaches.
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A comprehensive overview about optimisation approaches for train scheduling and rout-
ing of trains can be found in the work of Cordeau et al. (1998) [CTV98]. The algorithmic
approaches for solving the optimisation problems are chosen with respect to the under-
lying model. Moreover, the modelling approach is to be chosen with respect to the
planning horizon it is used for (tactical, strategic or operational).
The main purpose of a modelling approach for railway capacity allocation is to translate
expert knowledge in the domain of railway engineering into a formalised framework. This
formalised framework provides a use-oriented perspective on the railway system. Use-
oriented in this case means that the attributes of the framework are particularly chosen
with respect to the analysis that is to be conducted. In other words, a modelling ap-
proach for the analysis of railway capacity allocation needs to be capable of representing
railway capacity constraints accurately. Such a modelling approach is derived in chap-
ter 3. As mentioned above, this model is derived from a sophisticated train timetabling
tool and is capable of representing railway infrastructure capacity microscopically.
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A suitable modelling approach is indispensable for the efficient application of algorithmic
approaches for railway capacity allocation. Some notions of railway operation have to be
introduced before a modelling approach for railway capacity allocation can be derived.
These basic notions need thorough investigation and discussion. First of all the notion
railway capacity shall be introduced.
3.1 Railway Capacity
There are basically two types of railway capacity. Firstly, the railway infrastructure
capacity that is available on a certain railway infrastructure and secondly, the railway
infrastructure capacity that is consumed by a train movement. The second type of
railway capacity is called train path throughout this work (similarly to the definition in
EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d]). Starting from the general definition of these two
types of railway infrastructure capacity as they are defined in EU Directive 2001/14/EC,
a more specific definition shall be derived that is used for the analysis of railway capacity
allocation. The definition of these types of railway capacity that are derived later on
and shall be more specific than the definition in EU Directive 2001/14/EC in the way
that it leads to a formal description. This formal description of railway capacity is used
later on to define a model suitable for the algorithmic analysis of of railway capacity
allocation.
EU Directive 2001/14/EC defines the available railway infrastructure capacity as the
potential to schedule train path requests on a railway system [EC01d]. This direc-
tive defines a train path as the railway infrastructure capacity consumption of a train
movement. In order to derive a formal description of such a train path, the physical char-
acteristics of a train movement need to be introduced first. The physical characteristics
of a train movement concern the estimation of its running time based on the mechanical
dynamics of a train’s movement on tracks. These will be covered in chapter 3.1.1. More-
over, as it will be seen later on, the train control system has some significant influence
on the railway infrastructure capacity consumption of a train movement. This issue is
covered in chapter 3.1.2.
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3.1.1 Running Time Estimation of Train Movements
The running time estimation of a train’s movement is essential for the estimation of its
railway capacity consumption. As it will be shown in the following sections, the running
time estimation is dependent on many parameters.
Due to the time horizon of train path requests, just a prognosis on the exact train
movement is available for the running time estimation of a future train movement.
In case of cargo train movements for example, the exact load of the train can not
be determined exactly beforehand. So, the exact mass of the train is not available
beforehand and can just be estimated, based on experience and/or a prognosis. The
mass of the train is thus a stochastic parameter for the running time estimation.
Steckel (1991) examines the various influences on the running time of train movements
[Ste91]. As pointed out in his work, there are several parameters which vary significantly
and should thus be considered as a stochastic influence on a train movement such as:
the mass of a train, the amount of axles of a train, the deceleration characteristic, the
acceleration characteristic, etc. Nevertheless, a modelling approach representing these
variables stochastically would lead to a mathematical representation that is much more
difficult to solve than a strictly deterministic one. Moreover, the probability density
functions of the stochastic parameters are difficult to estimate. There are various ap-
proaches trying to derive stochastic running time estimations, but most software tools
currently applied for train timetabling in Europe are based on a deterministic running
time estimation ([Sau99],[Rad05],[NH04]).
As pointed out by Bru¨nger and Dahlhaus (2008) there is a way to estimate the running
time for a train movement with reasonable effort, even in case that the stochastic nature
of certain parameters is taken into account [BD08]: the stochastic parameters are taken
as random variables and a deterministic running time estimation is repeatedly conducted.
Each time the running time estimation is conducted, the stochastic parameters are
generated randomly with respect to the assumed probability distribution function of
the parameters. The running time that is exceeded by only a small percentage of the
repeated running time estimations is then taken as the running time. This running time
is again a deterministic measure but it incorporates some stochastic influences on the
train’s movement.
Another way to estimate the running time of a train movement is to incorporate deter-
ministic, bad case (or even worst case) values for the stochastic parameters. This leads
then to bad (or worst) case estimations of the running time of a train movement. In such
cases, the actual train movement will need most likely less running time than estimated.
Thus, there is some inbuilt slack that can be used as recovery time during railway oper-
ation. The difference of estimated running time and real running time during operation
induces in fact some slack for the driver. If the train movement is initially delayed due
to incidents, the train driver can use this slack in order to recover from these primary
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delays. Such slack can increase the stability of the train timetable with respect to initial
disturbances and primary delays, as it has been discussed in chapter 2.3.3. Thus, the
slack does increase the stability of a train timetable, but incorporating too much slack is
not an option, since there is a trade off between the inbuilt slack (the available recovery
time for the train driver) and the total journey time of a train movement. The longer
the journey time the less attractive is the train movement for passengers. The trade off
between slack and total journey time further discussed by Martin (2008) motivates the
thorough investigation of recovery time for the running time estimation [Mar08].
As said before, current train timetabling practice is based on deterministic running times
for train movements. And since the modelling approach introduced and applied in this
work is based on current train timetabling practice, the running time is taken as a
deterministic measure throughout this work. The following section shall show, how to
estimate this deterministic measure based on the physical and mechanical constraints of
railway operation. In order to discuss the running time estimation, a basic introduction
into the dynamics of a train movement is indispensable.
Dynamics of Train Movement
There are various different types of forces that are imposed on the train during its
movement. Moreover, these forces are not all imposed at the same point of application.
In order to describe the dynamics of train movement correctly, all these forces and their
respective points of application would need to be considered. For practical reasons the
dynamics of a train movement are described based on a simplified modelling view.
Firstly, the train is taken as a mass point. Thus, all the train’s mass is assumed to have
no volume and is concentrated in one infinitesimal point. All forces that are imposed on
the train are imposed on this mass point.
The representation of a train as a mass point is a rather strong abstraction of the real
object. However, this simplified modelling view can be sufficient if the real behaviour
of the train is approximated by additional parameters. These additional parameters are
necessary adjustments in order to calibrate the simplified, idealistic mass point model
with the real behaviour of a moving train.
Current literature (Pachl (2002) [Pac02], Bru¨nger and Dahlhaus (2008) [BD08]) gives
examples on how the laws of basic dynamics are applied to describe the dynamics of a
train movement.
Secondly, the direction of a train movement is constrained by the layout of the railway
tracks. The tracks restrict the train’s movement into two directions. Therefore, just the
force components in these two directions need to be considered within the simplified view
on the dynamics of a train movement. The forces imposed on a train can be categorised
with respect to Newton’s laws of motion, into the following three groups:
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Tractive Force Ftraction
the induced traction effort which comprises all forces that are induced by drives
or braking systems in order to accelerate or decelerate the train. These forces are
impressed on to the train in order to change its state of motion with regards to
the first law of motion.
Inertia Force Finertia
the forces that oppose the changing of a train’s state of motion are forces due to
the inertia of the train’s mass. These forces act on the train due to Newton’s third
law of motion. The fundamental relation between the acceleration/deceleration
forces and the masses inertia is given in equation (3.1).
Finertia = m ∗ ρ︸ ︷︷ ︸
meff
∗
dv
dt
. (3.1)
Where:
Finertia : force due to the inertia of a train.
m : mass of the train.
ρ : mass factor, due to rotating masses [1.05 . . . 1.10].
meff : effective mass of the train.
dv
dt
: acceleration/deceleration of the train.
Resistance Force Fresistance
resistance forces comprise all forces that hinder the constant movement of the
train. These forces are either due to friction occurring during the train’s movement
(wind, bearings, etc.) or due to slopes of the tracks which impose acceleration or
deceleration forces. The resistance force can be positive in cases where the train
is accelerated due to steep slopes. All these forces are combined to the resistance
force Fresistance.
The function, describing the train’s movement, is derived from the constraint that all
forces on a mass point add up to zero for an idealistic mass point. This fundamental
constraint describes the equilibrium of forces and is formulated in equation (3.2).
~Ftraction + ~Fresistance + ~Finertia = ~0. (3.2)
The tracks determine the direction of a moving train. Neglecting the cross gliding of
the steel wheels on the tracks, there are just two directions a train can move: forwards
and backwards. The vectorial sum in equation (3.2) can thus be reduced to the sum of
scalars. The two possible directions of the forces can be represented by the algebraic signs
+ and −. A scalar with the prefix + determines a force acting in the forward direction
of the train. Thus, a positive value for Ftraction represents the accelerating force of the
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train’s drive. The braking system of the train induces a negative traction force Ftraction.
Finertia representing the forces due to the train masses’ inertia always has the opposite
sign (prefix) of the acceleration/deceleration of the train dv
dt
. Finertia has a negative
value in case of acceleration and a positive value in case of deceleration. Equation (3.2)
describing the equilibrium of forces can be reduced to the scalar equation (3.3).
Ftraction − Fresistance = meff ∗
dv
dt
. (3.3)
A train driver can adjust the traction force Ftraction using the drives of the train or
its braking system. Dependent on the applied traction force, different phases of train
movement can be distinguished: acceleration, cruising, coasting and braking.
Acceleration: the applied traction force is greater than the resistance force resulting in
an acceleration of the train until the maximum speed is reached.
Cruising: the train driver regulates the traction force in a way that it compensates for
the resistance force. The train runs at constant speed.
Coasting: the train drives do not apply any traction force so that the speed change fully
depends on the resistance force.
Braking: the braking system of the train is applied in order to achieve a negative traction
force. The negative traction force decelerates the train.
For the running time estimation, just the acceleration, cruising and braking phases are
taken into consideration. In order to estimate the running time of a train, it is assumed
that the train driver accelerates with maximum traction force until the train reaches
the maximum speed allowed. In the next movement phase, the train driver keeps the
maximum speed (cruising) until he brakes the train (in the braking phase) in order to
comply with the speed limits on the tracks and to stop finally at the desired position. As
discussed before in chapter 3.1.1, there are various stochastic influences on to the train’s
movement. E.g. bad weather condition can reduce the adhesion between wheel and
track and thus reduce the maximum transmittable traction force. Reserve time is added
to the estimated running time in order leave some slack for changing train movement
conditions. At real time, during the train movement, the train driver can use the slack
in order to save energy, by incorporating a coasting phase (as described by Albrecht
(2008) [Alb08]).
The components of equation (3.3) in the different moving phases are summarised in
table 3.1.
Equation (3.3) describes the simplified dynamics of the train movement. Simplified with
regards to the above introduced limitations, such as regarding the train’s mass as an
infinitesimal mass point. Table 3.1 categorises the effect on dv
dt
in the different moving
phases of a train. Neither the traction force Ftraction nor the resistance force Fresistance
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Moving Phase Traction Force Effect on dv
dt
Acceleration Ftraction > Fresistance
dv
dt
> 0
Cruising Ftraction = Fresistance
dv
dt
= 0, v = const
Coasting Ftraction = 0 slope dependent
Braking Ftraction < 0
dv
dt
< 0
Table 3.1: Equation that determines the train’s movement based on equation (3.3).
are constant values. Both functions are in fact dependent on the speed of the train.
Moreover, Fresistance is not just a function dependent on the speed of the train, it is even
dependent on the track layout including slopes, radians, etc.
Pachl (2002) as well as Bru¨nger and Dahlhaus (2008) give a more detailed discussion on
the determination of Fresistance and Ftraction ([Pac02], [BD08]). It is not the purpose of
this work to contribute to this field of research. However, it shall be stressed at this point
that Ftraction is in practical cases taken as unary function that is dependent on the speed
of a train only (equation (3.4)). Fresistance is usually taken as a binary function that is
dependent on the speed of the train and its position, since its position determines slope,
radius of the tracks and additional tunnel resistances if applicable (equation (3.5)).
Ftraction : R → R. (3.4)
Fresistance : R
2 → R. (3.5)
The functions in equation (3.4) and equation (3.5) are typically piecewise defined piece-
wise as polynomial functions. These piecewise defined functions of equation (3.4) and
equation (3.5) approximate the real characteristic of the two forces. Substituting the
constant values of Ftraction andFresistance in equation (3.3) leads to a differential equation
for the train’s speed (equation (3.6)):
Ftraction(v)− Fresistance(v, s) = meff ∗
dv
dt
. (3.6)
Where:
v : speed of the train, v ∈ R.
s : position of the train s ∈ R.
Since Ftraction and Fresistance are piecewise defined, the differential equation (3.6) has to
be solved piecewise as well. In order to facilitate solving this differential equation, the
piecewise functions in equation (3.4) and equation (3.5) are typically approximated by
polynomials of second order at maximum. Thus, differential equations of limited order
are to be solved piecewise. For solving the differential equation and thus to determine
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Figure 3.1: Dynamic and static speed profile of a train movement.
the dynamic speed profile of a train, the boundary values of the piecewise definitions, as
well as the forcing points of the speed profile must be known. These forcing points are
induced by the speed limits on the tracks. In the following, it will be shown how this
forcing points can be evaluated with help of a static profile.
Speed Profile
There are two types of speed profiles: a static and a dynamic one. The static speed
profile determines the maximum speed allowed on the tracks and represents the speed
limits on the tracks. The speed limits are defined for certain sections of the tracks,
due to safety or other constraints. The static speed profile is thus a piecewise constant
function with regards to the position on the tracks. An example static speed profile is
plotted in figure 3.1.
The dynamic speed profile is determined with help of the differential equations mentioned
above and formulated in equation (3.3). The calculation of the dynamic speed profile
is very complex and can just be approximated. As discussed above, the dynamic speed
profile is determined by solving the differential equation indicated in equation (3.6)
with help of the forcing points induced by the static speed profile and thus the speed
constraints on the track.
Even though the order of the differential equation is bounded, solving this differential
equation can be very difficult due to the fact that the functions within the differential
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equation are just piecewise defined with respect to the speed v. Therefore, software
tools have been developed and are being used in order to perform the calculation of
the dynamic speed profile ([Rad08], [NH04], [Sau99]). The dynamic speed profile is
necessary in order to estimate the running time of a train. As said before, the dynamic
speed profile is a function that defines the speed of the train at any position on its
journey. The running time of a train can be estimated based on the dynamic speed
profile. Integrating the dynamic speed profile with respect to the time, the function
that maps the position of the train to the train’s running time is obtained. A more
detailed description of this integration can be found in chapter B.1.
The running time estimation is indispensable in order to estimate the railway capacity
consumption of a train movement. But there is another key factor that determines the
railway capacity consumption of a train movement: the concept of train separation.
Train separation is provided by the installed train control system.
3.1.2 Train Control System
Nowadays most train protection systems are advanced train control systems. Therefore,
the term train control system is used uniformly throughout this work for either train
protection or advanced train control systems. Train control systems are installed in
order to ensure safe railway operation.
In order to derive a safety condition for train movements, the stopping distance of a
train is of great importance. The stopping distance of a train is the distance within
this train can stop by means of its own braking system. The stopping distance depends
on the braking capability of a train. Again, such a braking distance can be estimated
by solving the differential equation, defined in equation (3.6). The stopping distance of
a train highly depends on its speed at the time when the braking system of a train is
activated. As plotted in figure 3.1, the braking phase of a train movement does begin in
practical cases, when the train is running at maximum allowed speed. Train movements
can be grouped with respect to its maximum speed into: shunting movements and
running movements. Shunting movements are operated at a speed that is considerably
lower than in case of a running movement. In this case the stopping distance is sufficient
to allow the train driver to stop within sight distance. In case of running movements
trains are operated at significantly higher speeds.
Due to the limited braking forces (negative traction forces) of the trains with conven-
tional braking systems, the braking distance exceeds the sight distance several-folds in
case of running movements. Since the train driver is not capable of stopping the train
within sight distance, he needs assistance during railway operation that assures that the
tracks in front of the train are clear. The assistance shall assure that there are no other
trains right in front of him. An installed train control system is the implementation of
such an assistance. It is installed in order to assure safe railway operation. The train
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control system assigns centrally the train movements. In case of running movements, no
train driver is allowed to drive onto a certain part of the railway infrastructure unless
he obtained permission to do so. As discussed above, railway operation of shunting
movements is usually not controlled by a train control system. The permission to use a
certain part of the railway infrastructure is the moving authority. The moving authority
is governed centrally by the train control system. On the one hand it grants the moving
authority to the train drivers and on the other hand it is responsible for the exclusive
assignment of moving authorities for a certain part of the railway infrastructure. It
thus assures that the moving authority for one part of the railway infrastructure is not
granted to two trains at the same time.
In most railway systems the moving authority is given in chunks of the railway infras-
tructure, so called block sections. In case of such railway systems, the whole railway
infrastructure is segmented into block sections. The moving authority is indicated by a
line side signal, a so called main signal. There is a main signal for each block section
indicating the train driver the moving authority for one block section. This operation
principle of the railway control system is called fixed block operation, since once the
main signals are installed, the position of the block section is fixed.
A train driver awaiting the moving authority for the next block section needs to observe
the main signal for this block section. As soon as the signal indicates him the clearance
of the block section, he is allowed to accelerate and thus to use this block section for
his train movement. As soon as the train enters the block section, the aspect of the
main signal changes in a way that it prohibits any following train to enter the block
section until it is cleared by the train that just entered. While the train occupies this
block section, the main signal for this block section assures that any following train is
prohibited to enter this block section. Once the train left the block section and entered
into a new one, the block section is released. More specifically: as soon as the train
passes the clearing point of the block section with its last axle, the block section is
cleared and can be used by the following train.
As it will be shown later on, this operation principle determines the railway capacity
consumption of a train movement. In order to derive the railway capacity consumption
quantitatively, the occupation time of a certain block section by a train needs to be
discussed more thoroughly.
3.1.3 Blocking Time Theory
Blocking time theory is an approach used by several railway infrastructure managers
in Europe in order to estimate the capacity consumption of a train movement quan-
titatively. The basis of blocking theory relates to the work of Oskar Happel [Hap50].
Starting from a detailed track layout plan of the railway infrastructure of a train station
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he derived a Bahnhofsleistungsplan which could be translated to: railway station oper-
ation map. This railway station operation map is in fact an integrated diagram that
indicates how long a certain infrastructure element is occupied by a train movement.
Thus, it assigns train movements to infrastructure elements for certain time intervals.
This allocation of train movements to infrastructure elements in railway stations was
later extended to the assignment of train movements to tracks outside railway stations.
The notion of blocking time Sperrzeit was introduced in order to describe the railway
infrastructure capacity consumption of a train movement [Hap59]. This concept was
further developed and is known as blocking time theory. The term blocking time relates
to the fact that a train uses a certain block section of the railway infrastructure for a
certain time period: the blocking time.
The blocking time can be used in order to estimate the capacity consumption of a
train movement. Blocking time theory is able to determine the railway infrastructure
capacity consumption of train movements based on the temporal occupation of block
sections for a train movement. A comprehensive description of blocking time theory and
its application can be found in [Pac08]. Instead of giving hence another introduction
into blocking time theory, this work concentrates on the application of blocking time
theory for capacity allocation.
Blocking time theory is applied by many railway infrastructure managers in Europe and
implemented in various decision support tools ([Rad08], [NH04], [Sau99]). Since the
software tool RUT will be used later on, the concept of this train timetable construc-
tion tool shall be exemplarily introduced and briefly discussed in order to illustrate the
application of blocking time theory.
Bru¨nger (1995) describes a prototype software tool called FAKTUS [Bru¨95]. Based on
this software tool and in close collaboration with the German railway infrastructure
manager Deutsche Bahn the timetable construction tool RUT was developed in order
to support the creation of train timetables [Sau99].
The calculation of blocking times needs a detailed model of the railway infrastructure.
Radtke (2005) discusses the application of software tools in railway engineering [Rad05].
He categorises the infrastructure models of such software tools with respect to its degree
of detail into either macroscopic or macroscopic models. He introduced the term meso-
scopic for models that combine aspects of microscopic and macroscopic models at the
same time. The model for the software tool RUT is called spurplan model and defines
the layout of the tracks at a high degree of detail. With respect to the classification or
Radtke (2005) the spurplan model is a microscopic infrastructure model [Rad05]. As
pointed out by Bru¨nger and Dahlhaus (2008) such a microscopic model is necessary in
order to estimate the running time for a train movement and the occupation times for
block sections [BD08]. The elements of such a microscopic model are among others:
switches, crossings, signals, clearing points, speed limits and gradient changes.
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This work concentrates on the modelling aspect of railway capacity allocation for railway
systems that are operated based on fixed block operation principle. Operation based on
moving block operation, where the movement authority is given in ideally infinitesimal
chunks can be approximated by dividing the railway infrastructure into very small block
sections. The estimation of railway capacity consumption of train movements based on
the moving block operation principle for high speed trains is documented in Jansen et
al. (2008) [JKW08].
The time period that a block section is exclusively occupied by a train movement is
defined as the blocking time. In order to estimate this time period, the running time
for a train movement has to be estimated beforehand. Chapter 3.1.1 introduced how
the running time can be estimated. The trajectory of a train movement is obtained by
plotting the position of the tip of a train with respect to the elapsed time of this train
movement (the running time). If the train runs at constant speed, this trajectory is a
straight line. Such a trajectory is drawn in figure 3.2. The slope of this straight line is
equivalent to the speed of the train (v = ds
dt
) as it can be seen in figure 3.2. In order
to estimate the capacity consumption of a train movement, it is necessary to determine
how long a certain block section is occupied by train movement.
A train occupies a block section as soon as it obtains the moving authority for this
particular block section. Indicating the moving authority right at the beginning of a
block section is not early enough, since the train is not able to stop within sight distance
at regular speed. Therefore, a precedent signal indicates the moving authority for the
block section to the train. This precedent signal can be an ordinary main signal with
multiple aspect signalling or a particularly for this purpose designed approach signal.
Generally, it is desired to operate trains based on a green wave policy. This is assured if
following trains follow with a sufficient distance. The distance has to be large enough to
ensure that the signals indicate the moving authority to a train, before the train driver
perceives the signal. In this case, the driver of the following train does not have to brake
since he perceives just green signals (in case that a green signalling aspect indicates
the permission to enter a block section). In such a case the following train does not
have to brake and to wait in front of a signal until he obtains the moving authority.
Such a railway operation leads to smooth run of a train. Smooth operation is desired
by railway passengers and saves traction energy as well as railway capacity (stopping
and re-accelerating in a certain block section leads to a longer blocking time for a train
movement in a certain block section).
In case of blocking time theory, it is assumed that green wave operation is desired.
Thus, the blocking time of a train movement is determined for a certain block section
that allows the train to run un-hindered. As illustrated in figure 3.2 the train occupies
the block section as soon as it passes the signal indicating the moving authority. An
additional reacting time has to be incorporated since the perception of a signalling aspect
takes some time.
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Figure 3.2: Evaluation of blocking time for a train movement at constant velocity.
The approaching time represents the time period, when the block section is not yet
physically occupied by the train, but possesses already the moving authority and thus
the right to use this block section exclusively. If there is just a line side signalling
system installed, the moving authority cannot be withdrawn once it is given. The
approaching time is thus a component of the blocking time. The time period, when a
train is physically using the block section, is called the running time. The blocking time
does not end as soon as the train leaves the block section. As soon as the train crosses the
clearing point of the block section with its last axle, the train control system perceives
that the block section is no longer occupied by this train. The technical equipment of
the train control system notices that the block section has been cleared as soon as the
train passed the clearing point with its last axle. The time period between the moment
when the tip of the train enters the next block section and the moment the end of the
train passes the clearing point is called the clearing time.
The technical equipment of the train control system needs to determine reliably that the
train left the block section. Therefore, it takes a few seconds until the train control sys-
tem can indicate the clearance of this block section to the following train. Additionally,
there might be switches that need to be readjusted before the following train is allowed
to obtain the moving authority for its movement.
The time that elapses from the moment the train passed the clearing point with its last
axle until the moment when the moving authority can be granted to a following train
is the switching time. Switching times vary significantly with respect to the switching
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Switching Technology Switching Time [s]
mechanical 27 - 120
electro-mechanical number of switches * 3
electronic 12
Table 3.2: The switching time for different switching technologies [SGSB92].
technology of the railway infrastructure. Particularly at train stations, usually more
than just one switch needs to be readjusted before the moving authority can be granted
to a following train. The switching technology can significantly reduce the switching
time. E.g. if several switches need to be readjusted mechanically by labour force, the
switching time can be a time period of up to 120 seconds. Table 3.2 gives an overview
of common switching times as they are listed in the lecture notes of Schwanha¨ußer et al.
(1992) [SGSB92].
It shall be stressed that even if no switching is necessary, the switching time does not
equal zero. There is still time elapsing from the time when the end of the train passes the
clearing point until the time the moving authority is transmitted to line side signal. In
case that an automated train protection system is installed and no switching is necessary,
the switching time is in this case is approximately three seconds [SGSB92].
As discussed in chapter 2.3.3, it is necessary to reserve additional railway capacity for
train movement in order to assure the creation of a stable train timetable. This addi-
tional railway capacity prevents the undamped propagation of initial delays throughout
the whole railway system. This additional railway capacity consumption is incorpo-
rated by so called buffer times. Such buffer times are added into the blocking time of
a train movement and assure a certain stability of the railway operation. The estima-
tion of justified buffer times for train timetables is profoundly discussed in the work of
Schwanha¨ußer (1974) [Sch74]. If a minimal buffer time is added to all blocking times of
each train movement, the headway time is extended by exactly this minimal buffer time,
as it is required in order to insure a certain stability of the resulting train timetable. The
interested reader on issues of train timetable stability analysis is referred to the work of
Goverde (2008) [Gov08].
Again, it shall be stressed that the blocking time is greater than the time period that a
train physically occupies the block section. The total blocking time, the sum of reacting
time, approaching time, running time, clearing time and switching time is visualised in
figure 3.2.
The approaching time is highly dependent on the position of the antecedent signal to
the main signal. As said earlier, this signal can be another main signal with a particular
aspect indicating the moving authority for the next but one block section or it can be
a specifically designed approach signal. In Europe both ways of approach signalling
are applied. The majority of the German railway system is equipped with approach
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Figure 3.3: Railway infrastructure capacity consumption of a train movement visualised
as a blocking time stairway.
signals, the majority of the Dutch railway system is equipped with main signals that
have multiple aspects and can thus be used as a main or a approach signal. If green
wave operation and thus an un-hindered train movement is desired, the approach signals
need to indicate the moving authority for the block section before the train reaches this
signal.
With respect to the introduced assumptions, the railway infrastructure capacity con-
sumption of a train movement can be regarded as a subsequent occupation of block
sections. Each block section is occupied for a certain blocking time. The subsequent
occupation of block sections can be visualised as a blocking time stairway as illustrated
in figure 3.3. The blocking time stairway in figure 3.3 visualises the railway capacity
consumption of a train running at constant speed. It estimates the railway infrastruc-
ture capacity that is required to allow green wave operation for a train movement. The
allocation of railway capacity is the allocation of train path requests on the railway in-
frastructure. A train path request is the railway capacity consumption of a future train
movement. Therefore, a model of a train path request based on blocking time theory is
introduced in the following section.
3.2 Modelling Train Path Requests
EU Directive 2001/14/EC defines a train path to be the railway infrastructure capacity
that is required for a train movement [EC01d]. Chapter 3.1.3 introduced blocking time
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Figure 3.4: Modelling approach for railway infrastructure capacity.
theory that allows to represent the railway infrastructure capacity consumption of a train
movement as a blocking time stairway. In the following, a modelling approach will be
introduced which follows the definition of EU Directive 2001/14/EC and uses blocking
time theory to estimate the railway capacity consumption of a train path request.
For the calculation of the railway infrastructure capacity consumption of a train move-
ment, the railway infrastructure elements are of great importance. Gradient changes,
speed limits, etc. determine the running time of the trains. Signals, clearing points, etc.
determine the length of the block sections. As illustrated in figure 3.2, the running time
of a train movement as well as the length and position of a block section determine the
blocking time of this block section by a train movement. A microscopic infrastructure
model representing all these infrastructure elements is thus necessary for the estimation
of blocking times.
Rather than setting up an entirely new model from the scratch, modelling aspects from
existing timetable construction tools are incorporate into this modelling approach. The
railway infrastructure and the train path requests are created using the timetable con-
struction tool RUT that is used by a couple of European railway infrastructure managers.
The prototype for this programme was developed at the Institute of Transport Science
at RWTH Aachen University [Bru¨00]. The commercialised version RUT-K is the stan-
dard timetable construction tool used by the German railway infrastructure manager
DB Netz AG [Sau99].
As illustrated in figure 3.4, this section is intended to derive a task allocation model
that allows for modelling the railway capacity allocation process. Data describing the
train path requests and the railway infrastructure are imported from a sophisticated train
timetabling software tool (RUT). Based on its blocking time estimation a task allocation
model is set up, which will be used to apply algorithmic approaches for railway capacity
allocation.
As mentioned in chapter 3.1, there are two types of railway capacity. The railway
infrastructure capacity which is available and the railway infrastructure capacity that
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is consumed for a train movement. The modelling approach is derived in two steps,
following the two different notions of railway infrastructure capacity.
3.2.1 The Available Railway Infrastructure Capacity
The blocking time estimation performed in order to estimate the capacity consumption
of a train movement requires a microscopic representation of the railway infrastructure.
The infrastructure model of the RUT software tool [Sau99] comprises all infrastructure
elements that are necessary for the blocking time estimation. It evaluates the blocking
times for each section of the railway infrastructure, based on the precedent running time
estimation of a train’s movement.
Similarly to the infrastructure model of the RUT software tool, the infrastructure model
that is introduced in this work is a microscopic model. The infrastructure is represented
by a node edge model, representing the microscopic layout of the railway tracks. The
microscopic representation leads to a model with a very high amount of elements. Nev-
ertheless, a microscopic representation is indispensable in order to exploit the available
railway infrastructure capacity during the railway infrastructure capacity allocation pro-
cess. Particularly in railway stations, the exact position of switches and the knowledge of
the microscopic track layout can help to exploit the available railway infrastructure ca-
pacity efficiently. And since large railway stations are often the bottlenecks of a railway
system, a microscopic representation of the railway infrastructure can pay off.
Infrastructure elements such as switches, crossings, signals, etc. are the nodes. These
nodes are connected by edges, according to track layout of the railway system. Each edge
represents the tracks that are installed in between the above mentioned infrastructure
elements. As said before, the microscopic representation of the railway infrastructure
leads to a model with a very high amount of elements. In order to prevent problems
that might occur if such large amounts of elements need to be processed this microscopic
model is simplified in a way that it does not account for all attributes that are included
in the microscopic spurplan model of the RUT software tool. Edges as well as nodes are
simplified objects with a highly reduced set of attributes in comparison to the objects
of the spurplan model (microscopic model of the software tool RUT). The set of all
edges and the set of all nodes are combined to a uniform set of elements: the resources
(indicated in equation (3.7)).
The only attribute that is assigned to these resources is the attribute of time space, or
more specific, the fact that each resource can be occupied for certain period of time.
The resources are the basis for the task allocation model. All infrastructure elements,
nodes as well as edges are resources, that can be occupied by a train for a certain time
(represented as tasks). The expansion of the infrastructure elements into time space and
thus to resources represents the available railway infrastructure capacity.
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R¯ := E¯ ∪ N¯ . (3.7)
Where:
R¯ : set of resources of the infrastructure.
E¯ : set of edges.
N¯ : set of nodes.
Figure 3.5: The infrastructure is a set of resources. Each resource can be allocated in
time space. The topology of the node edge model represents the microscopic
topology of the track layout of the railway infrastructure.
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3.2.2 Railway Infrastructure Capacity Consumption
As discussed above and documented by Pachl (2008), the capacity consumption of a
train movement can be regarded as the temporal occupation of subsequent block sections
[Pac08].
As illustrated in figure 3.4, the train timetable construction tool RUT is used in order
to compute the railway infrastructure capacity consumption of train movements. It
computes the blocking times of the train movements for each block section.
Buffer times need to be incorporated into the blocking time estimation, otherwise the
railway infrastructure capacity would be over-estimated. This is due to the fact that
railway operation is not deterministic and incidents can interrupt the scheduled railway
operation. The railway system has to be able to recover from possibly occurring distur-
bances. Schwanha¨ußer (1974) gives a comprehensive description about the estimation
of such buffer times [Sch74].
As discussed in chapter 2.3.3, the stability of a train timetable has to be assured al-
ready during the railway capacity allocation process. There is a trade off between
train timetable stability and railway infrastructure capacity consumption since the buffer
times virtually increase the railway infrastructure capacity consumption of a train move-
ment.
A block section does comprise a section of the railway infrastructure. Thus, it comprises
several infrastructure elements such as gradient changes, speed limits, switches and so
on. The microscopic task allocation model needs to make sure that the railway capacity
consumption of all these elements is considered because the block sections are assigned
directionally. Thus, the affiliation of an infrastructure element to a block section depends
on the direction of the block section. More specifically, it depends on the direction of
the main signal that covers the respective block section. In case of single lines that
are equipped with signals for both directions, a track element can be affiliated to two
different block sections. Nevertheless, it should still not be occupied by more than one
train at a time, due to the safety constraint.
The segmentation of the railway infrastructure into sections depends on the direction
of the train movement. There can be signals that are not in force if they are installed
for railway operation in the opposite direction only. In order to clarify this directional
property of a block section, a simple example shall be briefly discussed: a single track
can be equipped with signals for both directions (direction A and direction B) as it can
be seen in figure 3.5. However once a track element is blocked by a train movement
in direction A, this track element is not available for train movements in direction A
nor for train movements in direction B. In order to model the railway infrastructure
capacity consumption accurately, the modelling approach has to assure this directional
capacity constraint. Particularly in railway stations, tracks are often equipped with line
side equipment for bidirectional train operation. It shall be stressed that even simple
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track crossings can be used for train movements in two directions. Thus, even for railway
systems with no lines equipped for bidirectional operation this modelling requirement
is important. Since the task allocation model does represent this directional property
of railway capacity, it does not need directional properties and thus no directional at-
tributes. That is the reason that the edges of the node edge model are non-directional.
As said before, the infrastructure elements, introduced as resources, can belong to more
than just one block section in order to model the capacity consumption adequately.
It has to be made sure that if an element of the railway infrastructure is occupied
in one direction, it cannot be occupied for the opposite direction at the same time.
Therefore, the occupation of directional block sections has to be translated into a non-
directional task allocation model. This is essential for the correct representation of
railway infrastructure capacity consumption.
The infrastructure elements of a block section which are occupied by a train movement
for a certain blocking time are represented by a set of resources. Each of these resources
is allocated by a task. Assuming that train i is supposed to start its journey on the
resources 1, 2, 3, . . . equation (3.8) describes this train formally as a set of tasks.
J¯i := {j
1
i , j
2
i , j
3
i , . . . }. (3.8)
Where:
J¯i : set of tasks from train i.
jri : task from train i that needs to be allocated on resource r, r ∈ R¯.
The tasks of such a train path requests, that is allocated on resource (1,2,3,· · · ), are
illustrated in figure 3.6.
The starting and the ending time of each task is determined by the estimated start and
ending times of the blocking time. The starting time of a task is always smaller than
the ending time (equation (3.9)).
For each element of a block section a task is allocated in order to account for the railway
capacity consumption. As shown in figure 3.6, the blocking time of one block section of
a train movement determines start and ending times of the tasks that are allocated on
the resources (infrastructure elements).
The run of train i is defined by a set of tasks that need to be allocated in time space
on the set of resources. The topology of these resources (with respect to the node edge
model) represents the route of the train (illustrated in figure 3.6). The modelling ap-
proach for train path allocation shall be capable of incorporating a multitude of planning
decisions. The detailed description of all these planning decisions will be introduced in
chapter 3.3.1. Most importantly, local re–routing in railway stations and overtaking
sections shall be included into the algorithmic analysis of the railway capacity alloca-
tion process. As indicated in figure 3.4, the task allocation model is derived from the
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Figure 3.6: Train path i as tasks.
b(jri ) < e(j
r
i ). (3.9)
Where:
b(jri ) : indicates the begin of task j
r
i .
e(jri ) : indicates the end of task j
r
i .
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blocking time estimation of the software tool RUT [Sau99]. Once the blocking times of
a train path are calculated, these blocking times are transformed into the task allocation
model and all train path alterations are performed based on the task allocation model
only. The blocking times are thus not re–estimated and the blocking time estimation is
uncoupled from the train path alterations.
In case that a train path would have to be re–routed, the running time of the train
movement would have to be re–estimated. And thus the blocking times in the different
block sections would have to be re–estimated as well. This would contradict the paradigm
of un–coupling the blocking time estimation from the algorithmic train path allocation.
Therefore, the model of a train path is extended, in a way that all possible routes of
the train and their respective blocking times are pre–estimated and transformed into
the respective tasks within the task allocation model. In fact, at each train station or
overtaking section, where more than one route is available to the train movement, the
blocking times are estimated for all possible routes. The blocking times of the different
routes are then transformed into the respective tasks. In case of large railway stations,
where multiple routes are available for the train movement, there are several sets of
tasks, each representing a particular route of the train movement.
For the realistic modelling of the railway infrastructure capacity consumption of a train
movement, just one set of tasks is allowed to be ‘active’ at a time. It will be shown
in chapter 3.3.1 how this is implemented in detail. This model extension is applied
in order to make local re–routing in stations possible during the algorithmic railway
capacity allocation process based on the uniform task allocation model.
The software tool RUT can determine whether a certain route is suitable or not [Sau99].
Particularly in train stations, numerous routes are available, but just few match the
requirements for a certain train movement. For example, the platform where the train
is scheduled to stop has to be sufficiently long. Such requirements reduce the amount
of possible routes significantly. And of course the route in the station must allow the
train path to continue the train’s journey in the desired direction. As said before,
the representation of a train path request with help of the task allocation model is
extended in a way that the effect of local re–routing on the railway infrastructure capacity
consumption of a train movement can be represented adequately.
The above introduced model is used to represent the capacity consumption of a train
movement and thus the capacity that has to be requested during the annual railway
capacity allocation process. The introduced task allocation model is used in the following
in order to estimate the railway infrastructure consumption of a train path request.
There are two types of railway infrastructure capacity as discussed in chapter 3.1: the
available and the consumed railway infrastructure capacity. The next section shall clarify
how the modelling approach can be used to represent the railway infrastructure capacity
constraint which has to be fulfilled in order to obtain a feasible train timetable during
the railway capacity allocation process.
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3.2.3 The Railway Infrastructure Capacity Constraint
The work flow of the railway infrastructure capacity allocation process in Europe is
described in chapter 2.2.2. As soon as the deadline for the annual train path requests
expires, the infrastructure manager tries to incorporate all train paths into the annual
train timetable. Once a train path request is included into working time table, it is said
to be allocated (on the railway infrastructure). If the available railway infrastructure
capacity is sufficient in order to allocate all train path requests, the railway infrastructure
capacity process is just one step. In this single step all train path requests can be
allocated on the railway infrastructure. But since the railway infrastructure capacity is
limited and the train path requests cannot be assumed to be coordinated, some train
path requests are likely to conflict. Conflicts occur if at least two different train path
requests cannot be allocated onto the railway infrastructure, due to the limited railway
infrastructure capacity available. In such a conflicting situation the coordination process
shall lead to a decision that resolves the occurring conflicts (chapter 2.2.4).
At those parts of the railway infrastructure where railway capacity is scarce, the occur-
rence of conflicts between different train path requests is very likely. Starting from the
above introduced definition of a train path requests as a set of tasks (equation (3.8)), a
conflict can be defined as a task overlap on a resource. A conflict occurs on a resource r
if there are any of the allocated tasks of different train paths do overlap in time space.
The definition of an overlap is given in equation (3.10).
∆jri,k =


0 if e(jri ) < b(j
r
k),
0 if e(jrk) < b(j
r
i ),
min (e(jri ), e(j
r
k))−max (b(j
r
i ), b(j
r
k)) else.
(3.10)
Where:
∆jri,k : overlap time of the task of train path i and k on resource r.
Any resource r ∈ R¯ must not be occupied by more than one task at a time. This
definition is deduced from blocking time theory and defines the safety requirements for
safe railway operation. The safety requirements are in fact the capacity constraint of
the railway infrastructure.
The task allocation model is a modelling approach that represents the railway infras-
tructure with help of a considerable high amount of railway infrastructure elements (the
resources). The disadvantage of this microscopic modelling approach is the high amount
of elements. However, these elements do carry very few attributes. In fact, the only
attributes they carry are the tasks that need to be allocated on this resource. Addition-
ally all resources have the same properties, no matter if they represent a track section,
a switch a crossing or any other railway infrastructure element.
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Figure 3.7: The overlapping tasks of two train path requests determine the conflict.
Conflicts are overlapping tasks, visualised in figure 3.7. This figure shows the overlapping
tasks of two train path requests which represent the railway infrastructure capacity
consumption of two train movements in opposite direction.
As it can be seen in figure 3.7, the modelling approach does not just indicate the occur-
rence of conflicts but does even indicate where these conflicts occur microscopically.
Moreover it allows to estimate the severity of conflicts, by calculating the overlapping
times of the train paths’ tasks. Later, in chapter 4.2.5, it will become clear that this is
beneficial for the successful application of algorithmic approaches for railway capacity
allocation.
Equation (3.11) defines a measure that determines the sum of all tasks’ overlaps of a
particular train path. It shall be stressed that the conflict function in equation (3.11)
is not just defined as the sum of all temporal overlaps of the tasks of two particular
train paths but the sum of all temporal overlaps of tasks of any other train path request.
fi,conflict is proportional to the sum of all overlapping times of tasks of train path i with
the tasks of any other train path allocated on the same resources.
Occurring conflicts need to be solved during the railway capacity allocation process
in order to obtain a feasible working train timetable. If all conflicts are resolved, the
conflict measure fi,conflict of any train path request needs to equal zero. This constraint
of conflict freeness is formulated in equation (3.12).
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fi,conflict := C
∑
r:jri ∈Ji
∑
k 6=i
∆jri,k. (3.11)
Where:
fi,conflict : estimates a conflict value ∈ R≥0.
C : a constant, used to calibrate the model.
fi,conflict
!
= 0 ∀ i. (3.12)
3.3 Modelling the Railway Capacity Allocation Process
As already discussed in chapter 2.2.2, the uncoordinated train path requests of various
railway operators are likely to conflict at some parts of the railway infrastructure. These
conflicts need to be resolved during the coordination phase. As discussed in chapter 2.2.4,
the railway infrastructure manager alters the conflicting train path requests in order to
resolve occurring conflicts and creates thus a conflict free train timetable. Since the aim
of this modelling approach is the algorithmic analysis of the coordination phase in the
capacity allocation process, the model must allow for altering train path requests.
3.3.1 Alteration of Train Path Requests
As introduced above, the modelling approach needs to be capable of representing the
alteration of train path requests. Hence, the task allocation model introduced before has
to be extended in order to allow for the alteration of train path requests. This extension
shall be derived in the following.
Current practice of railway capacity allocation involves a planner in person. The German
railway infrastructure manager supported the development of a software tool for train
timetable construction. This software tool enables the planner to alter a train path re-
quest in order to resolve occurring conflicts. For example: he can delay the starting time
of the desired train movement. The blocking time representing this train path request
is in this case shifted in time space. As discussed in chapter 2.3.4, some alterations as
they are performed for rescheduling shall be integrated into the modelling approach. A
formalisation of such alterations is described by Gro¨ger (2002) for the automated gener-
ation of train timetables and by Jacobs (2004) for the purpose of rescheduling ([Gro¨02],
[Jac04]). Those alterations that are considered in this approach are partly derived from
the alterations mentioned in EU Directive 2001/14/EC and partly from those alterations
that are usually performed by a planner in person with help of a software tool.
In this approach, the software tool RUT is used in order to estimate the blocking times.
The estimation of blocking times requires a detailed, microscopic infrastructure model
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and induces considerable computing effort. It shall be stressed at this point that the
algorithmic techniques for railway capacity allocation that are introduced later on, alter
the train path requests repeatedly. Therefore, a computing time of one second seems
to be short for procedures executed once. But if such procedures need to be executed
several thousand times, the computing effort can become a significant barrier for the
successful application of algorithmic approaches.
As indicated in figure 3.4, the task allocation model is deduced from the blocking time
estimation of the train timetable construction tool RUT. Since the task allocation model
represents the train path requests based on the estimated blocking time, the effects of
train path request alterations on these blocking times are of particular interest. It
will be shown that the various train path alterations considered in this approach can be
represented by simple shifting operations on tasks. Thus, the tasks in the task allocation
model, representing the blocking time, do not have to be re–estimated.
Figure 3.8 shows a simple example of a railway infrastructure in order to clarify the
considered train path alterations. It shows a simplified sketch of a railway infrastructure
with a single track leading to train station 1. There are two routes available in train
station 1: a1,1 and a1,2. Train station 1 and train station 2 are connected by a single
track and in train station 2 there are again two routes available: a2,1 and a2,2. From
train station 2 on, there is just a single track available for the train path.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the train path as a blocking time stairway beneath the respective
sections of the infrastructure. The figure is highly simplified in order to illustrate the
concept.
Shifting of Train Paths
An effective measure in order to resolve occurring conflicts is the shifting of train paths.
The train path request is the demand of railway infrastructure capacity for a certain
train movement. Shifting a train path in time space does not change the speed profile
at all. It is just a temporal delay of the whole train movement. Since the speed profile
is not changed at all, the new running time and blocking time estimation would lead to
the same results shifted by the initial shifting value. Shifting a train path in the task
allocation model means shifting all tasks, representing the railway infrastructure capacity
consumption of a certain train movement, by the same shifting value as indicated in
equation (3.13).
The shifting value is a time indicated throughout this work as ti. All possible shifting
values are included in Ti. Ti can comprise an interval of possible shifting values, or a
finite set of possible shifting values.
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Figure 3.8: Blocking time stairway of a train path not to scale. Exemplarily shown
are the alternative routes of a train path in a station: the chosen route
alternative at station l of train path i is indicated as ai,l. The applied dwell
time extensions of a train path i in station m are indicated as hi,m.
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b′(jri ) := b(j
r
i ) + ti,
e′(jri ) := e(j
r
i ) + ti.
(3.13)
Where:
b′(jri ) : indicates the begin of the shifted task j
r
i .
e′(jri ) : indicates the end of the shifted task j
r
i .
ti : indicates the applied shifting value for train path i, ti ∈ Ti.
Ti : comprises all possible values for ti.
Bending of Train Paths
As briefly discussed in chapter 2.3.2, the available railway infrastructure capacity of a
line can be exploited most efficiently if the trains are operated at similar speed. This
can be verified by applying the railway capacity estimation method documented in UIC
Code 406 [UIC04]. Since train paths with similar speed profile can be packed more
densely, harmonising the speed profile of following trains can be an option to exploit
the railway infrastructure capacity more efficiently. The speed profile of a train on a
certain line can be altered in two ways. Either the train movement is conducted at a
higher speed in average or at lower average speed. As discussed in chapter 3.1.1, the
physical laws of train movement determine the speed of a train. Since the train paths
are constructed by exploiting the maximum traction power available, the average speed
can not be increased. But on the contrary, it can be reduced. The reduction of the
average speed of a train’s movement is called bending, since the train path for such a
train movement can be regarded as a graphical bending.
Bending of train paths can be a very effective measure in order to resolve conflicts and
can even result in a more efficient use of railway infrastructure capacity. However, it
does extend the journey time of the train movement. Particularly for passenger railway
traffic, extending the journey time and thus the travelling time of a passenger has some
negative effects. The negative effects of the journey time extension will be discussed in
chapter 4.1.
Changing the speed profile of the train would actually require to re–estimate the blocking
times of a train movement, since not just the running time in a certain block section but
also the approaching time does change. Due to the inexact behaviour of the train driver
it is assumed that the bending of a train path can actually be regarded as a graphical
bending. Thus a subsequently adapted shifting of tasks. This is regarded as a well
enough approximation of the altered train path.
The bending of a train path is performed in way that the journey time of the train
on its route is extended relatively to the original journey time without considering any
dwell time extensions. Dwell time extensions, as they are introduced later on, do extend
the journey time as well, but the bending value describes the journey time extension
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due to the bending of the train path only. 10 % bending of a train path results in an
extension of the journey time from 100 % to 110 %. Due to the physical constrains, the
journey time of a train movement cannot be reduced. Thus, just bending values ≥ 0 are
allowed. The bending value of a train path is denoted as bi. All possible bending values
are denoted as Bi.
b′(jri ) := b(j
r
i ) + bi ∗ (c(j
r
i )− c(j
1
i )). (3.14)
e′(jri ) := e(j
r
i ) + bi ∗ (c(j
r
i )− c(j
1
i )). (3.15)
c(jri ) :=
(e(jri ) + b(j
r
i ))
2
. (3.16)
Where:
j1i : the task allocated on the first resource of train path i.
jri : the task allocated on resource r of train path i.
c(jri ) : centroid of task j
r
i .
b′(jri ) : indicates the begin of the shifted task j
r
i .
e′(jri ) : indicates the end of the shifted task j
r
i .
bi : indicates the applied bending value for train path i, bi ∈ Bi.
Bi : comprises all possible values for bi.
Similarly to the shifting value introduced above, Bi can be an interval of possible bending
values or a finite set of possible bending values. As mentioned before, bending a train
path request as it is defined in equation (3.3.1) does just approximate the reduction of
the average speed of the train. This error of this approximation is relatively small for
bending values in the range of [100%−110%]. Thus, this alteration should be used with
care or rather not at all if bending values > 110% are applied.
Alternative Routes
Re–routing of trains is an option that can be used to resolve occurring conflicts of train
path request in train stations. Similarly to the assumptions made by Zwaneveld et al.
(2001), who consider re–routing in railway stations, the entry and leaving points at a
train stations are assumed to be fixed [ZKvH01].
As discussed before in chapter 3.2.2, the task allocation model allows for allocating
the train path requests on different routes in railway stations and overtaking sections.
In order to estimate the total amount of possible alternative routes of a train path, all
possible combinations of alternatives in train stations and overtaking sections need to be
considered. The combination of all possible alternative routes at the respective railway
station or overtaking section is formulated in equation (3.17). Each single combination
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Ai := Ai,1 × Ai,2 × · · · × Ai,Li . (3.17)
ai = (ai,1, ai,2, · · · , ai,Li). (3.18)
ai ∈ Ai. (3.19)
Where:
Li : number of train stations and overtaking sections with alternative routes
available to train path i.
Ai : comprises all possible combinations of alternative routes of train path i
and thus all possible values of ai.
Ai,l : indicates the set of possible alternatives for train path i at train station
or overtaking section l.
ai : indicates the applied combination of routes for train path i.
ai,l : indicates the chosen alternative for train path i at train station or
overtaking section l, ai,l ∈ Ai,l.
of alternative can thus be represented as a vector. Each vector element indicating a
certain alternative route (equation (3.18)).
As said before, even in large railway stations there are usually just few alternative routes
matching the requirements for the particular train movement. ai,l thus just has a finite
amount of possible values (equation (3.18)). Therefore, Ai as well does comprise a finite
set of entities (equation (3.17)). Each entity is denoted as an ai (equation (3.19)).
Dwell Time Extension
At all those train stations, where the train is scheduled to stop, the dwell time can
be extended. The infrastructure elements that the train occupies during the stop are
occupied for a longer time. Thus the original blocking time is extended by the dwell
time extension on the respective resources. The subsequent (with regards to the route
of the train) blocking times are shifted by the dwell time extension. If a train path
includes multiple stops, the dwell time can be extended at each of these stops. All
possible combinations of dwell time extensions can be represented as in equation (3.20).
All possible dwell time extensions of a train path can be represented as a vector as
indicated in equation (3.21). Each element of this vector represents the applied dwell
time extension for one scheduled stop. A particular combination of dwell time extensions
is formulated in equation (3.22).
Each possible dwell time extension Hi,m can be an interval of possible dwell time exten-
sions, or a finite set of possible dwell time extensions.
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Hi := Hi,1 ×Hi,2 × · · · ×Hi,Mi . (3.20)
hi = (hi,1, hi,2, · · · , hi,Mi). (3.21)
hi ∈ Hi. (3.22)
Where:
Mi : number of train stations and overtaking sections with a scheduled stop.
Hi : Comprises all possible combinations of dwell time extensions of train
path i.
Hi,m : Comprises all possible dwell time extensions of train path i at railway
station or overtaking section m.
hi : indicates a combination of dwell time extensions of train path i.
hi,m : indicates the applied dwell time extension of train path i in train
station or overtaking section m, hi,m :∈ Hi,m.
3.3.2 Train Path Families
There are various reasons why train paths of the same line should be altered similarly
during the coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation process. One is, that
train paths of the same line should be scheduled to the same platform in order to prevent
passenger confusion at train stations. In the case of periodical train path allocation, the
same arrival and departure times at any periodical cycle of the day should be kept. Espe-
cially in schedules for passenger trains periods of one hour are very common. Therefore,
the train paths of lines for passenger trains are grouped into so called train path families.
All train path requests of such a train path family are altered simultaneously.
The train paths of a train path family do determine the railway capacity consumption
of a similar train movement. They do just differ with respect to their starting times.
Therefore, these train paths, have the same characteristic with respect to the available
alternative routes at stations etc. Thus, they can all be altered the same way. The
alteration that is applied to all train paths of a train path family simultaneously is
denoted as Xi. All possible alterations of train paths of the same train path family are
the combination of all types of alterations introduced above. Xi denotes all possible
train path alterations of train path family i as described by equation (3.23).
The combination of alterations is procured with regards to the original train path request.
E.g. the combination of dwell time extension and bending can be described as: extend
the dwell time of the original train path request and perform the bending operation
afterwards. Each element of Xi can be represented in vectorial notation as indicated in
equation (3.24).
The above introduced formulation of railway capacity allocation, more specifically the
coordination of train path requests, is based on blocking time theory. As mentioned
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Xi := Ti ×Bi ×Hi × Ai. (3.23)
Where:
Xi : All possible combinations of alterations of train path family i.
Ti : All possible time shifts of train path family i.
Bi : All possible bending values of train path family i.
Hi : All possible dwell time extensions of train path family i.
Ai : All possible alternative routes of train path family i.
xi = (ti, bi, hi, ai). (3.24)
Where:
xi : indicates a particular combination of alterations of train path family i.
ti : shifting value of train path family i, ti ∈ Ti.
bi : bending value of train path family i, bi ∈ Bi.
hi : a combination of dwell time extensions of train path family hi ∈ Hi.
ai : a combination of alternative routes for train path family ai ∈ Ai.
in chapter 1.1, there are other planning steps that constraint the railway capacity al-
location. The objectives and constraints during the coordination phase are derived in
chapter 4. Before introducing the problem formulation the process of railway capacity
allocation shall be discussed more thoroughly.
3.3.3 Simultaneous vs. Sequential Railway Capacity Allocation
Fundamentally, railway capacity allocation shall be performed algorithmically as illus-
trated in figure 3.9.
As soon as the deadline for annual train path requests exceeded (indicated as y in
figure 3.9), the international and long term train path requests are known. They can
be altered within certain tolerances, but they have to be allocated. The annual train
path requests need to be incorporated into the annual train timetable and some railway
infrastructure capacity has to be reserved for the ad hoc train path requests.
There are two ways to allocate the train path requests. It can be done either sequentially
or in parallel.
Sequential railway capacity allocation: the train paths are included subsequently into
the working train timetable. Having a set of N train path families that need to
be allocated, the railway infrastructure manager starts by allocating the first train
path family into the working train timetable. If the train paths that are comprised
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Figure 3.9: Railway capacity allocation as optimisation.
in this first train path family are not in conflict with each other (which can be
assumed, since the railway undertaking can coordinate his own train path requests
and usually assures to submit a set of train path requests that are not conflicting),
no conflicts will occur. Then the next train path family is allocated and included
in the working train timetable if no conflicts occur. If conflicts occur, the train
path family will be altered in a way, that occurring conflicts are resolved. If the
conflicts cannot be resolved by altering this train path family, the already allocated
train path families are altered as well, until all conflicts could be resolved.
In some cases priority schemes are applied. Starting with the train path families
of highest priority, the train path families are allocated subsequently. Due to the
reasons discussed in chapter 2.2.3, the application of such a priority scheme is not
applied in this work.
During this railway capacity allocation process, the train path families are allo-
cated subsequently until all train path families are included into the working train
timetable and until all conflicts have been resolved.
Parallel railway capacity allocation: all train path (families) are allocated simultane-
ously. The occurrence of conflicts is thus very likely. The conflicts are resolved by
altering the train path families. Due to the capacity constraints, resolving conflicts
does usually involve altering multiple train path families. The actions that need to
be performed in order to resolve occurring conflicts is thus more complex, than in
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case of sequential railway capacity allocation. But it is done within one planning
step.
3.4 Remarks
3.4.1 Remarks on Blocking Time Theory
The modelling approach for railway infrastructure capacity consumption is derived from
blocking time theory. This theory is current practice for railway capacity allocation
which led to the development of sophisticated software tools for the estimation of block-
ing times for a train movement. However, a few comments on blocking time theory shall
help to get an idea of the limitations of blocking time theory and thus on the newly
introduced modelling approach for railway capacity allocation:
Train trajectory: as discussed in chapter 3.1.1, many parameters for the running time
estimation are in fact stochastic parameters. Due to the fact, that the railway
capacity allocation takes place several months before the actual railway operation
takes place, some parameters that are crucial for the running time estimation can
just be predicted. For example: the weight of a train can just be predicted, since
the load of a train (no matter if passengers or cargo load) are not determined at
the time when the railway capacity allocation takes place.
It is common practice to take standard, deterministic values as assumption for
several parameters. This can be done because:
• firstly, the deviations are predictable to some extend
• and secondly, there are control mechanism in the railway system, that com-
pensate for deviations, e.g. train drivers who control the traction force of the
train in order to comply as good as possible with the initial schedule.
However, since the accuracy of the running time estimation determines the accu-
racy of the prognosis of the railway infrastructure capacity consumption of a train
movement, it should be stressed that quality of the result of the deterministic rail-
way capacity allocation (the train timetable) is as good as the prediction of the
deterministic parameters of railway operation.
Switching time: one component of the blocking time is called switching time. For
the estimation of the capacity consumption of a train movement the worst case
situation for switching is assumed: for example, at railway stations it is assumed,
that switches need to be switched after a train passed the switch. This is often
true, since consecutive trains are usually routed to different platforms. However,
there might be situations where switches do not need to be shifted between two
consecutive trains. Thus the values of the switching time, as they are given in
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table 3.2, can be considered to be worst case assumptions. Thus, the railway
capacity of a train movement can be overestimated at switches.
Green wave operation: is an intuitive assumption, since it is desired to operate the
trains smoothly, instead of stopping them at consecutive block sections. However,
if disruptions occur, green wave operation can not be generally kept as operation
principle. The incorporation of buffer times is thus indispensable in order to guar-
antee stable operation because in case of non-green wave operation the railway
capacity consumption of a train movement does usually increase.
Fixed block operation: is applied in most parts of the railway infrastructure in Eu-
rope. Emerging technologies (e.g. ETCS level 3) can make it necessary for future
applications to estimate railway capacity consumption of train movements for the
moving block operation principle. Nevertheless, railway capacity consumption of
train movements based on the moving block operation principle can be approx-
imated by assuming fixed block operation by dividing the railway infrastructure
into very small block sections. Thus, methods for railway capacity allocation based
on fixed block operation can be used to estimate the railway capacity consumption
of train movements based on the moving block operation principle.
Other constraints: there are many constraints of railway operation that are either not
stated in the regulations of railway operation, or are not easy to formulate clearly
as constraints and are thus applied by planners in person but not incorporated
into software tools for railway capacity allocation. It is very important to keep in
mind that algorithmic railway capacity analysis should be considered for decision
support tools that planners in person can use, rather than for automated train
timetable construction. For example: under certain conditions, trains running
in opposite directions on the same double track railway line shall not pass by in
tunnels. This requirement has not been incorporated into the modelling approach
so far, but additional constraints can be easily included.
3.4.2 Remarks on the Formalisation of Railway Capacity Allocation
The considered alterations of train path requests are:
• shifting,
• bending,
• local re-routing,
• extending dwell time.
The formal description of these actions in chapter 3.3 can leave the impression that the
types of alterations are very limited. It is important that these alterations are usually
applied in combination. And these actions are not only applied in combination of actions
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of one train path family as stated in equation (3.23) but even as combinations of actions
of several train path families as it will be stated later on in equation (4.4). Therefore,
these actions as simple as they appear each on their own, can (in combination) perform
very complex planning decisions such as:
• initiating overtaking procedures,
• bundling of train paths,
• harmonising speed profiles of several trains.
Simplifications
Since the aim of this work is the algorithmic analysis of railway capacity allocation, some
simplifications are further constraining the above introduced modelling approach. This
is due to the fact that some minor justifiable restrictions can reduce the computing effort
enormously. Computing effort in this sense does not just mean the amount of atomic
calculations that need to be performed by a central processing unit, but it comprises the
effort to represent the model in data structures.
Local re-routing and dwell time extension: the modelling approach for railway infras-
tructure capacity is defined in chapter 3.2.2. In order to take into account local
re-routing, the blocking times for different routes in a railway station are deter-
mined. Strictly, the running time of a train movement depends on the route that is
chosen in a particular railway station. There might be routes in a railway stations
that have different lengths or even different speed restrictions. Therefore, the run-
ning time in this particular railway station is dependent on the route of the train.
However, since the difference of this running times in a railway station is small
(usually ≤ 15s) in comparison to the dwell time of a train (60 - 600s), it is assumed
that the train crosses the last clearing point of the railway station at same time
independently from which route it took. Since this simplification does just hold if
the train is scheduled to stop (and thus has a dwell time), local re-routing is just
considered if the train is scheduled to stop in that particular railway station.
Alteration variables: the formulation of possible alterations of train path families is
stated in equation (3.23). The alterations of a train path family are thus the
combination of shifting value, bending value, dwell time combination and route
combination. All combination of routes are incorporated in the variable Ai and
are intrinsically just limited set (there is just a limited amount of possible routes at
each railway station, thus the combination of routes is just a finite set as well). The
shifting of a train path as well as the dwell time extension are time values. Since
the modelling approach has a limited granularity (seconds), the possible shifting
values Ti and dwell time combinations Hi are a finite set as well. Bending is done
relatively to the journey time of the unaltered train path. It comprises relative
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values [%] that are intrinsically an infinite set of possible values, even if just a
certain interval is considered. For practical applications, the bending values are
used in order to harmonise speed profiles. E.g. the speed profile of a passenger
train shall be harmonised to the speed profile of a cargo train. Therefore, just a
limited amount of the bending values is useful for practical applications. Just those
bending values that adapt (harmonise) the speed profile of a faster train to that
of a slower train are considered in this modelling approach. Therefore, the set of
all possible train path alterations is assumed to be a finite set. The formalisation
of the alteration variables is defined in chapter chapter 4.2.1.
The introduced formalisation of railway capacity allocation facilitates the algorithmic
analysis of the coordination phase. Now that the basic modelling approach for the
railway capacity allocation process has been introduced the formulation of the objectives
of railway capacity allocation shall be introduced and formulated mathematically.
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Problem
The aim of this work is to examine the coordination phase of the railway capacity
allocation procedure algorithmically. Therefore, this chapter intends to formulate the
coordination phase as an optimisation problem.
As discussed before in chapter 3.3, decisions have to be taken by the railway infras-
tructure manager in order to resolve possibly occurring conflicts. The formalisation of
these decisions have been defined in chapter 3.3.1. These decisions taken by the railway
infrastructure manager do have an effect on the railway undertakings. Evaluating this
effect is the intend of the following section.
Evaluating the effects of planning decisions requires to introduce the objectives and
constraints of railway capacity allocation beforehand. They are discussed and formulated
with regards to the modelling approach of railway capacity allocation introduced earlier.
In order to represent the railway capacity allocation problem as an optimisation problem,
the objectives are formulated within an objective function. This objective function is
derived in the following.
In cases where train path requests of concurrent railway undertakings need to be altered,
the objectives of all involved railway undertakings should be clearly stated in order to
justify the result of the coordination phase and thus the result of the railway capacity
allocation process. It is not just the infrastructure manager who is interested in resolving
conflicts, the railway undertakings as well have particular interest in obtaining a conflict
free train path that allows for uninterrupted railway operation. From the point of view
of a railway undertaking, the objective is to have as few alterations to its initial train
path request as possible.
The European Commission drives the conceptual change of the railway capacity alloca-
tion procedures for the European Railway Systems. The change shall lead to a uniform
railway capacity allocation procedure with competitive, market–like planning principles.
These principles are stated in EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d]. Ideally railway infras-
tructure capacity shall be traded as a good on a railway market. Recent publications
indicate that train path requests in the European railway system are increasingly sub-
mitted by railway undertakings that are not affiliated with former integrated railway
companies. These new players are often recently established railway undertakings who
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are trying to increase their share in the railway market. Indications on this trend are
documented in the report on competition of the European railway systems [DB07].
The infrastructure managers face new challenges. They do not only have to perform
railway capacity allocation in a way that optimises the railway systems as a whole,
but they have to take care that the railway capacity allocation is performed in a non–
discriminatory fashion. Moreover, the railway infrastructure managers have to be able
to prove this because they will be exposed to criticism if they do not find a way to
assure the fair and efficient allocation of train path requests for the participating rail-
way undertakings. The clear and well formulated definition of the objectives for railway
capacity allocation is crucial for the analysis and development of railway capacity allo-
cation procedures.
4.1 Objectives for Railway Capacity Allocation
As discussed in chapter 2, the purpose of this work is to examine railway capacity
allocation with multiple railway operators following their own goals. As Watson (2007)
points out, the objectives for the train timetable construction should be clearly stated
in an environment where different players (the railway undertakings) try to access one
single railway infrastructure [Wat07]. Clearly stating the objective for each train path
request or at least for each railway undertaking separately, facilitates the evaluation
of fairness. Therefore, the aim of this work is to formulate the objectives for railway
capacity allocation specifically for each railway undertaking.
Nevertheless, stating the objectives for railway capacity allocation process is very difficult
because there are other planning steps in the domain of public transport planning that
influence the railway capacity allocation process.
The influence of the different planning steps such as network planning, line planning,
train timetabling, vehicle planning and crew planning was introduced in chapter 1.1.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the influences of the different planning steps on railway capac-
ity allocation. Discussing railway capacity allocation with respect to the framework
of a secondary railway market the objectives and constraints of either infrastructure
manager or railway undertaking have to be considered separately. Their roles on the
secondary railway market define their duties and thus their objectives and constraints
during the railway capacity allocation process. As shown in figure 4.1, railway infras-
tructure manager on the one hand side and railway undertakings on the other interact
on the secondary railway market.
The railway infrastructure manager, who governs the railway infrastructure, offers rail-
way infrastructure capacity. The amount of railway infrastructure capacity available is
determined by the installed railway infrastructure.
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Network planning, the planning of the railway infrastructure, is performed on a long term
basis by the railway infrastructure manager. This is often supervised by governmental
institution, since a considerable part of the necessary investments is governmentally
subsidised for large parts of the railway infrastructure.
This planning step determines the development of railway infrastructure and thus the
railway infrastructure capacity that is available for the railway capacity allocation pro-
cess. As said before, the railway undertakings acquire railway capacity on the secondary
railway market. Their primary goal is to use the acquired railway capacity for railway
operation. Thus, all those planning steps of public transport that are concerned with
railway operation are currently performed by the railway undertakings. These planning
steps are: line planning, vehicle planning and crew planning. The objectives and con-
straints of these planning steps are to be formulated from the point of view of the railway
undertakings as illustrated in figure 4.1. Although there are some railway infrastructure
managers that are currently planning to offer planning services for the railway under-
takings, the objectives are in most cases still given by the railway undertakings, since
they have to pay for the staff requirements of the crew planning and also for the vehicles
that have to be acquired.
The railway capacity allocation process, as it is defined in Directive 2001/14/EC, induces
a competitive situation for all participating railway undertakings, that acquire the rail-
way capacity from the infrastructure manager [EC01d]. The basic relationship between
railway undertakings and infrastructure manager is shown in the centre of figure 4.1. If
no conflicts occur, all train path requests can be accepted by the railway infrastructure
manager. If conflicts occur during the coordination phase of the railway capacity alloca-
tion process, the railway undertakings and the railway infrastructure manager interact
on the secondary railway market.
The demand for railway infrastructure capacity is determined by the result of line plan-
ning in case of passenger trains. Railway capacity for cargo train movements are sub-
mitted as ad hoc train path request. Thus the demand for railway capacity for cargo
train movements is dependent on the demand for cargo transportation services.
The demand for railway infrastructure capacity can be estimated by the amount of sub-
mitted train path requests. The available railway capacity is determined by the available
railway infrastructure. Both measures and their representation have been discussed in
chapter 3.2.1 and chapter 3.2.2. The influence of line, crew and vehicle planning are
yet to be derived. As stated above, the effects of crew and vehicle planning concerns
mainly if not even solely the railway undertakings. It is the railway undertaking’s duty
to assure the right amount of vehicles and staff for the desired railway operation. The
alteration of train path requests do have an impact on these planning steps. This im-
pact shall be evaluated with help of formulated objectives. Even though the objectives
of crew scheduling and vehicle planning (rolling stock planning) are not the focal point
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Figure 4.1: Interaction scheme on the secondary railway market.
of this work, they cannot be neglected and are thus considered in a simplified manner
as objectives of the railway capacity allocation process.
Most of the current railway capacity allocation, train timetabling or train scheduling
approaches take the imposed/accumulated waiting/delay times on a train path as main
objective. Oliveira (2000) applies this physical measure as objective for the job shop
scheduling approach [OS00]. Within this work a more generic objective is applied. Before
this generic objective can be derived, the notions: objectives, constraints and evaluation
shall be briefly discussed in order to facilitate the later discussion on objectives for the
railway capacity allocation process.
4.1.1 Objectives, Constraints and Evaluation
The notions: objective, constraint and evaluation are often mixed up due to the different
utilisation in different fields of research. Since this work covers different fields of research,
the notions shall be discussed before their mathematical representation is derived.
Constraints are requirements during the railway capacity allocation process that must be
fulfilled. Objectives are the goals and aims of different players during the railway capacity
allocation process. The quantitative estimation of the objectives are often represented
by a so called evaluation function. In case of optimisation problems, the combination of
different evaluation functions are aggregated to a so called objective function. In order to
prevent confusion throughout this work, the term objective does determine the goals and
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aims of different players quantitatively. The objectives of different railway undertakings
throughout the railway capacity allocation process are formulated as functions. The
aggregation of these objectives is the objective function of the railway capacity allocation
problem.
The objectives are formulated from the point of view of railway capacity allocation. As
discussed before, railway capacity allocation takes place within the secondary railway
market, but the objectives within the secondary railway market are closely coupled with
the primary railway market. The following section shall discuss the different objectives
with respect to both railway markets.
4.1.2 Primary and Secondary Railway Market
Activities in the planning processes of public transport can be distinguished in activities
of either the primary or secondary railway market. These railway markets are distin-
guished with respect to the type of good that is traded on them. On the primary railway
market transportation services are traded, on the secondary market the railway capacity
is traded.
Railway capacity: is traded on the secondary railway market. The available railway
capacity is managed by the railway infrastructure manager who offers the railway
capacity to licensed railway undertakings. These railway undertakings have to
acquire railway capacity in order to perform railway operation and enables them
thus to offer transportation services on the primary railway market.
Transportation services: are traded on the primary railway market. Railway under-
takings offer their transportation services to their customers: railway passengers
or logistic companies. These customers acquire transportation services by buying
tickets or contracting cargo transportation services.
The trading of both these services is closely correlated, since the demand for transporta-
tion services influences evidently the demand for railway capacity. On the contrary,
railway operation is constrained by the limited railway capacity available. The interfer-
ence between both these markets is visualised in figure 4.2.
The focus of this work is the secondary railway market. But since primary and sec-
ondary railway market are coupled, objectives for the secondary railway market are not
formulated completely independently from the primary railway market. Therefore the
effects of activities on the secondary railway market and vice versa shall be discussed in
the following section.
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Figure 4.2: The interference between primary and secondary railway market.
4.1.3 Objectives and Constraints of Railway Infrastructure
Managers
For the algorithmic analysis of the railway capacity allocation process in the European
railway system, it is assumed that the infrastructure manager fulfils all requirements of
an independent railway infrastructure manager as defined in EU Directive 2001/14EC
[EC01d]. The requirements for such an infrastructure manager are defined in chap-
ter 2.1.2: an ideal railway infrastructure manager is a body which is independent from
any railway undertaking and as such independent from any body or undertaking that
offers transportation services on the primary railway market. The objectives and con-
straints of a railway infrastructure manager for the railway capacity allocation procedure
are thus independent from the primary railway market.
Assuming that the railway infrastructure managers sole purpose is to govern the railway
infrastructure, his main objective can be stated as to make best use of the available
railway infrastructure capacity and thus not to reject any train path request. In cases
where the railway infrastructure manager can not allocate all train path requests, he
needs to set up a capacity enhancement plan for parts of the railway infrastructure that
are congested as defined in article 22 of EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d]. This is part
of the network planning that is the railway infrastructure managers’ duty, as illustrated
in figure 4.1.
The basic constraint of the railway infrastructure manager during the railway capacity
allocation process is to respect the capacity constraint of the railway infrastructure.
Moreover, he needs to detect congested parts of the railway infrastructure during the
railway capacity allocation process. The fundamental constraints of the coordination
process, as they are illustrated in figure 2.3, are in fact the fundamental constraints of
an independent body, the railway infrastructure manager.
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Train Timetable Stability as Objective
As introduced in 3.1.3, the stability of railway operation can be assured by incorpo-
rating buffer times during the railway capacity allocation process. If such buffer times
are included, the train path request does not only comprise the railway infrastructure
capacity that is necessary in order to perform a train movement. It comprises in fact
the railway infrastructure capacity that has to be reserved for the train movement in
order to guarantee the creation of a stable train timetable. A stable train timetable
assures that small initial delays during railway operation do not propagate throughout
the whole railway system. The interested reader is referred to Yuan and Hansen (2004),
who discuss the impact of delay propagation on railway capacity utilisation [YH04].
As already introduced in chapter 3.1.3, minimal buffer times are to be added to the
blocking times. This has the effect that the train headway times are extended by exactly
the minimal buffer time. From the fact that minimal buffer times are added to the
blocking time in order to assure train timetable stability, it can be easily verified that
the railway capacity consumption of a train movement is virtually increased. Thus,
there is a trade–off between optimal railway capacity consumption of train movements
and train timetable stability. The more stability is required for railway operation the
higher is the railway capacity that has to be reserved for train movements. The fewer the
expected disruptions of operation the less minimal buffer time has to be incorporated
and thus less railway capacity is consumed for a train movement. Methods on how
to estimate appropriate buffer times can be found in the PhD thesis of Schwanha¨ußer
(1974) [Sch74].
In cases of severe bottlenecks, the available railway capacity has to be exploited in a very
efficient manner. The railway infrastructure manager can reduce the inbuilt buffer times
for this purpose. If the buffer times are reduced, it has to be assured that just few initial
delays occur. More specifically, the probability of the occurrence of initial delays has to
be reduced by additional measures. In practical cases the railway infrastructure manager
assures this reliability of railway operation by incorporating additional recovery time.
Such that possibly delayed trains can recover and do arrive in time at the beginning of
the bottleneck of the railway infrastructure even if their operation was disrupted before.
The reduction of buffer times might thus be a measure that the railway infrastructure
manager can use to better exploit railway infrastructure capacity. Nie and Hansen (2005)
propose to use stochastic buffer times instead of deterministic buffer times [NH05]. As
it will be seen in chapter 4.2.5, allowing a moderate overlapping of buffer times can be
an option to resolve conflicts at bottlenecks of the railway infrastructure.
It will be shown later on, that this modelling approach for railway capacity allocation is
capable of determining bottlenecks. At these bottlenecks, buffer times can be reduced.
Thus the buffer times could theoretically taken as a variable which represents the train
timetable stability in a very general fashion. Thus train timetable stability could be
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taken as an objective of railway capacity allocation if it incorporated as buffer time.
However, throughout this work the required buffer times are given as input to the railway
capacity allocation problem. Thus the respective level of stability is a constraint during
the railway capacity allocation process.
Identifying Congestion
In some rare cases, it might occur that there are more train path requests for railway
capacity than available. If there is a severe bottleneck, the available railway infrastruc-
ture capacity might not be sufficient to allow for the allocation all train path requests.
In such cases the bottlenecks of the railway system need to be determined during the co-
ordination phase of railway capacity allocation in order to declare the respective railway
infrastructure as congested infrastructure. As discussed in chapter 2.3.1, the railway in-
frastructure manager has to develop a capacity enhancement plan if he declares railway
infrastructure as congested.
The evaluation of conflicts during the railway capacity allocation process based on the
introduced modelling approach for railway capacity is based on the formulation in equa-
tion (3.11). As it can be seen, the overlaps are evaluated specifically for each resource.
Thus the modelling approach is capable of not just indicating the occurrence of conflicts
but does even allow for identifying the congested parts of the railway infrastructure.
Equation (3.11) allows to determine whether conflicts occur on a specific resource r ∈ R¯
or not.
4.1.4 Objectives and Constraints of Railway Undertakings
Licensed railway undertakings act on the primary as well as on the secondary railway
market. The constraints of the railway undertakings during the coordination phase of
the railway capacity allocation process is determined and influenced by the the planning
steps: crew planning and vehicle planning. These planning steps induce limiting con-
strains on the turnaround times of trains and thus on the journey time extension during
the railway capacity allocation process.
These limiting constraints have already been implicitly considered in the way that the
solution space is spanned by the decision variables. As already discussed in chapter 3.3.1,
shifting of train path requests, extending the dwell time or bending the train path
requests is just possible within a limited interval, that is defined by the definition of the
decision variables.
Additional constraints are imposed due to the fact that the desired train path requests
are not to be shifted to far from its initial position in time space. For example if a
set of train path requests for an transportation service between two terminal stations
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is desired, shifting these train path requests up to an hour might be acceptable, but
shifting it more than an hour would shift the whole railway service to a daytime which
is very unattractive for the railway passengers.
The objectives of the railway undertakings need to be discusses with respect to the
different railway markets they are involved in. As discussed before and illustrated in
figure 4.2, the primary and the secondary railway market are coupled via the objectives
and constraints of the railway undertakings, because these railway undertakings have to
act on both markets. They acquire railway capacity on the secondary railway market
and use this railway capacity in order to provide transportation services on the primary
railway market.
There are several decisions that need to be taken into account during the railway capacity
allocation process in order to resolve conflicts. Relating the planning decisions to effects
on the primary railway market is not straight forward. E.g. the effects of using a different
platform in a railway station on the passengers’ willingness to use the transportation
service is hard to evaluate. However, the journey time extension, that might occur due
to planning decision during the railway capacity allocation process and its effect on
the primary railway market is the aim of many researchers. Some approaches shall be
summarised in the following in order to formulate the effect of a journey time extension
of a train movement on the railway undertaking.
Walther (1991) discusses the impact of the overall travelling time of passengers on the
modal split [Wal91]. The modal split determines the proportion of passengers choosing
to travel by train rather than concurrent traffic modes such as car traffic. In order to
draw conclusions for the model split, the traffic resistances (defined in [Wal91]) have
to be evaluated. A higher resistance of a traffic mode leads to fewer people choosing
this respective traffic mode. The resistance of a traffic mode for a certain travelling
relationship is very well suited to compare different traffic modes with regards to the
primary railway market.
A more general approach from Oetting (2005) tries to derive an assessment scheme of
train movements based on technical/physical parameters [Oet05]. As pointed out in that
work, some performance parameters for railway operation have significant impact on the
decisions of railway passengers and thus on the worth of the train movement. One of
these parameters, that have significant impact, is the journey time of a train.
Jochim (1999) evaluates a function that assesses the worth of a train movement with
regards to the journey time extension with help of a linear regression model (by means of
the modal-split model introduced by Walther (1991) [Wal91]) [Joc99]. Not surprisingly,
all approaches come to the conclusion that extending the journey time of a train move-
ment does reduce its attractiveness for the customers of the primary railway market and
increases the operation costs for the railway undertakings. Increasing the journey time
for a train path requests, does thus reduce its economical worth.
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However, estimating the impact of decisions that extend the journey time of train move-
ment quantitatively, is not easy. Ackermann (1998) derives a monetary evaluation for
the costs of journey time extensions due to delays during railway operation [Ack98].
These values are evidently not measures that can be used right away for the evaluation
of train movements. Since delays are just not planned journey time extensions. However,
the specific costs per minute of delay, that are published in his work for different types
of trains can be used to roughly estimate the possible impact of (scheduled) delays, that
occur during the railway capacity allocation process by extending the journey time of a
scheduled train movement.
The divers approaches for evaluating the negative effect of the journey time extensions
of a train movement indicate the complexity of this matter. This is one of the reasons
that the linearisation of such effect seems to be acceptable within a certain range. In
this work, the effects on the railway undertaking that reduce the economical worth of
the train path are formulated as a piecewise linear function (equation 4.2).
The above mentioned contributions concern objectives that are derived from effects on
the primary railway market. In the following some work shall be introduced that con-
cerns objectives that can be deduced from the vehicle and crew planning of the railway
undertakings. One key issue of these planning steps is to reduce the operational costs
of train movements. Sauer (1984) derives formulas for the operational costs of a train
movement [Sau84]. As it is pointed out in his work the operational costs increase with
the operation time of a train. It thus indicates, that a train movement with an extended
journey time is more expensive. An estimation of the effects of journey time extensions
in case of periodical train timetables is presented by Lindner and Zimmermann (2000)
[LZ00]. They evaluate periodical train timetables depending on operational costs, which
are dependent on the overall journey time. The longer the overall journey time the
higher the costs.
Borndo¨rfer et al. formulate the additional penalties due to a journey time extension
linearly plus extra penalties if an additional stop is scheduled for a train movement
[BGL+05].
As already mentioned before, in general it can be taken as a fact that extending the
journey time of a train movement has negative effects for the railway undertaking. How-
ever, quantifying this effect precisely is still an active field of research. Similarly to
the approach of Hauptmann (2002), who formulates objectives for algorithmic railway
capacity allocation, the negative effect of a journey time extension of a train movement
are formulated as a function dependent on the relative journey time extension [Hau00].
Railway undertakings, requesting a train path, do commonly have particular interest in
obtaining the train path at a specific time. Particularly train paths for passenger trains
need to be scheduled at times, that are particularly attractive for their customers on
the primary railway market: commuters, travellers. Moreover, their previous planning
steps (crew and vehicle planning) require that the initially requested train paths can be
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operated at the desired time. As said before, the desired train path may not be available
and shifting of these train paths might be necessary. In this case, the infrastructure
manager and the railway undertaking need to find an agreement on how to change
the requested train path. As Hauptmann (2002) points out, railway undertakings are
interested to have as little alteration to its train path as possible [Hau00]. Describing this
intention mathematically in order to make it applicable for algorithmic railway capacity
allocation is the intent of the following sections.
As pointed out above, two key measures seem to have significant impact on the attrac-
tiveness of train paths: the time a train path request is shifted from its initial position
in time space and the journey time extension. The definition of the objectives shall be
derived in the following.
Shifting Train Paths
Shifting the requested train path in time space is a common measure used by infrastruc-
ture managers to resolve conflicts during the coordination phase of the railway capacity
allocation procedure.
As discussed in chapter 2, those railway undertakings whose train path requests are in
conflict are invited to negotiation talks. During these negotiation talks the railway in-
frastructure manager and the attendant railway undertakings try to resolve the conflict.
The objective of the railway undertakings is to have its own train path shifted as little
as possible.
As it holds for train path alterations generally, it holds particularly for the shifting
of a train path: a railway undertaking wants to have as little alteration to its train
path as possible. This has various reasons. The railway undertaking wants to offer his
customers a transportation service, that is as attractive as possible. However, similarly
to the estimation of negative effects of journey time extensions of a train movement a
quantitative measure is hard to estimate. Within certain bounds of possible shifting
values of the train path, there might be no negative effect on the railway undertaking
at all. However, it is an intuitive assumption to formulate the negative effects due to
shifting of train path request as a function, that increases the more the train path is
shifted (either in positive or negative direction).
Nilsson (2002) formulates this attractiveness as the willingness to pay [Nil02]. And he
formulates the willingness to pay for a train path with respect to the eventual amount a
train path request is shifted as a linearly increasing function. The approach for railway
capacity allocation proposed by Borndo¨rfer et al. use a similar approach and assign a
penalty for every minute a train path request is shifted [BGL+05].
The negative effects of train path alterations shall be formulated as objectives of the
railway undertakings on the secondary railway market. In order to take into account
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the dissatisfaction of a railway undertaking due to shifting of his requested train path, a
specific cost function is defined for this purpose. This cost function does not represent
a monetary evaluation of the decision to shift a train path but can of course inherit the
monetary effect on the railway undertaking.
This effect could be according to the approach of Nilsson (2002) the unwillingness to
pay the full price for an altered train path request [Nil02]. A railway undertaking may
not be willing to pay the same amount of money for the shifted train path, as he would
be willing to spend for his originally requested train path.
Equation (4.1) defines the function fi,shift, that represents the dissatisfaction of a railway
undertaking due to the shifting of a train path as a function dependent on xi ∈ Xi, the
applied alteration to train path family i.
fi,shift : Xi → R≥0. (4.1)
It shall be pointed out that the function fi,shift is just dependent on the applied time shift
ti ∈ Ti. Since ti is one component of xi (compare to equation (3.24)). It is important to
notice that the function fi,shift does not necessarily change if another alteration xi ∈ Xi
is applied, since the time shift might be the same. fi,shift is a piecewise linear function,
that is just dependent on the time shift of the train path family. Moreover, it shall be
stressed that the shifting values ti ∈ Ti for train paths are just defined as a limited set
within a bounded interval.
Nilsson (2002) [Nil02] illustrates the function which determines the willingness to pay
as a piecewise linear function. This is an assumption that is comprehensible regard-
ing the intentions of the railway undertakings. The introduced function fi,shift(xi) in
equation (4.1) representing the dissatisfaction of a railway undertaking due to shifting
his train path is as a matter of fact a monotonically increasing function (with respect
to the amount a train path is shifted in any direction: positive and negative). The
modelling approach does in fact allow to apply any piecewise linear function. But the
monotonic characteristic reflects the intuitive assumption that the railway undertaking
is less satisfied the more the train path request is shifted from its initial position.
Extending the Journey Time
The train path alterations, that are considered within this algorithmic approach for
railway capacity allocation are described in chapter 3. These train path alterations have
an effect on the railway undertakings that need to operate their trains with regards to
these alterations. The representation of these effects due to the shifting of train path
requests has been discussed in the previous section. Now the effects due to measures
that extend the journey time of a train path requests shall be derived.
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As already mentioned, the travelling time of passengers for a certain travelling distance
does severely influence the attractiveness of the transportation service to the customers.
A lot of effort is put into the technical development of railway systems in order to shorten
the travelling times of passenger trains. High speed railway networks are established in
several European countries. However, as discussed in chapter 3.3.1, during the capacity
allocation process, train path request might need to be altered in a way, that the journey
time of the train movement is extended. Extending the dwell time at railway stations
as well as bending a train path leads to an extension of the overall journey time of a
train movement. Such a journey time extension of a train path requests makes the train
path less attractive due to several issues that have been discussed above. The function
defined in equation (4.2) is used in order to take into account the reduced attractiveness.
fi,journey : Xi → R≥0. (4.2)
The function fi,journey gets as argument the applied alteration to train path family i
(xi ∈ Xi). The modelling approach allows to apply any piecewise linear function. This
function fi,journey is capable of representing the dissatisfaction of railway undertakings
if their originally requested train path is altered in a way that the overall journey time
is extended. With regards to the formulation of the alterations of train path requests, it
shall be stressed that fi,journey is in fact a function, that is just dependent on extension
of the journey time of the train path and independent from the start of the journey.
The function, defined in equation (4.2) is intended to describe the negative effects on
railway undertakings due to necessary train path alterations during the capacity allo-
cation process. A linearisation of this function seems to be reasonable due to similar
approaches for algorithmic railway capacity allocation. However, it shall be pointed out
that more complicated dependencies can be represented. In fact, any piecewise linear
function can be used. The later introduced techniques are capable of solving the problem
independently from the chosen type of objective function.
Arrival/Departure Dependencies between Train Paths
As pointed out right at the beginning in chapter 1.1, various planning steps are to be
conducted for planning of public transportation system. A very important issue of line
planning is to assure the interconnection of different passenger lines. Lines are usually
planned in a way that passenger can board other trains in order to continue their voyage.
As introduced above, alterations applied on train path requests can lead to different
arrival times at one or more railway stations on the train’s route. If train paths for
passenger trains are altered significantly, it has to be made sure that the passengers can
still use the interconnection between different trains.
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Highly synchronised train paths are usually contracted by so called framework agree-
ments. As discussed in chapter 2.2.4, such train paths can be shifted during the co-
ordination phase within a certain tolerance (+/- 3 minutes for passenger train, +/- 15
minutes for cargo trains). Shifting within this tolerance must be accepted by the railway
undertakings. More precisely, the railway undertakings need to be considerate during
their internal planning that shifting within these tolerances during the railway capacity
allocation process might occur. Since the aim of this work is the algorithmic analysis
of the annual railway capacity allocation process, the objectives of interconnected train
path requests are neglected due to the above mentioned reasons.
Dissatisfaction
As stated above, some objectives of railway operation can be represented by the task
allocation model, others are formulated as functions based on the task allocation model
for railway capacity allocation (equation (4.1) and equation (4.2)). As seen before,
conflicting train path requests have to be altered in order to obtain a feasible, a conflict
free allocation of train path requests. This shall be performed in a way to minimise
the effects on the railway undertakings. The objectives shall be formulated train path
request specific. Since train path requests can be grouped to train path families, these
objectives can easily be added to objectives for a train path family, since train path
requests of one train path family are altered simultaneously.
In the following, a dissatisfaction function is introduced. It is the mathematical formu-
lation of the dissatisfaction of railway undertakings whose train path requests need to
be altered. The dissatisfaction function depends on two physical measures of the train
path:
• The absolute value of the time shift of a train path.
• The relative journey time extension of the whole train path with respect to the
journey time of the originally requested train path. This journey time extension
is due to the dwell time extensions in stations and overtaking sections.
As mentioned above, the effects of of train path alterations on the railway undertakings
are formulated by the functions defined in equation (4.1) and equation (4.2).
In order to keep the following formulations more simple, it is assumed that each railway
undertaking requests the train paths of one train path family. It is straight forward to
deduce that such defined railway undertakings can be grouped in order to take more
realistic situations into account. The dissatisfaction function for a railway undertaking
and thus for a single train path family takes into account the dissatisfaction due to
applied alterations of its train path requests. It is defined in equation (4.3).
If the available railway capacity would exceed the demanded railway capacity several-
folds, railway undertaking could fill out the train path application form (figure A.3) and
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fi,diss(xi) := fi,shift(xi) + fi,journey(xi), xi ∈ Xi. (4.3)
Where:
fi,journey : Xi → R≥0.
fi,shift : Xi → R≥0.
fi,diss : Xi → R≥0.
i : the respective train path family.
Xi : the set of possible alterations applied to train path family i.
would most likely obtain the originally requested train path unaltered. However, since
this is not the case particularly in bottlenecks of the railway systems, the occurrence of
conflicting train path requests is very likely. These conflicts need to be solved during
the railway capacity allocation process in order to obtain a conflict free, hence feasible
train timetable. Altering the train path requests of the railway undertakings in a way
that the conflicts are resolved and the effects on the railway undertakings are minimised
is the train path allocation problem, that will be formally defined in the following.
4.2 Train Path Allocation Problem
The intent of this section, is to formulate the coordination phase of the railway ca-
pacity allocation procedure as an optimisation problem. With help of the modelling
approach for railway capacity allocation introduced in chapter 3.3 and the objectives for
railway capacity allocation introduced in chapter 4.1 the optimisation problem shall be
formulated.
4.2.1 Solution Space
In order to discuss algorithmic techniques for the coordination phase of the railway
capacity allocation process, the solution space needs to be clearly defined. Once the train
path requests are received, the infrastructure manager has certain degrees of freedom
in order to resolve possibly occurring conflicts. The considered alterations of train path
requests in this approach are defined in chapter 3.3.1 and formulated in equation (3.23).
These alterations are defined for each train path family specifically. Assuming that there
areN train path families to be scheduled, equation (4.4) gives the resulting solution space
X of the train timetabling problem.
Each decision variable indicated as x1, x2, · · · , xN describes a specific combination of
possible train path alterations of one train path family as indicated in equation (3.23).
As discussed in chapter 3.4.2, all combinations of variables are taken as a finite set.
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X := X1 ×X2 × · · · ×XN . (4.4)
Where:
N : number of train path families, that are to be included into the working
train timetable.
Equation (4.4) indicates how the solution space is spanned based on the variables that
describe the train path alterations. If each variable represents a finite set of elements,
the search space can be visualised as a decision tree. The decision tree for this train
path allocation problem will be discussed in chapter 5.3.1.
A fundamental property of the such defined solution space is that (physically) drivable
train paths (with regards to the physical constraints of a train movement) are considered.
A planner in person might be capable to exploit further degrees of freedom. This is a
very important feature and will be discussed further in chapter 4.2.5. Thus, it can
be assured that any solution found by the later introduced algorithmic approaches are
guaranteed to be feasible (if the capacity constraint is fulfilled). Therefore, any applied
alteration with respect to the introduced modelling approach results in a train path,
that can really be used for a train movement.
Nevertheless, the whole solution space does not just consist of feasible solutions. Due
to the capacity constraint, train paths can conflict each other. As it will be shown
later on, the capacity constraint of the railway infrastructure is not intrinsically fulfilled.
The initial solution, representing the unaltered train path requests, is an element of the
solution space. But this solution is most likely not feasible (not conflict-free).
4.2.2 Objective Function
The formulation of an objective function is essential for the formulation of an optimisa-
tion problem. It serves as an evaluation function that is used to assess the quality of a
solution. Moreover, it can be used to compare the quality of two different solutions.
The objectives for railway capacity allocation are discussed in chapter 4.1. The railway
undertakings are assumed to be an independent body during the railway capacity allo-
cation process. The railway infrastructure manager has complete information about the
whole railway infrastructure and thus about the boundaries and constraints of railway
capacity allocation. His objectives are discussed in chapter 4.1.3. To put it in a nut-
shell, the objectives of an independent railway infrastructure manager in this setting are
to obtain a stable and conflict free train timetable at the end of the railway capacity
allocation process. These objectives are formulated as constraints. Therefore, a certain
level of stability has to be assured. As discussed in chapter 3.1.3, a certain level of train
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timetable stability can be assured by incorporating buffer times for the estimation of
railway capacity utilisation of a train movement.
The railway undertakings however have the objective to have as little alteration to its
train path requests as possible. The motivation was to perform railway capacity analysis
with respect to clearly defined objectives. The objectives of the railway undertakings are
formulated in equation (4.3). The objectives of all participating railway undertakings are
aggregated into the objective function. As motivated in chapter 2.2.3, the fair allocation
of railway capacity has to be assured. Therefore all objectives are weighed equally. The
aggregation of the objectives of all railway undertakings is formulated in equation (4.5).
fpobj(x) :=
(
N∑
i=1
(fi,diss(xi))
p
)1/p
, x ∈ X1 ×X2 × · · · ×XN . (4.5)
Where:
fi,diss : Xi → R≥0.
p : order of the objective function p ∈ N>0.
fpobj : X → R≥0 objective function of order p.
N : number of train path families.
The objective function accumulates the overall dissatisfaction, due to necessary train
path alterations.
In order to allow a game theoretical discussion on this approach, the objective function is
defined in a more general manner: by incorporating the order of the objective function.
As it will be further discussed in chapter 6.2.4, higher order objective functions can have
some interesting implications. However, throughout this work the objective function of
order p = 1 will be used. Such an objective function follows the notion of an utilitarian
objective function: an equal aggregation of the objectives of all railway undertakings.
The utilitarian objective function is formulated in equation (4.6).
f 1obj(x) :=
N∑
i=1
fi,diss(xi) , x ∈ X1 ×X2 × · · · ×XN . (4.6)
4.2.3 Optimisation Problem
Now that the most important notions have been introduced, the coordination phase
of the railway capacity allocation process can be defined as an optimisation problem.
The optimisation problem is to find a combination of alterations for the requested train
path families, which minimises the objective function stated in equation (4.6) under the
constraint that the combination of these alterations is conflict free. This optimisation
problem is defined in equation (4.7).
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minimise f 1obj(x)
subject to f1,conflict(x) = 0
f2,conflict(x) = 0
...
fN,conflict(x) = 0
(4.7)
Where:
fi,conflict : X → R≥0, i ∈ {1, · · · , N} is derived from equation (3.11).
N : number of train path families.
x ∈ X : a combination of alterations for all train path families.
4.2.4 Constraints
Equation (3.12) defines the fundamental constraint that has to be fulfilled in order
to generate a conflict free train timetable. It shall be stressed that by incorporating
buffer times into the blocking time estimation, the constraint of conflict freeness does
incorporate the constraint to assure a certain train timetable stability.
If a solution fulfils the constraint of conflict freeness, the solution is considered to be
a feasible solution. On the contrary, if this requirement is not fulfilled, the solution
is an infeasible solution. All feasible solutions are conflict free solutions of the railway
capacity allocation problem and are indicated as Xcf . The set of all conflict free solutions
is defined in equation (4.8).
Xcf := {x ∈ X|∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N} : fi,conflict(x) = 0}. (4.8)
Where:
N : number of train path families.
The solution space Xcf thus contains all solutions that fulfil the capacity constraint of
the railway infrastructure. The solution that minimises the objective function of the
railway capacity allocation process needs to be an element of Xcf in order to define a
conflict free allocation of train path requests.
Initial Solution
As said before, all railway undertakings do submit their train path requests. Ini-
tially, thus before the coordination process of the railway capacity allocation process
takes place, all train path requests are unaltered. This corresponds to the alteration
of train path family i, which is defined by the originally requested route (alternative:
ai,1 = 0, ai,2 = 0, · · · ) the initial requested time shift (ti = 0), the initially requested
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bending value (bi = 0%) and the initially requested combination of dwell time extensions
that indicates no dwell time extension (hi,1 = 0, hi,2 = 0, · · · ) (equation (4.9)).
xi,init = (0, 0, 0, 0), xi,init ∈ Xi. (4.9)
The initial solution, that defines the initial train path requests, is indicated in equa-
tion (4.10).
xinit = (x1,init, x2,init, · · · , xN,init), xinit ∈ X. (4.10)
As said before the initial solution xinit will most likely be not conflict free. Since it is the
aim of this work to resolve occurring conflicts algorithmically. Algorithmic approaches,
that search for the optimal solution within the solution space of fully expanded solutions,
need to be able to evaluate solutions that are not conflict free. The relaxation of the
constraint of conflict freeness does allow for this.
4.2.5 Relaxation of the Problem
The constraint of the optimisation problem in equation (4.7) segments the solution space
into non-connected subspaces of conflict-free/feasible solutions. Assuming that there
are two railway undertakings that submit identical train path requests, figure 4.3(a)
shows the completely overlapping blocking time stairways. Further assuming that just
shifting of the train paths by the shifting values X1 = T1 and X2 = T2 is applicable
in order to resolve the occurring conflicts, the whole solution space is X = X1 × X2
(compare equation (3.23)). Figure 4.3(b) and figure 4.3(c) illustrate each a feasible
solution for this example, where t1 ∈ X1 and t2 ∈ X2. In both solutions, the train
path requests are shifted not more than necessary in order to resolve occurring conflicts:
t1− t2 = tmin headway, where tmin headway indicates the minimum headway time of the two
train path requests.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the segmentation of the solution space into Xcf and Xconflict. The
feasible solution space is Xcf = X \Xconflict.
The relaxation of constraints is a successfully applied method in order to find quickly
good solutions of the formulated optimisation problem. The key idea is to alter the
constraint in a way that it does not subdivide the solution space into feasible and non-
feasible solutions but rather quantifies on ‘how good’ the constraint is fulfilled. This can
either be done by forming a barrier around the feasible solution space, or be penalising
the non feasible solutions. The latter was chosen in order to fully exploit the border
regions of the conflict free solution space. The modelling approach for railway capacity
allocation includes a conflict function which measures the severity of conflicts train
path specific. This function is formulated in equation (3.11). This conflict function
includes a constant C that can be used to penalise solutions that are non-conflict-free
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.3: Resolving a conflict of two train paths.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.4: The conflict free solution space Xcf for a simple example.
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(equation (3.11)). The conflict function can thus not only be used in order to verify
the criterion of conflict freeness but even for relaxing the constraint in equation (4.5).
By incorporating this conflict function into the dissatisfaction function of each railway
undertaking we obtain the relaxed dissatisfaction function f ′i,diss (equation (4.11)).
f ′i,diss(x) := fi,diss(xi) + fi,conflict(x), x ∈ X, xi ∈ Xi. (4.11)
Where:
Xi : alterations of train path family i.
X : train path alterations of all train path families.
This relaxed dissatisfaction function in equation (4.11) will be later used to indicate the
railway undertakings that their submitted train path requests are involved in conflicts.
It shall be stressed that the relaxed dissatisfaction function of railway undertaking i
depends on the alterations of his own train path but also on the alterations of all other
train paths, since the alterations of other train paths do have an influence on possible
conflicts. Therefore, it is defined as a function f ′i,diss : X → R≥0. The formulation of the
relaxed optimisation problem is stated in equation (4.12).
minimise f ′1obj(x) :=
N∑
i=1
f ′i,diss(x), x ∈ X. (4.12)
Where:
N : number of train path families.
X : train path alterations of all train path families.
Optimal Solution
The later introduced methods shall find the optimal solution to the optimisation prob-
lem formulated in equation (4.12). The set of optimal solutions is formulated in equa-
tion (4.13).
Xopt := {x
∗ ∈ X|∀x ∈ X : f ′1obj(x
∗) ≤ f ′1obj(x)}. (4.13)
As it will be discussed later on, the relaxed optimisation problem does allow to deter-
mine congested parts of the railway infrastructure. In case that there is no feasible
solution (Xcf = ∅), the minimum of the relaxed optimisation problem in equation (4.12)
will be a solution that is not feasible (not conflict–free) but a solution of the railway
capacity allocation problem that minimises the inevitably occurring conflicts. The cali-
bration factor C in equation (3.11) is chosen in a way that the optimal solution of the
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relaxed optimisation problem is guaranteed to be the optimal solution of the un-relaxed
optimisation problem if a conflict free solution is found.
The microscopic modelling approach allows to determine the location of occurring con-
flicts microscopically. The found minimal solution can thus be applied to the model for
railway capacity allocation and it will locate the conflicts microscopically. The conflicts
that are hard to resolve can thus be determined microscopically, since the conflict func-
tion in equation (3.11) can be used to determine conflicts resource specific (resource with
respect to the earlier introduced resource infrastructure model).
As illustrated in figure 2.3 and discussed in chapter 2.3.2, determining congestion is an
important goal of the coordination process. This goal can be reached by using the relaxed
formulation of the optimisation problem. With help of the microscopic identification of
conflicts, the railway infrastructure manager can try to find a solution manually, since
a planner in person might be capable of exploiting more measures than the proposed
algorithmic approach. It is important to notice that those train path requests that are
involved in conflicts have a high conflict value assigned. This penalising value can be
used to determine the train path requests, that might be necessary to be removed during
the adjudication procedure of the railway capacity allocation process.
The railway capacity allocation problem is stated in a way that it needs to find an optimal
solution of two contradicting issues: the dissatisfaction of the railway undertakings about
train path alterations vs. the necessity to alter train paths in order to solve conflicts.
Both necessities are incorporated into the relaxed formulation of the problem.
4.3 Problem Characteristics
The problem formulation for the railway capacity allocation process as an optimisa-
tion problem is derived from the railway capacity model derived in chapter 3. The
characteristics of this optimisation model determine the characteristics of the problem
formulation.
4.3.1 Optimisation Model
There are two basic requirements for optimisation models. Firstly, an optimisation model
must allow to translate expert knowledge into a mathematical formulation. Secondly,
the formulation must allow to solve the optimisation problem efficiently. There is a
general trade-off between these two requirements illustrated in figure 4.5. There are
models that are particularly well designed to either allow for computationally efficient
problem solving or to translate expert knowledge into a model (often object oriented
models).
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Figure 4.5: Categorisation of optimisation models
The optimisation model used in this work and defined previously is based on a modelling
approach that is applied in current software tools for train timetable construction. It
is based on blocking time theory which is discussed in chapter 3.1.3. This modelling
approach can be categorised as being specifically designed to translate expert knowledge
from the domain of railway engineering into a formalised optimisation model. The
downside of this modelling approach is, that well adapted algorithmic techniques are
required in order to solve the railway capacity allocation problem (formulated as a
minimisation problem).
Optimisation techniques and models are discussed in the domain of operations research.
They can be classified with respect to the methods that are used in order to solve the
optimisation problem. Mathematical programming techniques are often used to solve
optimisation problems in the domain of operations research. As pointed out by Davis
(1985), the constraints of scheduling problems are inherently not easy to formulate by
means of mathematical programming techniques [Dav85]. Scheduling a task A on a
machine or more generally on a resource does induce two constraints with respect to
the time space. The starting time of task A on the one hand and the ending time on
the other. If another task B needs to be scheduled on the same resource, the order of
the tasks (with respect to the starting time) determines the constraints, that need to be
met: if task B is scheduled before task A, the ending time of task B needs to be less
equal the starting time of task A. If task B is scheduled after task A, the starting time
of task B needs to be greater equal the ending time of task A. The bounding constraints
are thus dependent on the order of the tasks. This leads to disjoint feasible solution
spaces as it is discussed in chapter 4.2.5.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the general trade-off between translating expert knowledge into a
formalised setting and using model formulations that are particularly well designed for
solving the problem. E.g. formulating an optimisation problem algebraically as a set of
linear equations does lead to a problem formulation that can be solved very efficiently
with standard/commercial solving technology (if the constraints do not induce require-
ments, that make the problem hard to solve). However, translating expert knowledge of
a specific domain into a formulation of linear equations is often hardly possible or does
lead to an over–simplified model of the real system.
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Figure 4.6: Model as black box.
Optimisation models as they are applied in various domains of research are designed
and set up to solve a particular problem. Each optimisation model incorporates certain
attributes/characteristics of a complex system. The model must allow for the analysis of
particular issues of the complex system. Moreover, the optimisation model is chosen with
regards to the algorithms and solving methods that are suitable to solve it efficiently.
This allows the application of generic algorithmic approaches, that require a clearly
defined solution space and an evaluation function only. Figure 4.6 illustrates the interface
of such a black box model. A certain solution is put into the black box and it returns
an evaluation value (value of the relaxed objective function, defined in equation (4.12)).
The formulation of the optimisation problem as a non-linear black box optimisation
problem based on an object oriented formulated model needs highly adapted algorithmic
techniques. Black box optimisation has just few requirements to the underlying model.
The model needs to provide a definition of the solution space and an objective function.
Local search techniques need additionally to that a definition of a neighbourhood.
The decision variables and their boundaries can be easily adapted if necessary (in cases,
where no feasible solution can be found). The formulation of the objectives as a piecewise
linear function does allow to take into account various issues as discussed before.
4.3.2 Algorithmic Optimisation Approach
There are two aspects of algorithmic optimisation: mathematical optimisation and run-
time optimisation. Mathematical optimisation concerns solving the stated optimisation
problem. Runtime optimisation of algorithms concerns optimising the source code of
the implemented methods in order to shorten the run time. Focus of this work is the
mathematical optimisation as it is the focus in the domain of operations research. The
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goal in the field of operations research is finding the best decision with regards to certain
constraints and objectives.
As seen before, the relaxation of the introduced problem abolished the constraint of
conflict freeness and allows for the evaluation of all solutions of the solution space. The
disadvantage of the relaxation is the more complex objective function that needs to
be minimised. The complete enumeration of all decision variables is not an option for
practical problem instances. Therefore, approximation techniques are applied in order
to find an optimal solution xopt ∈ Xopt as defined in equation (4.13).
The size of the solution space does not necessary give an indication on how difficult
it is to solve an optimisation problem. However, in case of black box optimisation, a
larger solution space does often require a more exhaustive search. Chapter 5 introduces
approximation techniques as well as an exact algorithmic approach. In order to show that
exact algorithmic approaches do require extremely long run times for practical problem
instances, the complexity of the formulated railway capacity allocation problem shall be
discussed in the following.
4.3.3 Complexity of the Problem
The railway capacity allocation problem is formulated as an extended scheduling prob-
lem. It is extended by incorporating local re-routing of train path requests. Scheduling
problems are the focus of many researchers of operations research, since they are hard
to solve and therefore need well adapted solving technique. Gro¨ger (2002) discusses the
problem complexity of different optimisation approaches for the automated generation
of train timetables [Gro¨02]. He points out that the inherent combinatorial nature of
the scheduling problems for the automated generation of train timetables requires the
application of heuristics for real problem instances.
The performance of heuristics can be increased if it is well adapted to the problem
instance. Performance in this case is measured in search steps, that need to be per-
formed by the search technique. Measuring performance is discussed more thoroughly
in chapter 5.2.
The problem that a search technique tailored to one particular problem instance might
perform very badly on another problem instance is formulated and discussed by Wolpert
and Macready (1997) in several ‘No Free Lunch Theorems’ [WM97]. The issue that too
well adapted search techniques fail on a slightly different problem instance needs to be
prevented. This is one of the reasons why this work proposes rather generic approaches
than tweaked search techniques.
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The railway capacity allocation process for the European railway system is formulated
as an optimisation problem in the previous chapter. The constraint of conflict freeness
is relaxed for the optimisation problem formulated in chapter 4.2.5. This problem for-
mulation allows to evaluate even non feasible solutions and can thus be used for the
capacity analysis.
This chapter intends to propose suitable algorithmic approaches in order to find a good
solution of the optimisation problem. The algorithmic approaches are versatile in a
way that good solutions can be found even for problem instances, that do not have any
conflict free solution. The optimal solutions of such a problem instance are solutions
with minimised conflicts. Those conflicts, that could not be solved, can be considered
to be very hard to solve and are very likely to occur in bottlenecks of the railway
infrastructure. In such cases, intervention by a planner in person might be required to
finalise the railway capacity allocation procedure and thus to find a solution that could
not be found by the algorithmic approaches. Such a solution found by a planner in
person does usually exploit the expert knowledge of the planner. In some cases, even
the planner might not be capable of finding a conflict free solution. For such cases where
no conflict free solution for a given problem instance can be found, at least one train
path request has to be rejected.
The algorithmic approaches introduced in the following shall be usable as a decision
support system in order to support the planner during the railway capacity allocation
process and to back his decisions.
5.1 Decision Support System
Figure 5.1 illustrates the key components of the decision support system and illustrates
its application for the formulated railway capacity allocation problem.
A problem instance of the formulated optimisation problem is defined by information of
railway undertakings, railway infrastructure manager and the network statement. The
latter defines the terms and conditions of railway infrastructure capacity allocation and
utilisation.
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Figure 5.1: The structure of the implemented decision support system for railway capac-
ity allocation.
5.1.1 Input of the Decision Support System
There are three main types of input: the available railway capacity, the demand for
railway capacity and the constraints and objectives of the railway capacity allocation
process.
The train path requests submitted by the railway undertakings are the demand for
railway capacity. The available railway capacity is determined by the layout of the
railway infrastructure.
The objectives and constraints during the coordination phase of the railway capacity al-
location process are discussed in chapter 2.2.4. The three steps of the coordination phase
do subsequently induce more degrees of freedom for the railway infrastructure manager
in order to resolve occurring conflicts. The solution found by the decision support sys-
tem depends on the formulation of the objectives and constraints of the optimisation
problem. Therefore, they have to be well defined and justified. Ideally, the railway un-
dertakings would truthfully report their objectives so that the decision support system
could globally minimise the economic effects on all railway undertakings. Unfortunately,
this cannot be assumed. Tactical incentives and/or business privacy issues are likely to
prevent the railway undertakings from truthfully reporting their objectives. Therefore,
the objectives and constraints are derived from the EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d],
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more specifically from its implementation in the national regulations and network state-
ments.
5.1.2 Algorithmic Optimisation
Having all the information that is necessary to perform railway capacity allocation, the
railway capacity allocation problem is formulated as an optimisation problem with a
bounded solution space and an objective function that is capable of evaluating even non
feasible solutions with inherent conflicts. The later introduced algorithmic approaches
are used in order to find a good or even optimal solution for this optimisation problem.
5.1.3 Interpreting and Using the Found Solution
In this step of the decision support system the found solution has to be analysed: If
the evaluated solution is conflict free, it defines a conflict free allocation of train path
requests and thus a feasible train timetable. If the optimal solution evaluated by the
decision support system is not conflict free, then it is assured that there does not exist
any conflict free solution within the defined solution space. This is assured by properly
calibrating the constant C in the model for railway capacity allocation (equation 3.11).
Those conflicts that could not be solved by the decision support system can be considered
to be hard to resolve under the given constraints. Either a planner in person can take
additional measures in order to resolve the conflict or, in case that the intervention of
the planner in person does not lead to a feasible solution, the rejection of a train path
request has to be considered. For the latter case the planner or more generally the railway
infrastructure manager has to decide whether some constraints must be relaxed in order
to resolve occurring conflicts. E.g. incorporating less buffer time might be an option in
order to virtually decrease the capacity consumption of a train path. If such measures are
not sufficient in order to obtain a feasible train timetable, one or more train path requests
need to be rejected. Since the rejection of a train path request is a rather grave decision,
the algorithmic approach covers the coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation
process only, not the adjudication phase (compare chapter 2.2.4). The rejection of a train
path requests has a very stringent impact on the railway undertaking and therefore needs
to be well justified. As said before, this decision is not evaluated algorithmically.
Before the algorithmic approaches and their characteristics are introduced and com-
pared, the performance evaluation of algorithmic approaches needs to be discussed first.
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5.2 Performance of Algorithmic Approaches
As already discussed in chapter 4.3.3, finding the optimal solution of the formulated op-
timisation problem poses a challenge to the algorithmic approaches. In order to compare
the performance of the different algorithmic approaches, the definition of a performance
measure is indispensable. There are several performance parameters for algorithmic
approaches for optimisation problems. The most relevant performance parameters are
listed by Russel and Norvig (1995) [RN95]:
Memory consumption: how much memory is required to perform the search?
Running time: how long does it take to find a good or even the optimal solution?
Solution quality: how good is the found solution with respect to the optimal solution?
Is the algorithm capable of finding reliably the optimal solution?
Zimmermann (2005) points out that space complexity and thus the memory consumption
is not a major issue anymore, since computers are nowadays equipped with a sufficiently
large memory [Zim05]. Even though, there exists a general trade–off between time and
space complexity. The space complexity is not an issue for the algorithmic approaches
discussed in this work. The algorithmic approaches that are developed within this work
are implemented and run on a ordinary work station and do not consume more than
250MB of main memory (RAM) for a realistic problem instance as the ones examined in
chapter 8). Therefore, memory consumption is not an issue and thus not considered as a
performance measure. Time complexity and solution quality however are very important
performance indicators.
As already discussed in chapter 4.3.3, reliably computing the optimal solution may
take very long in case of real world problem instances. Moreover worst case performance
measures lead to results that give hardly any indication of the performance of algorithmic
approaches for realistic problem instances. The average case performance analysis is a
way to obtain a more realistic evaluation of the performance of a method, as proposed
by Reeves (1993) [Ree93a].
In order to perform such an average case performance analysis, the search steps it takes to
obtain a solution with a certain quality are taken as the performance measure. Therefore,
the best found solution (with regards to the objective function) is plotted against the
performed search steps.
As it can be deduced from the precedent section, highly adapted techniques have the
advantage to show better performance on particular problems. But fitting the method to
the problem instance might lead to really bad performance on other problem instances,
as already discussed in chapter 4.3.3. In the following section, very generic and robust
solving methods are introduced that are capable of solving a wide range of problem
instances efficiently.
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Search techniques can be divided into either heuristic approaches or exact methods to
find an optimal solution. In the following sections examples for both classes of search
techniques will be introduced and its application for the stated minimisation problem
will be described.
5.2.1 Exploiting Problem Characteristics
If the problem is taken strictly as a black box optimisation problem, no meta knowledge
about the structure of problem can be exploited. Thus, the enumeration of all decision
variables is necessary in order to determine the global optimum reliably.
Since the problem formulation is derived from the European framework for railway ca-
pacity analysis, there are strong correlations between physical measures of the railway
system and the modelling approach. Therefore, bounds derived for the railway capacity
allocation process can be exploited for the algorithmic approaches. There are fundamen-
tally two ways to perform railway capacity allocation. Either all train paths are allocated
simultaneously and the conflicts are then resolved by altering the train path request or
the train path requests are allocated subsequently. The differences are discussed in de-
tail in chapter 3.3.3. With regards to the decision support system, the different types of
railway capacity allocation lead to fundamentally different solution spaces:
Simultaneous railway capacity allocation: at any stage of the search, all decision vari-
ables have a value assigned.
Sequential railway capacity allocation: just decision variables for the allocated train
path requests have a value assigned.
Algorithmic approaches of both types of railway capacity allocation will be introduced.
Firstly, a sequential approach for railway capacity allocation will be discussed.
5.3 Sequential Railway Capacity Allocation
Sequential railway capacity allocation has been introduced in chapter 3.3.3. The sequen-
tial allocation of train path requests or whole train path families is in fact a method that
constructs a solution subsequently. It is capable of working on incomplete solutions and
is capable of structuring the solution space. Incomplete solutions can be illustrated by
a so called decision tree.
5.3.1 Decision Tree
A decision tree is a visual representation of the possible combinations of the values of the
decision variables. It is an acyclic directed graph. The vertices of this graph represent
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Figure 5.2: The possible combinations of all possible values for a decision variable span
the search space.
partially or fully expanded solutions. The root vertex of the decision tree represents the
railway infrastructure with no train path families allocated. This can be considered as
the vertex at level 0.
Starting from this root vertex v0 of the decision tree, the solution space can now be
subsequently expanded and developed by subsequently adding a decision variable to the
current, incomplete solution. In order to avoid unnecessary complexity, just one order
of decision variables is considered. Therefore, just the distinct decision variable Xk can
be branched at level k.
Each decision variable xi can be branched with respect to the whole set of possible
values it comprises (Xi). The decision tree for the introduced decision variables is
drawn in figure 5.2. The child vertices of the root vertex represent the branching of the
first decision variable. Each child vertex of the root signifies one possible value of the
decision variable xi ∈ Xi. The vertices of the decision tree, that represent the incomplete
search space that is spanned by one decision variable has depth 1. Subsequently, the
decision tree can be branched. More generally, the vertices of the decision tree at depth i
contain incomplete solutions spanned by the first i decision variables. With regards to
the railway capacity allocation process, vertex with depth i can be interpreted as a
situation of the planning process, when the first i train path families are allocated on
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the railway infrastructure. A particular vertex contains a certain value of the decision
variable. Thus, a certain alteration for each of the first train path families is chosen.
Each vertex at level k indicated as vk ∈ Vk is exclusively defined by the values of the
first k decision variables. Thus all vertices at level k are included in the set that is
spanned by the first k decision variables x1, x2, · · · xk. Equation 5.1 gives the definition
of a vertex at level k of the decision tree.
vk ∈ Vk := X1 ×X2 × · · ·Xk. (5.1)
Where:
k : level of the decision tree k ∈ N, k ≤ N .
Vertices with depth N contain a decision value for each of the decision variables, it is
thus a fully expanded solution x ∈ X of the railway capacity allocation problem, thus:
VN = X.
Solving methods that work on partly expanded solutions can search within the decision
tree very efficiently if bounds for all reachable solutions from a certain vertex can be
determined. For a minimisation problem the lower bound of the objective function for
any solution reachable helps to reduce the amount of vertices, that need to be examined.
The evaluation of such a lower bound is derived in the following.
5.3.2 Lower Bounds
A function that defines a lower bound for a certain vertex of the decision tree will
be derived within this section. The relaxed objective function, that is used within
the algorithmic approaches is defined in equation (4.12) as the sum of all extended
dissatisfaction functions (equation (4.11)). The objective function is just defined for fully
expanded solutions where all decision variables have a value assigned. All leaf vertices
of the decision tree fulfil this requirement, since all leaf vertices vN ∈ VN represent an
element of the solution space. All other vertices represent a partially expanded solution.
A vertex at depth k of the decision tree represents a partial solution, where the first k
decision variables have a value assigned. For the evaluation of this vertex with regards
to the modelling approach of railway capacity, just the first k train path families are
allocated on the railway infrastructure. The non–allocated train path families do not
have any influence on the railway capacity estimation model introduced earlier and thus
have no impact on the conflict function formulated in equation (3.11).
The lower bound of the value of the objective function for all vertices that can be reached
by further expanding the solution from a vertex nk is given in equation (5.2).
Whereas the earlier introduced function fi,conflict : X → R≥0 defined in equation (3.11)
estimates the overlapping times of train path family i if all train path requests are
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flower bound(vk) :=
k∑
i=1
(fi,diss(xi) + fi,conflict(vk)) . (5.2)
Where:
k : depth of vertex vk in the decision tree k ∈ N, k ≤ N .
N : number of train path families.
vk : vertex of decision tree at level k, vk ∈ Vk = X1 ×X2 × · · ·Xk.
fi,conflict : indicates here the conflict function of train path family i for the
case that just the first k train path families are allocated.
allocated, the function fi,conflict : Vk → R≥0 in equation (5.2) is defined as the conflict
function that is evaluated if only the first k train path families are allocated on the
railway infrastructure.
From intuition it can be easily verified that the sum of overlapping tasks can only
stay the same or increase if an additional train path family is allocated on the railway
infrastructure. Thus the values of the first k conflict functions fi,conflict, i ∈ {1, · · · , k}
(train path families 1 to k) cannot be decreased by adding another train path family.
Moreover, the additional dissatisfaction values fi,diss(xi) due to the additionally allocated
train path families can just add values ≥ 0. Therefore, the value flower bound(vk) defined
in equation (5.2) is a lower bound for the value of the objective function, for all leaf
vertices that can be reached from vk.
5.3.3 Branch and Bound
Branch and bound algorithms allow to search for the optimal solution, without exploring
the whole solution space.
Branch and bound is an exact search method. Exact methods are guaranteed to find the
global optimum of an optimisation problem. The algorithm consists of two basic actions:
branching and bounding. The branching is done with respect to the possible values of
the decision variables as illustrated in the decision tree in figure 5.2. Whole branches
of the decision tree can be discarded by using the lower bound estimation defined in
equation (5.2). Discarding branches of the decision tree corresponds to bounding the
search.
The structure of the decision tree can thus be used to efficiently explore the solution
space (remark: the elements of the solution space are the leaf vertices of the decision
tree).
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Branching
The key idea of branching techniques is the division of a big problem into several smaller
subproblems. The sequential railway capacity allocation allows for subsequently con-
structing a solution by just allocating a subset of all train path families.
As discussed above, branching the decision tree at depth k is equivalent to subdivid-
ing the railway capacity allocation problem into different subproblems. The first k − 1
decision variables have a value assigned. The subproblems are to find the optimal combi-
nation of the remaining decision variables. Starting from the situation that no train path
family is allocated, indicated as the root of the decision tree (illustrated in figure 5.2),
one decision variable is branched with respect to its possible values at each level of the
decision tree.
Bounding
As said above, the decision tree is explored by branching the decision variables. The
search is bounded in order to prevent the exploration of branches of the decision tree,
that can not lead to optimal solutions. The lower bound exploits the monotonicity of
the objective function with respect to the amount of allocated train path requests. Once
a certain set of train path families is allocated, adding another train path families can
lead to an increase of the value of the objective function only.
The objective function value of all leaf vertices (all solutions) that can be reached from a
certain vertex vk can not have a lower value of the objective function than the estimated
lower bound flower bound(vk) defined in equation (5.2). If the lower bound of a vertex
vk is greater than the initial lower bound, this solution can be discarded. The initial
lower bound is the value of the objective function of a solution, that has been found
beforehand (e.g. by means of other algorithms).
The decision tree is said to be pruned at vertices where the lower bound is greater than
the initial lower bound. This initial lower bound is of course updated if better solutions
have been found by the branch and bound algorithm. The algorithm is described in
algorithm 5.1.
It is an exact method and it is thus guaranteed that the optimal solution will be found.
However, its performance highly depends on the initial lower bound. The better (the
lower) the initially given lower bound given to the algorithm, the more vertices and their
sub branches can be discarded and the faster the optimal solution can be found. As said
before, if the value of the objective function of a leaf vertex is better than the current
(initial) bound, the current bound is updated by this value and the leaf vertex is the
best found solution so far (line 5 and 6 in algorithm 5.1). The current lower bound is
updated only if a better solution (a leaf vertex) has been found.
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Algorithm 5.1 BranchAndBound(current bound, v0)
1: vertexlist ⇐ v0
2: while vertexlist not empty do
3: vcur ⇐ last element from vertexlist
4: if level of vcur = N then {//solution fully expanded}
5: if f ′1obj(vcur) ≤ current bound then {//vcur is a solution}
6: xbest ⇐ vcur
7: current bound ⇐ f ′1obj(vcur)
8: end if
9: else if flower bound(vcur) ≤ current bound then
10: vertexlist.add(children of(vcur))
11: end if
12: vertexlist.remove(vcur){//bounding}
13: end while
14: return xbest
The downside of this exact method is that its performance is highly dependent on the
initial lower bound (the initial current bound in algorithm 5.1). Moreover, the algorithm
consumes a considerable amount of search steps just to verify that a found solution is
really the global optimum. This is due to the fact that once the optimal solution has
been found, other vertices that might lead to good solutions cannot be bound efficiently
and their sub branches need to be explored.
5.4 Simultaneous Railway Capacity Allocation
The above introduced method exploits the estimation of a lower bound for partially
expanded solutions in order to explore the introduced decision tree efficiently. The
initially given bound is used to prune sub branches of the decision tree. A good lower
bound allows to reduce the amount of vertices in the decision tree that need to be
evaluated. In order to determine such a good (low) lower bound, a good fully expanded
solution need to be found beforehand. Algorithms that perform a simultaneous railway
capacity allocation do just work on fully expanded solutions x ∈ X. The aim of this
section is to introduce algorithmic approaches that are capable of quickly finding a good
solution. The value of the objective function of such a solution can then be taken
as a good lower bound for the above introduced method, which is capable of reliably
evaluating the optimal solution.
As discussed in chapter 4.2.4, and formulated in equation 4.10, the starting solution
defines the allocation of all initially requested train path requests. This solution is very
likely to comprise conflicts. Starting from this solution it is important to evaluate even
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such a non feasible solution. The relaxed objective function defined in equation 4.12
allows to evaluate even non feasible solutions.
The initial solution can thus be used as a starting solution for algorithms that do just
work on fully expanded solutions. With regards to figure 5.2, such methods are working
on the leaf vertices of the decision tree only, since just the leaf vertices represent a fully
expanded solution to the optimisation problem. The number of leaf vertices is very
large. Therefore, working on subspaces of the whole solution space can be advisable.
With regards to a particular solution x ∈ X a set of neighbouring solutions can be
defined. Solutions within such a neighbourhood of a solution define a subspace of the
whole solution space.
Neighbourhood of a Solution
Following the notation of Reeves (1993) a neighbourhood of a solution x ∈ X is a set
of solutions that can be reached from x by a simple operation [Ree93b]. The general
notation of a neighbourhood is N (x). The railway capacity allocation problem formu-
lated earlier in chapter 4.2 defines the solution space as the combination of N decision
variables. Each solution x ∈ X is determined by a particular combination of values of
the N decision variables. Each decision variable is indicated as xi (equation (5.3)).
x := (x1, x2, . . . , xN). (5.3)
Where:
xi : applied alteration of train path group i.
N : number of train path families.
This representation follows straight forward from the definition of the solution space in
equation (4.4). Having a solution x ∈ X, a neighbourhood of this solution can defined
as all solutions that can be reached by just changing a single variable xi, i ∈ N0<i≤N and
keeping the value of all other decision variables as they are. This is a 1-neighbourhood
N 1(x), since just a single decision variable is altered. There are N possible 1-neigh-
bourhoods since there are N different decision variables to choose from indicated in
equation (5.4).
N
1
i (x), i ∈ {1, · · · , N}, x ∈ X. (5.4)
More generally a K-neighbourhood can be defined in a similar way as the set of solutions
that can be reached by altering K different decision variables N K(x). There are
(
N
K
)
possible K-neighbourhoods to choose from. And assuming that each xi has |xi| possible
values (cardinality |xi|), a specific K- neighbourhood comprises a set of |xi|
K solutions.
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As remark it should be noted that there is just a single N -neighbourhood since
(
N
N
)
= 1
(more details in chapter C.1). Searching within the N-neighbourhood is equivalent to
searching within the whole solution space.
Due to the combinatorial explosion, searching on the whole solution space by enumer-
ating the solutions is not an option. Therefore, local search techniques are applied, that
search within neighbourhoods of a solution x ∈ X.
Local Optimum
Searching within the subspace of the whole solution space has the inherit risk that the
global optimum of the optimisation problem is not included within this subspace. Nev-
ertheless, there is an optimum of such a subspace – the local optimum. More precisely,
a local optimum is a solution that is better (with respect to the objective function) than
any other solution in its neighbourhood. This definition is formulated in equation (5.5).
Xlocal opt := {x
∗ ∈ X|∀x ∈ N (x∗) : f ′1obj(x
∗) ≤ f ′1obj(x)}. (5.5)
It should be noted that a local optimum is not necessarily the local optimum with
respect to any neighbourhood relation. A global optimum however, is a local optimum
with respect to any neighbourhood relation. There exist a neighbourhood relation where
the local optimum equals the global optimum: the exact neighbourhood relation.
Exact Neighbourhood Relation
A neighbourhood relation is exact, if the local optimum with respect to this particular
neighbourhood leads to the global optimum. An N -neighbourhood as defined above is
an exact neighbourhood since it comprises all solutions and thus also the global opti-
mum. Thus the local optimum to this N -neighbourhood is guaranteed to be the global
optimum.
Unfortunately, such a neighbourhood has such a vast amount of elements for practical
problem instances that using a neighbourhood relation with far less elements can be
more effective. Searching within such a neighbourhood of solutions is the fundamental
principle of local search.
5.4.1 Local Search
Local search is applied if searching within the whole solution space is not an option.
There are various different ways to perform local search. Generally, two classes of local
search can be distinguished: steepest descent local search and random descent local
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Algorithm 5.2 SteepestDescentSearch(x0)
1: while x0 is not a local optimum do
2: for all x′ ∈ N (x0) do
3: if f ′1obj(x
′) < f ′1obj(xbest) then
4: xbest ⇐ x′
5: end if
6: end for
7: x0 ⇐ xbest
8: end while
9: return x0
search. Both searches are applied iteratively starting from an initial solution. Reeves
(1993) describes these types of local search as follows [Ree93b].
Steepest descent local search searches within all solutions of a neighbourhood and
selects that neighbour which results in the greatest improvement with respect to
the objective function.
Random descent local search selects neighbouring solutions randomly and accepts the
solutions that are better evaluated with respect to the objective function.
As the authors of [AL97] point out, local search algorithms have the advantage of being
generally applicable and flexible. They require only a starting solution, a cost function,
a neighbourhood function and an efficient method for exploring a neighbourhood. Such
methods are discussed in the following.
Steepest Descent Local Search
Steepest descent local search evaluates all solutions within the neighbourhood of the
current solution with regards to the objective function. The best solution within this
this neighbourhood is then taken as the new solution. As illustrated in algorithm 5.2, this
is done iteratively until there is no other solution in the neighbourhood of the current
solution, which is better with respect to the objective function. Since this method
descends at each search step it converges to a local optimum.
Random Descent Local Search
Random descent local search in contrast to steepest descent local search does not evaluate
all solutions within a certain neighbourhood of a solution. As described in algorithm 5.3,
the algorithm picks a single solution within the neighbourhood of a starting solution. If
this new solution is better (with respect to the objective function), it is taken as the new
‘current’ solution x0. Otherwise this new solution is discarded and a different solution
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Algorithm 5.3 RandomDescentSearch(x0)
1: while x0 is not a local optimum do
2: randomly pick a x′ ∈ N (x0)
3: if f ′1obj(x
′) < f ′1obj(x0) then
4: x0 ⇐ x′
5: end if
6: end while
7: return x0
within this neighbourhood is chosen. Random descent search is iteratively performed
until a local optimum is reached.
Unfortunately, the local optimum does just in rare cases coincide with the global opti-
mum (compare to exact neighbourhood on page 125). In order to overcome the strict
convergence to local optima, worse solutions need to be accepted during the search. This
can be illustrative described as ‘hill climbing’. Simulated annealing is a local search based
meta heuristics that allows hill climbing.
5.4.2 Meta Heuristics
As discussed in chapter 4.3, the railway capacity allocation problem requires well adapted
algorithmic techniques. Meta heuristics are search techniques that are successfully ap-
plied in various fields of engineering. They are capable of solving real world instances of
scheduling problems. This work proposes the application of a local search heuristic called
simulated annealing and a population based meta heuristic called genetic algorithms.
5.4.3 Simulated Annealing
Michalewicz and Fogel (2000) illustrate how a small deviation of random descent search
leads to an algorithm that accepts the worsening of solutions and still assures convergence
to an optimum [MF00]. The algorithm is a heuristic search that allows for escaping local
optima. This heuristic is called simulated annealing.
The general idea behind simulated annealing is to perform a local search. In order to
prevent converging to local optima, the algorithm accepts worse solutions than the ones
already found. The solutions are evaluated and assessed with regards to the objective
function. As mentioned above, accepting worse solutions for minimisation problems can
be illustrative described as ‘hill climbing’. This allows for leaving local optima during
the search and proceeding in order to find better optima ideally the global optimum.
The algorithm is inspired by a procedure in nature: molecules of a solidifying substance
are finding energy optimal configurations if the temperature drops slowly enough. The
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temperature determines the probability to accept worse neighbouring solution than the
current one. It is lowered as the algorithm proceeds. At the beginning of the search
worse solutions are more likely to be accepted than at the end. Eventually the search
will converge to a local optimum (ideally the global optimum).
As Hromkovicˇ (1998) points out, the asymptotic convergence of simulated annealing to
an optimal solution can be assured if certain conditions are fulfilled [Hro98]. However, in
order to meet these requirements the temperature has to be lowered extremely slowly. If
the temperature dropping rate is chosen to be as small as it is required for the statement
above, the algorithm would not show better performance than enumerating all decision
variables and searching within the whole search space. This is not an option for realistic
problem instances of the railway capacity allocation problem. However, simulated an-
nealing has the advantage that even with a faster temperature reduction, it is very likely
to find solutions that are nearly as good as the optimal solutions. Some requirements
must be met in order to assure such a behaviour, they will be discussed later on.
Simulated annealing is applied successfully in various domains of combinatorial optimi-
sation, since it does usually perform substantially better than local search (Hromkovicˇ
(1998) [Hro98]). Moreover the likelihood of finding a good solution increases as the
temperature of the algorithm is reduced more slowly. This makes simulated annealing
a flexible algorithmic approach in the sense that the cooling schedule can be adapted to
the runtime requirements.
Neighbourhood of Simulated Annealing
One of the most crucial decisions is the choice of the neighbourhood. As introduced
above, the neighbourhood is a set of solutions N (x), x ∈ X that can be reached by
a ‘simple’ modification of a given solution. The choice of a suitable neighbourhood is
essential to enable the algorithm to exploit the structure of the solution space and the
meta knowledge about the problem as good as possible. Using an inappropriately large
neighbourhood, simulated annealing will not show better performance than random
search.
The main demand on the definition of a suitable neighbourhood is to obtain a smooth
deviation of the objective function between a solution x ∈ X and its neighbours. The
difference of neighbouring solutions should not contain extremely volatile disruptions.
To make the surface of the solution space as smooth as possible, neighbouring solutions
should differ in their properties as little as possible. Thus, in the case considered in this
paper, the neighbourhood structure for simulated annealing is a k=1- neighbourhood.
Given a solution x, all solutions x′, which can be reached by changing just one decision
variable of x, are defined as neighbours of the 1-neighbourhood with regards to the
formulation of the solution space in equation (4.4). Note that a rectangular distribution
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Algorithm 5.4 SimulatedAnnealing(x0,t0)
1: t⇐ t0
2: xbest ⇐ x0
3: while t > tmin do
4: while x0 has been updated sufficiently often do
5: randomly pick a x′ ∈ N (x0){//x′ in the neighbourhood of x0}
6: if f ′1obj(x
′) < f ′1obj(x0) then
7: x0 ⇐ x′{//hill descending}
8: else
9: generate random variable z in range (0,1)
10: if z < exp(−
f ′1
obj
(x′)−f ′1
obj
(x0)
t
) then
11: x0 ⇐ x′{//hill climbing with certain probability}
12: end if
13: end if
14: if f ′1obj(x0) < f
′1
obj(xbest) then
15: xbest ⇐ x0{//remember best ever found solution}
16: end if
17: end while
18: reduce temperature t
19: end while
20: return xbest
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is used to choose one of theN 1-neighbourhoods and a solution in the set of all neighbours
of x.
Start Temperature
The heuristic search starts from an arbitrarily or randomly chosen start solution. At the
beginning of the run of the algorithm it should be possible to overcome every possible
barrier or obstacle that the surface of the objective function forms over the solution space.
Thus, the start temperature should be chosen high enough to accept even one of the
worst solutions with respect to the objective function. One way to determine a suitable
start temperature is to perform a random walk over the solution space (i.e. proceeding
from one solution to a neighbouring one several times, regardless of the costs) for some
time and register the maximum difference in the value of the objective function of two
neighbouring solutions. The start temperature should be chosen so that a neighbouring
solution with the maximum difference occurring during this walk would be accepted
with a sufficiently high probability. E.g. for an encountered maximal difference of the
objective function ∆y and a desired acceptance probability p, the start temperature can
be set to t0 =
∆y
ln(p)
. On the other hand the start temperature should also not be chosen
too high, as in this case the value of the objective function would not be respected at
all. In such a case, execution time would be wasted by just performing a random walk
without trying to descend into any optima.
Cooling Schedule
The cooling schedule defines how the temperature is reduced during the run of the algo-
rithm. As discussed above, the cooling schedule is of major importance for the successful
application of simulated annealing. A common approach concerning the temperature re-
duction is to multiply the current temperature with a factor close to but smaller than 1
at each step. The factor should be chosen with respect to the performance requirements
of the implementation and the computing time that is considered to be acceptable. As
a rule of thumb it can be stated that the slower the temperature is reduced, the higher
the probability to find a good solution.
The relaxation of the optimisation problem poses some challenges on the cooling schedule
that are hard to meet. Therefore, the constant C in equation (3.11) can be adapted
during the search. At the beginning of the search the penalising constant C can be
chosen as a very low value. As the search progresses, the value of the constant can be
increased in order to insure that solutions with inherent conflicts are evaluated to be
worse than conflict free solutions.
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Exit Criterion
With regards to algorithm 5.4 two criteria have to be chosen: the criterion for leaving
the inner loop, and the criterion for leaving the outer loop and thus terminating the
algorithm. For the inner criterion there are basically two possibilities:
• Reduce the temperature after a fixed number of iterations. A greater number here
is equivalent to a slower reduction of the temperature.
• Reduce the temperature after a fixed number of accepted solutions. As with a
lower temperature fewer solutions will be accepted, the number of search steps
at a certain temperature increases. This also supports the concept of a slower
temperature reduction towards the end of the run. A disadvantage of this method
is the fact that the overall runtime of the algorithm is harder to estimate than in
the case of a fixed number of iterations.
The termination of the run should occur if the found optimum cannot be left at the
current temperature. Thus, the outer loops is left if the temperature is sufficiently low.
In contrast to local search heuristics as simulated annealing, global search heuristics do
not require the definition of a neighbourhood. As example of a population based search
heuristic genetic algorithms shall be discussed in order to find a good solution for the
railway capacity allocation problem.
5.4.4 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms are natural inspired solving techniques following the paradigm: ‘sur-
vival of the fittest’. Instead of searching in the neighbourhood of a single solution as it
was applied in the previously presented algorithmic approaches a population containing
a set of solutions is examined at each search step. Genetic algorithms imitate evolu-
tionary processes, as they were defined by Charles Darwin. However, the purpose of
this work is not to implement an algorithmic approach that simulates the evolutionary
process. Rather an optimisation technique for the railway capacity allocation problem
shall be derived from the work of Holland (1975) who introduced the concept of genetic
algorithms for combinatorial optimisation [Hol75]. Table 5.1 lists the equivalent notions
of evolutionary and optimisation processes.
The fundamental idea of the genetic algorithm is to simulate the biological evolution
of species. Starting from an initial, randomly generated population, individuals with a
good fitness are chosen in order to breed a new generation of individuals. The genes
of the chosen individuals are slightly altered or recombined in order to generate new
individuals for a new generation. Two operations, which are explained later on, are used
to alter existent individuals or to generate new individuals: crossover and mutation.
The general steps of the genetic algorithm are given in the scheme of algorithm 5.5.
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Notion Description
individual solution of the solution space
population set of solutions
fitness quality measurement of a solution (derived from f ′1obj)
generation iteration
genome representation of a solution as a vector of decision variables
gene value of a decision variable
Table 5.1: Notions of the genetic algorithm
Algorithm 5.5 GeneticAlgorithm(x0,P0)
1: while no interrupt do
2: sort P0 with respect to f
′1
obj{//selection}
3: breed new offspring through mutation and crossover{//reproduction}
4: replace some individuals of P0 by new offspring
5: end while
6: return best individual of P0
In order to find a good solution of the optimisation problem with help of genetic algo-
rithms, a solution must be represented as a genome. This representation is discussed in
the following:
Representation
The genome is constructed as a vector of all decision variables. This way, a genome can
represent the values of all decision variables. It is thus a genotype representation of a
solution.
Initialisation
At the beginning of the run of the genetic algorithm an initial population of solutions has
to be generated. This initial population P0 should contain diverse individuals in order
to exploit the main advantage of a genetic algorithm: searching within different regions
of the solution space simultaneously. This feature distinguishes the genetic algorithm
from the earlier introduced local search procedures. Hence, the initial population should
contain solutions of different regions of the solution space. Randomly generating such
starting solutions is usually a good idea in order to obtain a divers, initial population.
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Evaluation
Each individual of the starting of any following generation is evaluated by a so called
fitness function. The fitness function shall evaluate the quality of an individual with
regards to the optimisation problem that shall be solved. Therefore, the objective func-
tion formulated in equation (4.12) is used. The lower the value of the objective function
for a certain individual, the better its fitness.
Since the genetic algorithm does just have black box knowledge about the problem
instance, it might generate individuals representing non-feasible solutions. In such cases,
the individual needs to be repaired in order to obtain a solution that is feasible and
in some sense close to the initially created individual. Repair algorithms can have a
significant running time, since finding a feasible solution somewhat close to a non-feasible
solution might take some considerable time.
The relaxation of the optimisation problem introduced in chapter 4.2.5 allows to evaluate
even non feasible solutions. However, non feasible solutions are penalised dependent on
how severe the inherent conflicts really are. This is a very important feature, that allows
to evaluate and compare even different non-feasible solutions.
Selection
As indicated in algorithm 5.5, some individuals of the current generation are chosen,
others are discarded and replaced by newly generated individuals. The decision whether
an individual is chosen or discarded, is based on its fitness value. Individuals with a bet-
ter evaluation (in this case with a lower value of the objective function) are chosen with
a high probability and rarely discarded. Whereas individuals with a bad evaluation are
usually discarded. But in rare cases such individuals are chosen for the new generation
in order to prevent that the algorithms converges to a local optimum.
Reproduction
A new generation is generated by either recombining different individuals (crossover) or
by altering certain individuals of the current generation.
Crossover Analogously to the sexual recombination for the development of species,
the genes of two individuals can be recombined in order to generate a new individual
as illustrated in figure 5.3(a). It shows how the genes of two different individuals are
combined in order to generate a new individual.
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(a) Crossover (b) Mutation
Figure 5.3: Operators of the genetic algorithm.
Mutation In order to allow the algorithm to explore regions of the solution space
and thus to prevent it to remain in a local optimum, a second operator is applied on
individuals of the current generation: mutation. The gene of an individual manipulated
randomly. A gene of the genome is set randomly and thus a new individual is created
(illustrated in figure 5.3(b)). The mutation operator is just rarely applied, otherwise the
genetic algorithm would be a random search.
Termination
The algorithm terminates as soon as either the maximal amount of generations has been
generated, or the fitness of the best individual did not change within a certain amount
of generations.
Genetic algorithms are successfully applied in many fields of engineering. Kwan and
Mistry (2003) use genetic algorithms in order to find a solution for a simplified train
timetabling problem [KM03]. As stated earlier, we suggest applying genetic algorithms
in order to find the minimum of the above stated objective function of the formulated
railway capacity allocation problem in equation (4.12). Wall (1996) proposes a C++
library of genetic algorithm objects that cab be easily adopted for this purpose [Wal96].
The genetic algorithm implemented in this work is based on this programming library.
5.5 Discussion on Decision Support Systems
The algorithmic approaches introduced above can be used (in combination) to find the
optimal solution to the stated optimisation problem. Each of the introduced algorithmic
approaches has a distinct advantage. The branch and bound algorithm is guaranteed to
find the optimal solution but it needs an initially bound in order to search efficiently.
Such a bound can be determined by heuristic approaches. However, one should be aware
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that the degrees of freedom result in a very large solution space for real world problem
instances.
Therefore, similarly to the multi-step coordination process discussed in chapter 2.2.4
applying the above introduced algorithmic approaches as multi step approach might
be an option. Such a multi step approach can be defined as follows. In a first step,
just shifting of train path request within the permissible tolerances is considered. If
this does not lead to a conflict free allocation of train path requests, the degrees of
freedom and the tolerances can successively enlarged. However, one should consider,
that enlarging the tolerances might lead to unacceptable solutions. Unacceptable for
the railway undertaking. In such cases the railway undertaking needs to be taken into
consideration. In an ideal case, the railway undertaking can then even incorporate his
real economic values of the train path alterations into the planning process.
5.6 Incomplete Information
The above described methods are applicable for the case that all information is available
to a central entity (in our case the railway infrastructure manager) who optimises the
capacity allocation process. In most cases the complete knowledge about the whole
railway system cannot be assumed. Particularly the dissatisfaction function of a railway
operator is a strictly private information in a competitive environment as pointed out
in chapter 2.1.2:
“Infrastructure managers and allocation bodies shall respect the commercial
confidentiality of information provided to them.”
Therefore, game algorithmic approaches are discussed in chapter 6 because they can
cope well with incomplete information. The game theoretical setting shall assure con-
fidentiality of all railway undertakings and thus allow them to incorporate their ‘true’
incentives (objectives and constraints).
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The previous chapter introduced a decision support system for the coordination phase of
the railway capacity allocation process. Ideally, the decision support system would take
the true economic effect on the railway undertakings as objective for the coordination
process. However, due to the reasons given in chapter 5.1.1, it cannot be assumed that
the railway undertakings would truthfully report their objectives. Therefore, standard-
ised objectives derived from EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d] are taken as objectives
for the decision support system.
This chapter intends to discuss the coordination phase as a game theoretical setting.
The algorithmic analysis and implementation of this setting shall allow for analysing
the effects of selfishly behaving railway undertakings during the coordination process.
6.1 Motivation for a Game Theoretical Setting
The framework of game theory is applied in many fields of applied mathematics such
as economics and engineering. The foundation of the framework of game theory as
it is used in current literature dates back to 1944, when Neumann and Morgenstern
(1944) published their work on the Theory of Games and Economic Behaviour [MVN44].
Rather than giving hence another introduction into game theory, the interested reader
is referred to their work.
Game theory allows to describe and to analyse situations in which several decision makers
interact concurrently in one system. There are several models in game theory that are
used in order to describe different types of systems. Game theory is in fact a collection
of models as thoroughly discussed by Osborne (2004) [Osb04].
As game theory is applied in many different disciplines, there are different ‘flavours’ of
game theory. Since the aim of this work is the algorithmic coordination of railway ca-
pacity allocation, algorithmic game theory is the focus of this chapter. The notions used
in this work follow with few exceptions the definitions in the book entitled Algorithmic
Game Theory edited by Nisan et. al (2007) [NRTV07].
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6.1.1 Applications of Game Theory
Before deriving more thoroughly the motivation for a game theoretical setting in the
domain of railway engineering, some examples shall illustrate its field of application in
different domains of engineering. There are certain domains of engineering that are
particularly prone to the application of game theoretical approaches. Those domains of
engineering do usually inherit a commodity or a large system that is used by different
undertakings or players at the same time. Such systems are among others:
• wireless telecommunication networks,
• wired telecommunication networks,
• power grids,
• traffic networks.
These systems share one very important property: their construction requires very high
investments in infrastructure assets. For private companies it is often too risky to invest
such vast amounts of money in these infrastructure assets, since it ties up valuable
capital. In order to support the development of railway systems, many governments
founded integrated railway companies which invested in such expensive infrastructure
assets. These integrated railway companies often governed, maintained and operated
the infrastructure assets. Due to the specific structure of governmental institutions they
often lack the flexibility, which is necessary for adapting quickly to changing business
environments.
In recent decades many European countries decided to convert the governmental inte-
grated companies into private companies. In order to ensure fair competition, the private
companies are separated strictly into those governing and maintaining the infrastructure
and those operating and using the infrastructure.
As discussed in chapter 2.1.1, similar efforts are induced by the European framework
for railway capacity allocation. In order to analyse and compare the utilisation of the
railway infrastructure in a competitive market scheme in comparison to a centrally and
hierarchically organised utilisation, game theoretic models are often applied.
The application of game theory for the analysis of the established electrical power mar-
kets is documented among others by Singh (1999) and Salehian (2004) ([Sin99], [Sal04]).
The liberalisation process regarding the German power system can hold as an example
for the liberalisation process of a large technical system. Rather than giving more exam-
ples on the application of game theory in various domains of engineering its application
in the domain of railway engineering shall be discussed in the following. Scho¨bel and
Schwarze (2006) document the application of game theoretic approaches for line plan-
ning [SS06]. As introduced in chapter 1.1, line planning is not the focus of this work,
but the formulation of the path player game demonstrates the promising application of
game theoretic concepts in railway engineering.
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Borndo¨rfer et al. (2005) propose an auctioning approaches for the fair and efficient
allocation of railway infrastructure capacity. It is closely related to the topic of this
work and is certainly a very promising approach [BGL+05]. Their work approaches two
issues of railway infrastructure capacity allocation at the same time: the actual railway
capacity allocation and the pricing of railway capacity.
Pricing mechanisms often require an estimation of the economic worth of railway infras-
tructure capacity. Some approaches that try to estimate the costs of railway operation
or the economic worth of train movements are discussed in chapter 4.1.4. The cited
works of different researchers illustrate how difficult it is to evaluate the economic worth
of a train path request. Even for the railway undertaking itself, the estimation of the
economic worth of its own train path request is complicated due to the various influences
of other planning decisions as discussed in chapter 4.1.3. This is one of the reasons this
work concentrates primarily on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity. An
outlook on the possible application of this framework for railway capacity allocation for
congestion pricing is given in chapter 7.5.
6.1.2 Competitive Environment for Railway Capacity Allocation
The bounding framework for railway capacity allocation in the European railway system
is defined in EU Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d] and is introduced in chapter 2. The key
idea is the introduction of a competitive environment for the allocation of railway in-
frastructure capacity. The framework for railway capacity allocation, that is introduced
earlier, defines a situation where several railway undertakings autonomously request rail-
way infrastructure capacity. The lack of coordination between the railway undertakings
leads to conflicting train path requests. These conflicts need to be resolved during the
coordination phase of the railway infrastructure capacity allocation process. As stated
in Directive 2001/14/EC [EC01d] and discussed in chapter 2.1.2, one of the fundamental
requirements for the coordination process within the competitive framework is to respect
the commercial confidentiality of the railway undertakings.
The limitations that are imposed on the coordination process due to the requirement of
confidentiality shall be discussed in the following. If it would not be necessary to keep
the objectives of railway undertakings confidential, the negotiation talks could be held
with all railway undertakings simultaneously. In this case, the information about the
economical impact of planning decisions could be shared and used in order to find a
solution that globally minimises the economic effect on all railway undertakings.
However, since this information about the economic effects of train path alterations on
the railway undertakings is considered as confidential information, minimising the eco-
nomic effects globally is not possible (this follows from the discussion in chapter 5.1.1).
The coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation process consists of several
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steps. As discussed in chapter 2.2.4 the railway infrastructure manager holds negotia-
tion talks during the railway capacity allocation process if the initial tolerances are not
sufficient in order to resolve the occurring conflicts.
The infrastructure manager does invite the railway undertakings in order to resolve the
conflicts in a way, that it is acceptable for the railway undertakings. E.g. that their
constraints are met and their economical effects of the planning decisions acceptable.
The game theoretical setting is used and applied in order to analyse the characteristics
of these negotiation talks with respect to the railway capacity allocation problem formu-
lated in chapter 4. Of particular interest is the algorithmic analysis. More specifically,
the influence of keeping the economic effects of the planning decisions private on the
final result.
The coordination phase resembles the situation in a multi-player game, where selfish
players (the railway undertakings) interact in a competitive environment following their
own goals. Such a multi-player game is introduced in the following in order to simulate
and to analyse the coordination phase of the railway infrastructure capacity allocation
process.
6.2 Coordination Phase as a Game
Game theoretical approaches can be classified in either cooperative or non-cooperative
settings. Since the railway undertakings are concurrently requesting railway infrastruc-
ture capacity, it can be easily verified that the coordination of the railway infrastructure
capacity allocation process inherits a non-cooperative principle. A non-cooperative game
theoretical setting shall help to better understand the effects of strictly competitive be-
haviour in comparison to a centrally coordinated allocation of train path requests.
The problem formulation for the coordination phase is developed in chapter 4. Based on
this problem formulation the game theoretical setting for the coordination phase of the
railway capacity allocation procedure is derived. The structure of the game theoretical
setting is illustrated in figure 6.1.
In comparison to figure 5.1, which describes the decision support system introduced in
chapter 5, it shall be pointed out that the objectives for the coordination phase are
not derived from the network statement but from the railway undertakings themselves.
Therefore, it allows them to truthfully incorporate their objectives and thus the eco-
nomical effect of planning decisions on them (as far as they are capable of estimating
them).
More formally, the coordination phase formulated as an optimisation problem is now
to be solved by a game theoretic approach. The occurring conflicts that arise due
to the uncoordinated request of railway infrastructure capacity need to be resolved as
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Figure 6.1: Game theoretical setting of the coordination phase of the railway capacity
allocation process.
illustrated in figure 3.9. The railway undertakings act as players within the game. They
are the decision makers who are trying to resolve occurring conflicts. Each player can
alter his own train path requests only. The general idea of the game as it is applied in
this work can be described with the words of Owen (2007) [Owe07]:
“Starting from a given point, there is a sequence of personal moves, at each
of which one of the players chooses from among several possibilities; ...”
The ‘given point’ is the initial situation, where the initial un-coordinated train path
requests are submitted. If conflicts occur, these have to be resolved. This shall be
done within the game where the railway undertakings turn subsequently. Each railway
undertaking participates in the game and can take a decision at his turn.
6.2.1 Railway Undertakings as Players
The players turn subsequently in the game. With regards to the formulation in chapter 4
each railway undertaking is a decision maker responsible for the alterations of one train
path family.
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Player’s Set of Actions
Each railway undertaking has a set of actions. Since it is assumed that every railway
undertaking submits train path request for one train path family only, each player can
alter just this single train path family. The possible alterations of train path family i
are described by the decision variables xi ∈ Xi as defined in equation (3.23).
Player’s Objective
The railway undertakings are the players within the game theoretic setting. That is the
reason why the railway undertaking’s objectives, as it was discussed and formulated in
chapter 4.1.4, are taken as the player’s objectives. The objectives of a railway undertak-
ing are formulated in equation 4.3 as a dissatisfaction function. As discussed above, this
information is considered to be private information and not to be shared with concurrent
railway undertakings.
The dissatisfaction function represents the player’s incentive to have as little alteration
to its train path family as possible. If this would be the only objective of all players
in the game theoretical setting, no one would be willing to take any action to resolve a
conflict. However, not changing its own train path requests if it is involved in conflicts is
risky, because if conflicts can not be solved some train path requests might be rejected.
Therefore, the willingness to resolve conflicts is included into the player’s objective and
thus into his dissatisfaction function. Such an extension of the dissatisfaction function
is formulated in equation (4.11). fi,conflict(x) is the component in equation (4.11) that
formulates the players’ incentive to resolve occurring conflicts.
Rational Choice
As introduced above, at player i’s turn he can choose from a set of actions. This
section tackles the question, which particular action the player will take. As Osborne
(2004) points out, the theory of rational choice is included in many models of game
theory [Osb04]. Since it describes a very intuitive assumption about the player’s decision
making: taking the action that is best for him.
The set of all possible actions of player i is defined by the decision variables xi ∈ Xi.
Since the players are assumed to act sequentially, all other players have a value for their
decision variable assigned. Player i can evaluate all possible actions xi ∈ Xi with help of
the extended dissatisfaction function. If he acts rationally, he will take the action (the
value of his decision variable) that minimises his extended dissatisfaction function f ′i,diss
(equation (4.11)). Player i is said to follow a best response strategy. The strategy of a
player is a function that determines his action at any stage of the game. Throughout
this work, the decision making of all players will be described by the decision variables
xi ∈ Xi. They signify the actions the player takes.
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Limited Information
As discussed above, the confidentiality of each market participant must be assured.
Therefore, it will be assumed that players exchange as little information as possible. It
should be stated at this stage that as soon as the infrastructure manager discusses pos-
sible conflict solving procedures with a railway undertaking, the infrastructure manager
unveils anonymous information about the conflicting train path requests of other play-
ers. And disclosing some information about other players is inevitable since reporting
the occurrence of conflicts does unveil some information already. However, the players
are assumed not to exchange any information about their preferences (their objectives).
Following the definition of Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) the formulation of this game is
said to have incomplete information because no player knows the objectives of concurrent
players [FT91].
On the contrary the players have perfect information during the game, because they
know the actions that all other players have taken. With regards to the modelling
approach it shall be stressed that although the game theoretical setting is classified as a
game with perfect information, the modelling approach does not imply that all players
always obtain the information of all other players. They do just obtain the information
about other player’s action if their train path families are in conflict. In a worst case
scenario, where all players’ train path families are in conflict, this would indeed mean
that all players obtain information about all other players. But for practical problem
instances, this does rarely occur.
The information player i obtains from all other players is in fact the value of the extended
dissatisfaction function f ′i,diss(x). The input of this function is the vector of all decision
variables x ∈ X. But due to the definition of this extended dissatisfaction function
just information about conflicting train path requests is gathered. This game theoretic
problem formulation allows to distribute just as much information among the players as
is necessary in order to resolve conflicts, not more. This way, the confidentiality of the
railway undertakings is assured.
Harsanyi (1967) shows how to transform a game of incomplete information into a game
of imperfect information by taking nature as a player who chooses the type of the other
players [Har67]. However, within this approach a game with incomplete and perfect
information is defined.
6.2.2 Game Progression
The game starts when all railway undertakings submitted their initial train path re-
quests. The purpose of the game theoretical setting is not only to find a good solution
for the railway capacity allocation problem but also to provide measures to analyse the
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Figure 6.2: N -Player Game in extensive form.
coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation process. There are many interest-
ing issues, that arise in such a game theoretical setting such as: what is the impact of
the limited information on the eventually found solution?
In order to give an easily verifiable start scenario, it is assumed that all players try to
acquire railway capacity concurrently. The players behaviour is already defined above:
it is assumed that the players act rationally. Each time a player moves he gathers all
information that is available to him (his knowledge is perfect but incomplete) and takes
the action that gives him least dissatisfaction.
As described by Basar and Olsder (1982) such a game can be represented in extensive
form as shown in figure 6.2 [BO82]. The game starts in the initial situation, where each
player submitted its request for a train path family. From there on, the players move
subsequently each at a time. At the first move of the game, the first player (randomly
chosen) can switch to another action. He will choose the action that minimises his
dissatisfaction. Once he decided, the game proceeds and the next player moves.
For simplicity, it is assumed that just one player can choose his action at each turn.
Chapter 6.4.1 will give an outlook on a more general setting where more than one player
can choose their actions at a time.
The game is played in rounds. In each round, each player moves exactly one time. The
order of the players is randomly generated for each round. The game proceeds until
there is no player who can further decrease his dissatisfaction by taking another action.
As soon as this state of the game is reached, the game ends.
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Algorithm 6.1 BestResponseGame(xinit)
1: repeat
2: x0 ⇐ xinit
3: P¯ ⇐ all Players
4: while P¯ not empty do
5: pick randomly one player Pi of P¯
6: P¯ .remove(Pi)
7: find best action x∗i Pi can take (w.r.t f
′
i,diss){//best response strategy}
8: x0,i ⇐ x∗i
9: end while
10: until no player switched to another action
11: return x0
In order to prevent confusion it shall be noted that all nodes in figure 6.2 represent fully
expanded solutions of the stated railway capacity allocation problem - such a solution
may inherit conflicting train path allocations. This representation does not correspond
to the representation of partly expanded solutions in figure 5.2.
The algorithm describing the progression of this ‘best response’ game is given in pseudo
code in algorithm 6.1.
As mentioned before and indicated in the second last line algorithm 6.1, the algorithm
stops as soon as no player is able to improve his situation with respect to his objective,
the extended dissatisfaction function f ′i,diss. The final state of the game, where no player
can further improve his situation by means of his own decisions, is called the Nash
Equilibrium.
6.2.3 Nash Equilibrium
During the coordination phase, the player’s strategy determines which action he will
choose at his turn. As introduced above, the players are assumed to follow a best
response strategy: they will choose the decision that minimise their dissatisfaction.
Some simple examples that illustrate the difference between action and strategy are
given by Tardos and Vazirani (2007) [TV07]. Due to the fact that the players turn
subsequently, the players choose an action by knowing the other player’s actions. The
game stops as soon as no player can further reduce his dissatisfaction by choosing another
action (second last line in algorithm 6.1). This situation of the game is called the Nash
Equilibrium, it is defined as follows:
Definition: a Nash Equilibrium is a state of the game where no player can
reduce his dissatisfaction by choosing another action.
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Figure 6.3: Dissatisfaction function fi,diss of player i only consists of the shifting charac-
teristic fi,shift.
As it will be shown later on, this algorithm will converge to a pure but not necessarily
unique Nash Equilibrium. Moreover, the Nash Equilibrium is not necessarily a solution
that minimises the objective function value of the game (discussed among others by
Dubey (1986) [Dub86]). The value of the objective function is an evaluation of the
outcome of a game for the whole system. Nevertheless, the algorithm leads to a stable
situation where no player can further reduce his dissatisfaction by switching to another
action.
Simplified Example
The concept of Nash Equilibrium shall be discussed with regards to a simple example
discussed in the following. Two railway undertakings submit one train path request
each. Further it is assumed, that both train path requests are identical as shown in
figure 4.3(a). Due to the fact that just shifting of train paths is considered in this simple
example, the dissatisfaction functions of both railway undertakings do have a shifting
component fi,shift only. A simplified shifting characteristic is drawn in figure 6.3.
Moreover, actions are defined by the time shifts Xi = Ti = {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2} (values
in minutes). The values of the dissatisfaction function fi,diss(xi) are given in table 6.1.
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shifting value ti [min] dissatisfaction value fi,diss
-2 2
-1 1
0 0
1 1
2 2
Table 6.1: Values of the dissatisfaction function fi,diss for the simple example of fig-
ure 4.3(a).
[f ′1,diss ,f
′
2,diss] t2[min]
-2 -1 0 1 2
t 1
[m
in
]
-2 [∞,∞] [2,1] [2,0] [2,1] [2,2]
-1 [1,2] [∞,∞] [1,0] [1,1] [1,2]
0 [0,2] [0,1] [∞,∞] [0,1] [0,2]
1 [1,2] [1,1] [1,0] [∞,∞] [1,2]
2 [2,2] [2,1] [2,0] [2,1] [∞,∞]
Table 6.2: Cost matrix of the game: the values of the extended dissatisfaction function
f ′i,diss for the simple example of figure 4.3(a).
Assuming that the conflict is resolved if the train path requests are shifted 1 min apart
and further assuming that involved conflicts lead to a very high dissatisfaction (∞),
table 6.2 gives the cost matrix of the game which describes this game in strategic form.
The cost matrix in table 6.2 lists the values for the extended dissatisfaction function
f ′i,diss defined in equation (4.11) for both players dependent on the decisions, that the
players take in the game. If player 1 chooses to shift his train path request by t1 = 1 min
and player 2 chooses to shift his train path by t2 = 2 min, the values of the dissatisfaction
functions f ′1,diss = 1 and f
′
2,diss = 2 can be found in the respective entry of the cost matrix
(t1 = 1 min, t2 = 2 min).
Progression of the Simplified Game
The game starts at the initial solution, where both players submitted their initial train
path requests without any alteration. The extended dissatisfaction values f ′i,diss are
given in the cost matrix in the element that is assigned by t1 = 0 min and t2 = 0 min.
Both players have the value f ′1,diss = ∞ and f
′
2,diss = ∞ which signifies that both players
are very unhappy with the current situation. This is due to the fact that both train
path requests are conflicting. Assuming that player 1 turns first, he will decide to shift
his train path by either 1 min or −1 min, because this will minimise his dissatisfaction
f ′1,diss(1 min ) = f
′
1,diss(−1 min ) = 1.
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Assuming that player 1 decides to shift his train path by 1 min, he can not further
reduce his dissatisfaction f ′i,diss in this turn. The game proceeds and player 2 moves. He
can alter his train path request. His current dissatisfaction value f ′2,diss(0 min ) = 0 is
no longer ∞ since player 1 resolved the conflict by his own means. There is no other
decision that would give player 2 less dissatisfaction. Therefore he sticks to this decision.
At this stage, a Nash Equilibrium is reached, since none of the players can further reduce
his dissatisfaction by switching to another decision. The situation of the game where
player 1 decides to shift his initial train path request by t1 = 1 min and player 2 by
t2 = 0 min (not at all) is thus a Nash Equilibrium. This signifies a stable situation of
the game.
6.2.4 Order of the Objective Function
Game theoretic settings are often used in order to examine the effect of selfish behaviour
of players on a specific system under examination. As discussed above, the objective
function value is an evaluation of the outcome of a game for the whole system. This
outcome is of particular interest. The objective for each player in this game theoretical
setting for railway capacity allocation is defined above in chapter 6.2.1. Based on the
objectives of each single participant of the railway capacity allocation process a general
objective function is derived in equation (4.5). It indicates that the application of higher
order objective functions can be beneficial.
The applied objective function for the decision support system introduced in the previous
chapter is based on the relaxed formulation of the railway capacity allocation problem.
Above (in chapter 6.2.1) it was shown that the application of the relaxed dissatisfaction
function is necessary in order to give the players an incentive in order to resolve occurring
conflicts. The general extended objective function, that is thus taken as a measure for
the outcome of the game is formulated in equation (6.1)
f ′pobj :=
(
N∑
i=1
(
f ′i,diss(x)
)p)1/p
. (6.1)
Where:
f ′i,diss : X → R≥0 the extended dissatisfaction function of player i.
p : order of the objective function p ∈ N>0.
The more general formulated extended objective function defined in equation (6.1) corre-
sponds to the objective function used for the decision support system if p = 1. This was
motivated with the fact that the dissatisfaction of all railway undertakings requesting
train path families are treated equally. However, this does not necessarily imply that
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the optimal solution is intrinsically a fair solution. The influence of the value of p and
its influence on the optimal solutions shall be discussed in the following.
Utilitarian vs. Egalitarian Objective Function
The utilitarian objective function was is defined as the sum of all players dissatisfac-
tion. In contrast, the egalitarian objective function is defined as the maximum of all
players dissatisfaction function. The egalitarian objective function is in fact the general
(extended) objective function defined in equation (6.1) for p → ∞. This equivalence is
shown in equation (6.2).
f ′∞obj (x) := limp→∞
(
N∑
i=1
(
f ′i,diss(x)
)p)1/p
= max
i
(
f ′i,diss(x)
)
, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}. (6.2)
A simple example shall illustrate the different evaluation with regards to either the
egalitarian or the utilitarian objective function.
Simple Example
Two railway undertakings submit one train path request each. Further it is assumed that
both train path requests are identical as shown in figure 4.3(a). Due to the fact that just
shifting of train paths is considered in this simple example, the dissatisfaction function
of both railway undertakings have just a shifting component fi,shift. A simplified shifting
characteristic is drawn in figure 6.3. There are many solutions that do resolve the conflict
in this simple example. However just two particular solutions shall be compared.
• Solution 1: one train path request is not shifted at all, the other one is shifted
as far as necessary in order to resolve the occurring conflict as illustrated in fig-
ure 4.3(b).
• Solution 2: both train path request are shifted by the same amount in order to
resolve the occurring conflict, as illustrated in figure 4.3(c).
Both solutions resolve the occurring conflict. And both solutions are optimal solutions
with regards to the utilitarian objective function. With regards to fairness, solution 2
can be considered to be better than solution 1 since both railway undertakings pay their
share (dissatisfaction) in order to resolve the conflict. The egalitarian objective function
does identify solution 2 as the optimal solution. It seems to be more appropriate to
apply the egalitarian objective function in this example. However, it should be noted
that just the dissatisfaction value of those players (with maximum dissatisfaction) would
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effect the value of the egalitarian objective function. All other players’ dissatisfaction
would not be represented at all.
To conclude the discussion on the effect of the order of the objective function it can be
stated: for p = 1 (utilitarian objective function) the load is not equally balanced on all
players in very specific cases. For p → ∞ (egalitarian objective function) the effect on
many players might not be considered at all. The egalitarian objective function is thus in-
applicable for problem instances with many railway undertakings (large railway systems).
Due to the fact that the case of the simplified example occurs rarely (players have a
more diverse set of actions), the utilitarian objective function is chosen to represent the
objective within the game theoretic setting.
6.3 Formalisation of the Game
As introduced above, the game proceeds until a Nash Equilibrium is reached. Three
questions are of high relevancy in game theoretical settings:
• Does a Nash Equilibrium exist at all?
• Can convergence to such a Nash Equilibrium be assured?
• A Nash Equilibrium is a solution concept that does not necessarily coincide with
the solution that minimises the objective function. How good/bad can the found
Nash Equilibrium expected to be?
A further formalisation of the game shall help to evaluate these issues.
The formalised game theoretical setup is as follows. There are N railway undertakings,
they are the players of the game. Initially, all players submit their train path requests.
Thus, all players have an action assigned (value of the decision variables). This initially
assigned value denotes the un-altered train path family request. This initial solution
that inherits most likely some conflicts corresponds to the initial solution xinit as it is
formulated in chapter 4.2.
The multi-player game can be formalised as follows: the railway operators turn subse-
quently in randomised order. At each turn one railway operator can choose from his set
of possible actions Xi.
Each player is assumed to act rationally and acts with regards to a best response strategy.
Player i will choose the action that minimises his dissatisfaction f ′i,diss(x), x ∈ X. This
function is dependent on the actions of all other players. Player i thus has perfect
information: he knows at this stage of the game the actions of all other players but has
no information about their objectives thus about any others dissatisfaction function.
For the case that x ∈ Xcf , the extended dissatisfaction function f ′i,diss (4.11) corresponds
to the dissatisfaction function fi,diss (equation (4.3)) for all players, since the conflict
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function component fi,conflict = 0. However, if x 6∈ Xcf and the train path family of
player i is involved in some unresolved conflicts, the conflict function fi,conflict determines
for each player i the severity of the conflicts his train path family is involved in.
This allows for a distributed conflict resolution, since the players do not need a central
entity to resolve the conflicts. The question in such a distributed game theoretical setting
is: does such a distributed optimisation lead to a stable situation (Nash Equilibrium)?
Another issue arises due to the fact that the found Nash Equilibrium is not necessarily
the solution that minimises the objective function. Thus, the Nash Equilibrium of the
railway capacity allocation problem is not necessarily the globally optimal solution.
Tardos and Wexler (2007) point out that one particular class of games the potential
game has the following properties [WT07]:
“... pure equilibria always exist, best response dynamics are guaranteed to
converge, and the price of stability can be bounded using a technique called
the potential function method...”
The aim of this work is to exploit these properties in order to find a solution for the above
stated combinatorial optimisation problem. Firstly, the characteristics of a potential
game are stated. Then it is verified that the game theoretical setting really is a potential
game. Finally, the specific characteristics of the potential game are exploited in order
to discuss the mentioned issues of the game theoretical setting: existence of a Nash
Equilibria, convergence and inefficiency.
6.3.1 Potential Game
The definition of a potential game requires the definition of a potential function. In our
setting the potential function Φ equals the utilitarian objective function of the game
and thus the objective function of the railway capacity allocation problem, formulated
in equation (4.12). As xi ∈ Xi defines the possible actions of player i and x ∈ X
(equation (4.4)) defines the action vector of all players, Φ(x) is a potential function that
maps every action vector x ∈ X to a real value Φ : X → R≥0. The potential function in
equation (6.3) can be an ordinal or an exact potential function.
Φ(x) :=
N∑
i=1
f ′i,diss(x). (6.3)
Ordinal Potential Function
The function in equation (6.3) is an ordinal potential function of a finite game, because
it satisfies the condition formulated in equation (6.4).
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sgn (Φ(x)− Φ(x′))
!
= sgn
(
f ′i,diss(x)− f
′
i,diss(x
′)
)
, ∀i. (6.4)
Where:
sgn : signum function (definition in equation (C.3)).
x = (x1, x2, · · · , xk) : an action vector.
x′i 6= xi : an alternative action for player i, x
′
i ∈ Xi, xi ∈ Xi.
x′ = (x1, · · · , xi−1, x′i, xi+1, · · · , xN) : action vector containing an alternative
action for player i.
In other words, if the game state is x and player i switches from action xi to action x
′
i,
then a decrease in the extended dissatisfaction function of player i follows a decrease
of the value of the potential function. This holds analogously for an increase of the
extended dissatisfaction function of player i and even if it does not change at all.
Since the players in the above formulated game will just switch to actions that decrease
their dissatisfaction, such a transition of the game will be discussed more in detail:
The requirement for the definition of the ordinal potential function is fulfilled at any
transition of the game if a decrease of the dissatisfaction function of any player i does
lead to a decrease of the value of the potential function Φ(x). All states of the game can
be described by the action vector x ∈ X.
There are two components of the extended dissatisfaction function f ′i,diss of player i
defined in equation (4.11): fi,diss representing the dissatisfaction of the players, due to
the alteration of its own train path requests and fi,conflict which accounts for the possibly
occurring conflicts. The latter component is not only dependent on player i’s own action
but on the actions of all other players. The first component fi,diss fulfils the requirement
for an ordinal potential game intrinsically. The second component however is dependent
on the modelling approach formulated in chapter 3.2.3. Equation (3.11) defines the
conflict function. The definition evaluates a conflict value, that represents the sum of
all conflicts a train path family is involved in.
With respect to the game theoretical setting it can be verified that if a player switches to
an action (a train path alteration) that reduces the amount of overlaps (conflicts defined
in equation (3.11), he reduces the overall amount of conflicts in the railway system.
Thus, the requirement for an ordinal potential game is fulfilled.
Exact Potential Function
The function in equation (6.3) is an exact potential function of a finite game if it satisfies
the following condition:
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Φ(x)− Φ(x′)
!
= f ′i,diss(x)− f
′
i,diss(x
′), ∀i. (6.5)
Where:
x = (x1, x2, · · · , xk) : an action vector.
x′i 6= xi : an alternative action for player i, x
′
i ∈ Xi, xi ∈ Xi.
x′ = (x1, · · · , xi−1, x′i, xi+1, · · · , xN) : action vector containing an alternative
action for player i.
If the game state is x, and player i switches from action xi to action x
′
i, then the resulting
decrease in the valuation function of player i exactly matches the decrease in the value
of the potential function.
As mentioned above, as long as a player solves a conflict by taking another decision,
the requirement of the exact potential function does not hold. In case that all conflicts
are resolved, the values of all players’ conflict functions fi,conflict are zero. Thus, if all
conflicts are resolved (x ∈ Xcf , compare equation (4.8)), the extended dissatisfaction
function f ′i,diss equals the dissatisfaction function of all players fi,diss. In this case, the
decision of player i has no effect on the dissatisfaction functions of the other players and
therefore the requirement for an exact potential function is fulfilled. However, as long as
the player resolves some conflicts he changes the extended dissatisfaction f ′i,diss of other
players, therefore it does not fulfil the requirements of an exact potential function.
In order to conclude the discussion on potential games: the formulated game theoretical
setting does fulfil the requirement of an ordinal potential game if x ∈ Xconflict and it
does even fulfil the more stringent requirement for an exact potential game if x ∈ Xcf .
Moreover, due to the fact that each player has a limited set of actions only, the formalised
game is a finite game.
6.3.2 Existence of Nash Equilibria
Rosenthal (1973) stated that pure Nash Equilibria exist in any potential game [Ros73].
The existence of Nash Equilibria shall be shown with regards to the introduced game
theoretical setting:
Due to the fact that the potential function of the potential game equals the objective
function of the relaxed optimisation problem, formulated in equation (4.12), the optimal
solution of the optimisation problem fulfils the requirements of a Nash Equilibrium.
Therefore, a Nash Equilibrium does exist in any instance of the formulated railway
capacity allocation problem.
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6.3.3 Convergence
In game theoretical settings, where autonomous agents try to follow selfishly their own
goals, convergence to Nash Equilibria is not automatically guaranteed. Tardos and
Wexler (2007) show formally that convergence of best response dynamics is assured for
finite potential games [WT07]. Very intuitively it can be deduced that the convergence
is assured due to the fact that starting from an initial state of the game, the players will
subsequently just take decisions that decrease their dissatisfaction. Due to the fact that
the game theoretical setting fulfils the requirement of a potential game, it is assured that
a decrease in the dissatisfaction of one player decreases the potential function as well.
Since the potential function equals the objective function of the optimisation problem,
the value of the potential function can intrinsically not be less than the value of the
global optimum of the optimisation problem. Therefore, the players of the game cannot
proceed infinitely often. Finally a state of the game will be reached, where no player
can further reduce his dissatisfaction and thus the value of the potential function (which
equals the objective function of the optimisation problem).
The convergence is assured, but the rate of convergence is still an issue that needs to
be observed. Moreover the potential game does not necessarily converge to a unique
Nash Equilibrium. There might be a lot of Nash Equilibria, all with different objective
function values. It is desirable to reach a Nash Equilibrium with a low objective function
value, ideally the Nash Equilibrium that minimises the objective function.
6.3.4 Measures of Inefficiency
As discussed above, the Nash Equilibrium, that is reached in the game theoretical setting
does not necessarily minimise the objective function of the game. In order to evaluate
the range of possible Nash Equilibria with regards to the objective function of the game,
two bounds are commonly used in the literature:
Price of Stability: ratio of the objective function value of the best Nash Equilibrium to
the objective function value of the optimal solution.
Price of Anarchy: ratio of the objective function value of the worst Nash Equilibrium
to the objective function value of the optimal solution.
The price of stability is thus a bound for the best case, the price of anarchy a bound for
the worst case for all existing Nash Equilibria of the game.
Price of Stability
The price of stability can be evaluated by means of the potential function method as
discussed in detail by Tardos and Wexler (2007) [WT07]. In the above formulated game,
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where the potential function equals the objective function (6.3), the price of stability
equals 1. This can be easily verified by observing the solution that minimises the ob-
jective function. This global minimum of the objective function fulfils the requirements
of a Nash Equilibrium: no player can further reduce his dissatisfaction by switching
to another action. Because, if a player could reduce his dissatisfaction, the objective
function value would be reduced as well (since the game is a potential game). Since
the global minimum fulfils the definition of a Nash Equilibrium, it is straight forward to
deduce that this Nash Equilibrium is in fact the best possible Nash Equilibrium. Thus
the ratio of the objective function value of the best Nash Equilibrium to the objective
function value of the optimal solution equals 1.
Price of Anarchy
As mentioned above, the price of anarchy signifies the ratio of the objective function
value of the worst Nash Equilibrium to the global minimum of the objective function.
The price of anarchy can be estimated for an exact potential game by converting it
into a congestion game with linear latency functions as shown by Christodoulou and
Koutsoupias (2005) [CK05]. Unfortunately the price of anarchy in the above introduced
game theoretical setting can not be bound as long as the game starts with a solution
xinit /∈ Xcf - the game in this case does not fulfil the requirement of an exact potential
game.
Since the aim of the coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation process is
indeed to resolve occurring conflicts, the game will start from a solution xinit /∈ Xcf . At
this stage, the game fulfils the requirement of an ordinal potential game only.
From intuition it can be verified that a reasonable price of anarchy (bound on the worst
existing Nash Equilibrium) can not be given. From the definition of the price of anarchy
it can be seen that it is dependent on the worst Nash Equilibrium. In general, it can not
be assured that the worst Nash Equilibrium is a conflict free solution, even if there exist
a Nash Equilibrium that is conflict free. In such cases the price of anarchy is dependent
on the factor C in equation (3.11), since it is the penalising factor for non-conflict free
solutions. This penalising factor is fairly high in order to ensure that every conflict free
solution is better than any solution that inherits conflicts. Thus, the price of anarchy is
very high for practical problem instances and does not give a meaningful upper bound
for any occurring Nash Equilibrium.
6.3.5 Equivalence to Distributed Local Search
Due to the fact that the game theoretical setting fulfils the requirement of a potential
game, the algorithmic implementation of the game can be interpreted as a local search
procedure. This equivalence shall be shown in the following.
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Algorithm 6.2 VariableNeighbourhoodSteepestDescentLocalSearch(xinit)
1: repeat
2: x0 ⇐ xinit
3: 1-neighbourhoodlist ⇐ {1, · · · , N}
4: while 1-neighbourhoodlist not empty do
5: pick randomly one i of the 1-neighbourhoodlist
6: 1-neighbourhoodlist.remove(i)
7: find the best neighbour x∗ (w.r.t f ′1obj) within N
1
i (x0)
8: x0 ⇐ x∗
9: end while
10: until x0 is a local optimum
11: return x0
Comparing the game theoretical setting to the local search algorithms in chapter 5.4.1,
it can be easily verified that the game theoretical setting is in fact an iterated steepest
descent local search that uses variable neighbourhoods at each iteration.
Variable Neighbourhood Descent
The game theoretical setting introduced above corresponds to performing steepest de-
scent local search within the 1-neighbourhood of the current solution. The game starts
from an initial action vector xinit, which describes the initial train path requests. If player
i moves, he evaluates all actions xi ∈ Xi that he can choose with help of the dissatis-
faction function f ′i,diss. This is equivalent to searching in one specific 1-neighbourhood
N 1i (x0) indicating the neighbouring solutions that can be reached by altering the i
th
decision variable (the action of player i).
Since the players turn subsequently the equivalent algorithm determines different neigh-
bourhoods. It is thus a variable neighbourhood search. Since just the best solution is
taken at each search step, it is a variable neighbourhood steepest descent local search
(VNSDLS). Algorithm 6.2 describes this particular local search.
Algorithm 6.1 and algorithm 6.2 differ just in the way that in the VNSDLS algorithm
the objective function is used for the evaluation of the solutions, whereas in the game
theoretical setting the extended dissatisfaction function is used to evaluate a solution.
The equivalence to local search lies in the fact that evaluating a solution with respect
to the dissatisfaction value of a player is equivalent to evaluating the solution with
regards to the values of the objective function. This holds due to the fact that the game
theoretical setting is a potential game.
However, there is a major difference: local search procedures evaluate each solution with
help of the objective function that requires to have the information about all players’
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dissatisfaction function. Whereas each player in the game theoretic session needs just
the information about the actions of all other players but not the information about
their objectives (dissatisfaction).
From the equivalence of the game theoretical setting to local search it can be easily
verified that each local optimum is in fact a Nash Equilibrium. Moreover the global
optimum is evidently a Nash Equilibrium as well.
6.4 Discussion on Game Theoretical Setting
As discussed above, game theoretical settings are often applied in order to analyse how
the uncoordinated interaction of selfish agents leads to suboptimal results.
With regards to the introduced formalisation for railway capacity allocation, it can be
verified that uncoordinated interaction of selfish agents corresponds to a local search
more precisely (VNSDLS). At each search step one player searches within (his) 1-
neighbourhood, just knowing his own preferences not that of the others. Due to the fact
that the game theoretical setting fulfils the requirements of a potential game, decreas-
ing the dissatisfaction of one player will decrease the objective function value as well.
Therefore, the potential game can be regarded as a distributed optimisation process that
will lead to local optima of the formulated optimisation problem.
Above a strictly non-cooperative game setting is used in order to estimate the influence of
confidentiality: the confidentiality of the players’ objectives leads generally to suboptimal
results (Nash Equilibria). However, during the railway capacity allocation process some
coordination of the railway undertakings can usually be observed: the negotiation talks
are procured with more than just one player. Such an adaptation of the game theoretical
setting shall be discussed in the following.
6.4.1 Negotiation Talks with Several Players
In the situation discussed above, each railway undertaking is assumed to act selfishly and
rationally. These are common assumptions and can be regarded as a good approximation
of the real players’ behaviour. Nevertheless, some degree of coordination can lead to
better results for all participants. This common knowledge shall be verified with regards
to the introduced algorithmic framework.
Negotiation talks during the coordination phase of the railway infrastructure allocation
process are usually performed by including all railway undertakings to the negotiation
talk, that are involved in a particular conflict. An idealistic assumption would be that
all these players neglect their tactical incentives and would be willing to share their
private information in order to find the best solution. Such an idealistic situation can
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be interpreted in the game theoretical setting as a state of the game where more than
one player can move at the same time. Since they are assumed to share all their private
information, this situation can be regarded as the search of all possible combinations
of actions of the participating players. If player 1, player 2 and player 3 form a subset
of all players whose train path requests are conflicting, than a negotiation talk with
this subset of players can be interpreted as a search for a solution that minimises the
dissatisfactions of this three players under the assumption that all other players’ actions
are known. This can be interpreted as a local search within the 3-neighbourhood of a
solution N3(x), x ∈ X (compare definition of neighbourhood page 124).
With regards to the discussion in chapter 5.4 it can be verified that searching in larger
neighbourhoods does often allow to find better results. However, the larger the neigh-
bourhood is the more the constraint of confidentiality of the participating railway un-
dertakings will be breached.
It should be stressed that the game theoretical setting, where a subset of players in
the game merge to one player, who chooses the combination of actions of the subset of
players still fulfils the requirements for a potential game.
It could be shown that the game theoretical setting introduced above does lead to a
Nash Equilibrium. The implications of this solution concept for the railway capacity
allocation problem shall be evaluated in the following.
6.4.2 Nash Equilibrium as Solution Concept
Due to the fact that the players in the game theoretical setting have an equivalent
counter part in the real world (the railway operators), the implications that hold for the
players do hold for the railway operators as well: The railway operators can not reduce
their dissatisfaction by choosing a different action. Their dissatisfaction formulated in
f ′i,diss does include the incentive to resolve conflicts. At the start of the game it may not
be intuitive to assign a player the willingness to resolve conflicts as it was formulated
in chapter 6.2.1. But inversely it is intuitive that after the coordination phase, when
the railway infrastructure manager resolved all conflicts, the railway undertaking has
no intention to alter his train path so that it is involved in conflicts again. Thus, the
Nash Equilibrium is a solution concept that is well applicable for the railway capacity
allocation problem as it was formulated in this work.
It shall be stressed at this point that there are various local search techniques, that
are capable of finding reasonably good solutions. Most of such algorithms operate on
neighbourhoods that have fewer elements than the 1-neighbourhood introduced above.
However, only local optima with regards to this 1-neighbourhood are Nash Equilibria.
The following chapter intends to apply the algorithmic framework in order to determine
solutions for the railway capacity allocation problem that are in fact Nash Equilibria.
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The coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation is formalised as an optimisation
problem and different algorithmic approaches are proposed in order to find an optimal
or nearly optimal solution.
The railway infrastructure manager needs to alter train path requests within certain
tolerances in order to coordinate conflicting train path requests. The applicable tol-
erances are dependent on the train path request type: the tolerances for cargo train
path requests are usually larger than the tolerances for passenger train path requests.
These tolerances are formulated in the network statements of the railway infrastructure
managers. They can be illustrated as a train path band as shown in figure 7.1.
Since there are initial tolerances assigned to every train path request, it can be noted that
although train paths can be requested with regards to exact times, it can not be assured
that the railway undertaking will obtain this particular train path request. Therefore,
railway undertakings have to perform their operational planning taking into account
the possible alterations of the submitted train path requests within these tolerances
(compare figure 1.1).
If these initial tolerances are sufficiently large to resolve occurring conflicts during the co-
ordination phase, all train path requests can be included into the working train timetable
(respecting the necessary alterations). If they are not sufficiently large to resolve oc-
curring conflicts, the tolerances need to be extended (compare chapter 2.2.4). In case
of the German railway system this is currently done within negotiation talks held be-
tween railway infrastructure manager and those railway undertakings whose train path
requests could not be resolved by exploiting the initial tolerances. If the involved par-
ties can agree on a solution, the altered train paths can be included into the working
train timetable. If no solution can be found by applying the extended tolerances, the
railway capacity allocation process proceeds to the next phase: the adjudication phase.
The adjudication phase can eventually lead to a rejection of a train path request. As
discussed before, the adjudication phase is not conducted algorithmically in this work.
Thus, in accordance to the steps of the coordination process discussed in chapter 2.2.4,
the coordination phase as it is formulated within the algorithmic framework introduced
in this work consists of the following steps:
A: Exploit the initial tolerances of the train path requests in order to resolve occurring
conflicts. These initial tolerances are formulated in the network statement (+/- 3
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Figure 7.1: Tolerance band of a train path request.
minutes for passenger train path requests; +/- 15 minutes for cargo train path
requests). If the initial tolerances allow to find a feasible solution for the railway
capacity allocation problem, the solution is in fact a conflict–free allocation of
train path requests. Thus, all train path requests can be included into the working
train timetable. If these initial tolerances do not lead to a feasible working train
timetable, extended tolerances need to be exploited. The coordination phase does
proceed with the next step.
B: Exploit extended tolerances of the train path requests if the initial tolerances are
insufficient to resolve occurring conflicts. Currently, this is performed by the Ger-
man railway infrastructure manager. He holds negotiation talks with the concerned
railway undertakings. The constraint to assure the railway undertakings commer-
cial confidentiality restricts the flow of information between the railway undertak-
ings. Assuming that the railway undertakings do not exchange any information,
the earlier introduced game theoretical setting can be used in order to simulate the
negotiation talks of railway infrastructure manager and railway undertakings. This
does usually lead to suboptimal results. In order to determine the degree of sub
optimality, a (global) optimisation of the formulated railway capacity allocation
problem with extended tolerances can be used. With help of the formalisation a
globally optimal solution based on train path type specific objectives can be deter-
mined - these are generic objectives that do not necessarily take into account the
‘true’ incentives and objectives of the railway undertakings. Seeliger (2007) defines
such extended tolerances for the German railway system [See07]. Similar hence
more general notions can be found in the network statements of other European
railway infrastructure managers [PR08]. The thus defined extended tolerances are
defined train path specific and are listed in appendix A.5. If the extended tol-
erances do not lead to a conflict free allocation of train path requests, than the
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Chapter A B C
7.1 algorithmically
7.2.1 interactive planning
7.2.2 algorithmically
7.4 algorithmically
Table 7.1: Steps of algorithmic coordination.
available railway infrastructure capacity is not sufficient to satisfy the demand for
railway capacity. The microscopic model of the railway infrastructure used in the
formalisation of the railway capacity allocation problem can be used to determine
the congested part(s) of the railway infrastructure.
C: Determine congestion if the extended tolerances for train path requests are insuf-
ficient to determine a feasible allocation of train path requests on a certain part
of the railway infrastructure, congestion occurs. The formulation of the railway
capacity allocation problem allows to evaluate solutions that are not conflict free.
As discussed before, it can be assured that there does not exist any conflict free so-
lution if the global optimum of the formulated railway capacity allocation problem
inherits conflicts. Such a solution defines an allocation of the train path requests
with minimised overlapping times of the tasks (compare equation (3.11)). The
solution thus indicates the conflicts that are hard to resolve. The infrastructure
elements where these conflicts occur can be considered to be part of the congested
railway infrastructure.
Train path requests do not only differ with respect to the type of train movement but
also with respect to its planning time horizon. There are long term train path requests
(discussed in chapter 2.2.1) that are already included into the draft train timetable,
before the annual train path requests are submitted. In the following, it is assumed that
these train path requests can only be altered within limited tolerances, which equal the
initial tolerances of the annual passenger train path requests.
Moreover, some railway capacity needs to be reserved for ad hoc train path requests.
These provisional ad hoc train path requests can be altered within extended tolerances.
They give the infrastructure manager enough flexibility during the coordination phase
of the railway capacity allocation process and do reserve sufficient railway capacity for
ad hoc train path requests at the same time.
Table 7.1 lists how the algorithmic framework is applied to the different steps of the
coordination phase (in the following denoted as: A,B and C) in order to coordinate the
train path requests in a way to resolve occurring conflicts and thus to create a feasible
working train timetable.
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7.1 Exploiting the Initial Tolerances Algorithmically
The network statement of the largest German railway infrastructure manager defines
the following tolerances: passenger train path requests can deviate up to +/- 3 minutes,
cargo train path requests even up to +/- 15 minutes from the initially requested train
path request, when included into the working train timetable. In the first step of the
coordination phase the railway infrastructure manager can exploit the initial tolerances
of the train path requests. Train type specific objectives can be used in order to formulate
the first step of the coordination phase as an optimisation problem that can be solved
with the introduced algorithmic approaches.
As formulated in the network statement, shifting the train path requests within the
above given tolerances can be used in order to resolve occurring conflicts. The objec-
tives are formulated as generic objectives that are similar for each train path requests
- independent whether they concern train path requests for cargo trains or train path
requests for passenger trains. However, it shall be noted that the train paths are altered
similarly in so called train path families. Altering a train path requests of a highly
synchronised train path request does usually involve altering a large set of similar train
path requests. The dissatisfaction due to shifting a set of N train path requests does
result in a dissatisfaction value that is N times higher than shifting a single train path
request. Therefore cargo train path requests are less ‘expensive’ to be shifted than highly
synchronised passenger train path requests.
The resulting problem instance can than be solved with the algorithmic approaches
introduced in chapter 5. If these algorithmic approaches are capable of finding a con-
flict free solution of the railway capacity allocation problem, this solution is a feasible
(conflict-free) train timetable.
If the found solution is not conflict free, more degrees of freedom must be exploited in
order to solve the occurring problem. This will be discussed in the next step.
However, even though the algorithmically determined solution is not entirely conflict
free, many conflicts may have been solved. Since the decision support system in this
case determines a solution with minimised overlapping times of the train path requests,
this solution can be used as a starting solution in the following step.
7.2 Exploiting the Extended Tolerances
If the initial tolerances of the annual train path requests are insufficient to resolve all
occurring conflicts, than extended tolerances need to be applied to resolve the remaining
conflicts. Applying extended tolerances for the coordination of train path requests is
difficult, since the objectives for altering train path request within extended tolerances
are not easy to formulate. This holds particularly for highly synchronised train path
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requests. Therefore, two different approaches are proposed for this purpose: an interac-
tive planning scheme, where railway undertakings can incorporate their ‘true’ incentives
confidentially, and an solely algorithmic approach where standardised objectives are
used.
7.2.1 Interactive Planning
Since it is hard to estimate the objectives for the allocation of train path requests for
these extended tolerances, the ‘real’ objectives of the concerned railway undertakings
shall be taken into consideration. This can be done by either initiating negotiation
talks with those railway undertakings whose train path requests are involved in conflict
separately, or finding means to assure the confidentiality of each railway undertaking,
e.g. a terminal–like implementation of a train timetable construction tool. Holding
negotiation talks with the concerned railway undertakings is current practice.
However, the question is how confidentiality of the concerned railway undertakings can
be assured. Confidentiality can just be assured if the railway undertakings would subse-
quently try to resolve their conflicts similarly to the introduced formulation in chapter 6.
If the users do subsequently reduce the amount of overlapping times, the formalised game
will lead to a Nash Equilibrium, which can be interpreted as a local optimum to the
formulated optimisation problem in chapter 4.
One very important issue is how to motivate the railway undertakings to contribute to
resolving occurring conflicts. A way to stimulate the willingness to resolve occurring
conflicts is to define a pricing scheme that re-compensates railway undertakings for the
alterations of their train path requests. In the game theoretical setting the railway un-
dertaking was assumed to be willing to resolve occurring conflicts, due to the risk that
not resolving the conflict might lead to a rejection of the train path request. This will-
ingness is formulated in the relaxed dissatisfaction function defined in equation (4.11).
A monetary compensation scheme might be able to assure this willingness. Such a com-
pensation should be proportional to the dissatisfaction as formulated in equation (7.1).
compensationi ∼ fi,diss. (7.1)
Where:
compensationi : the compensation paid to the railway undertaking requesting
train path (family) i.
The subsequent turn of rational players is guaranteed to converge but not necessarily to
the optimal solution of the formulated problem. Similarly to this algorithmic approach,
such an interactive coordination scheme has been conducted exemplarily by students
and can lead to a conflict free allocation of train path requests (documented by Wendler
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and Grudzenski (2005) [WG05]). The formalisation introduced above might lead to
better understanding and to an higher acceptance of a solution determined by such a
coordination scheme.
7.2.2 Exploiting the Extended Tolerances Algorithmically
The extended tolerances as they are formulated by Seeliger (2007) are listed in ap-
pendix A.5 [See07]. These extended tolerances can be used to algorithmically coordi-
nate the train path request. It should be stressed that more complex planning decisions
such as bundling of train path requests can just be applied if the initial tolerances are
extended, since the initially allowed time shifts of train path requests are insufficient
to allow for such procedures. Moreover, measures like harmonising the speed profile
of different train path types and initiating overtaking procedures is more likely to be
exploitable if the tolerances are extended.
The interactive planning procedure does allow to include the ‘true’ objectives of the
railway undertakings into the railway capacity allocation process. Unfortunately, the
solutions that are evaluated in such a setting are not guaranteed to be optimal. Moreover,
a bound for the non-optimality can not be given, as thoroughly discussed in chapter 6.3.4.
A solely algorithmic coordination is applicable if some conditions are fulfilled:
• objectives of the railway undertakings must be represented with help of the dis-
satisfaction function defined in equation (4.3). This requirement does hold for
cargo train path requests but not necessarily for train path requests for highly
synchronised railway transportation services.
• the objectives are monotonically in a way that more deviation of a train path
request due to necessary alterations do lead to more ‘dissatisfaction’ of the railway
undertakings. This requirement is fulfilled for most train path requests.
Train path requests for highly synchronised railway operations must not be shifted more
than +/- 3 minutes in total. This constraint is formulated within the extended tolerances
in chapter A.5. In the following, it is assumed that due to this restriction, the first
condition is fulfilled even for passenger train path requests. Thus, synchronised train
path requests must be treated as S-Bahn train path requests.
If the ‘true’ objectives of the railway undertakings can be assumed to be monotonic,
a determined local optimum based on the standardised objectives is as well a Nash
Equilibrium with respect to the ‘true’ objectives of the railway undertakings (compare
discussion in chapter 6.4.2).
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No Cooperation Full Cooperation
local search global search
in N 1(x) in N N(x)
(at each step)
Table 7.2: The neighbourhood of a solution x ∈ X that is examined in case of either no
cooperation or full cooperation.
7.3 Determine Impact of Non-cooperative Behaviour
The liberalisation process in the European railway system does require some degree of
confidentiality. In case of the interactive planning process, the railway undertakings
do exchange as little information as possible. The comparison between the interactive
planning process and the algorithmic railway capacity allocation reveals the difference
between two different planning principles. It allows to analyse the effect of the induced
competition on the railway capacity allocation process.
The equivalence of the interactive planning process to an iterated local search was shown
in chapter 6.3.5. Comparing the results of the interactive planning process to the re-
sults of a global search reveals the impact of non-cooperative behaviour. The iterated
local search VNSDLS that corresponds to the interactive planning of selfish and non-
cooperatively acting players searches within a 1-neighbourhood, whereas an algorithmic
approach, that has information about all player’s dissatisfaction function searches within
the larger N-neighbourhood, which corresponds to the whole solution space. Table 7.2
facilitates to compare the neighbourhoods of the solution space that is considered in
case of a cooperative or non-cooperative approach.
These notions of neighbourhood are introduced in chapter 5.4. The optimal solutions
is guaranteed to be included in the N-neighbourhood, since it contains all solutions.
Iteratively searching in a 1-neighbourhood can lead to the global optimum but does
most likely lead to worse local optima with respect to the objective function. The
positive effect of cooperation can thus be evaluated by comparing the difference between
global optima to the local optima evaluated by the iterated local search VNDSLS.
7.4 Determine Congestion Algorithmically
If there is more demand for railway capacity than available, then neither the algorithmic
approach nor a planner in person can include all train path requests into the annual
train timetable. Table A.1 lists the amount of rejected train path requests for the largest
railway system in Germany. Train path requests are rejected rarely, but it happens. In
such cases the railway infrastructure manager is required to perform a railway capacity
analysis (compare chapter 2.2.4).
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The capacity analysis for railway system is difficult, since the notion railway capacity
in itself is hard to define. Do¨bber (2007) lists the various approaches that are used
to determine the railway capacity consumption of the German railway system [Do¨b07].
The various approaches for estimating the railway capacity consumption make it difficult
to determine congestion reliably. There are either train timetable dependent or train
timetable independent approaches for railway capacity analysis. In this work the problem
formulation for the railway capacity allocation problem is used to determine congestion
dependent on a certain set of train path requests. As discussed in chapter 2.3.2, the
analysis of capacity consumption is critical and not easy to perform. The algorithmic
approaches are capable of finding solutions with minimised overlapping times. The
problem is that railway infrastructure is not automatically congested just because train
path request do conflict. Congestion does rather occur if the occurring conflicts are
difficult to resolve. This work proposes to apply the extended tolerances formulated by
Seeliger (2007) (listed in chapter A.5) in order to decide whether a conflict is difficult
to resolve or not [See07]. If the extended tolerances are not sufficient to allow to resolve
the occurring conflicts, the railway infrastructure, where the conflicts occur, can be
considered as being congested.
In order to prevent congestion, most infrastructure mangers introduced pricing mecha-
nisms that shall lead to a more efficient use of railway infrastructure capacity. Generally,
railway infrastructure capacity that is requested by many railway undertakings is made
more expensive in order to stimulate the efficient use of the railway infrastructure ca-
pacity at non-peak times. The output of the formulated algorithmic framework can be
used in order to determine such a pricing mechanism.
7.5 Congestion Pricing
As discussed in chapter 2.3.5, congestion pricing is an efficient measure to stimulate
the efficient use of railway infrastructure capacity. Wichser (2008) published one of the
most recent contributions on pricing mechanism in the domain of railway engineering
[Wic08]. He points out that increasing the price for railway infrastructure capacity
on highly demanded lines, can motivate the railway undertakings to incentively make
better use of railway infrastructure capacity. Berndt (2001) illustrated how the pricing
of railway infrastructure capacity does lead on the long run to an adaptive regulation of
the railway undertakings and thus to a more efficient utilisation of railway infrastructure
capacity [Ber01]. This suits particularly for railway undertakings requesting cargo train
path request, since they do have more flexibility and can choose operate their trains
rather at off peak times.
In the following, the algorithmic framework for railway capacity allocation is used in
order to implement a pricing mechanism that induces an incentive to the railway un-
dertakings to exploit the railway infrastructure capacity more efficiently. Equation (7.2)
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formulates a congestion price that determines a pricing surcharge that shall motivate
the railway undertakings to request abundant railway infrastructure capacity.
congestion pricei := f
′1
obj(xopt)− f
′1
obj(x−i,opt). (7.2)
Where:
congestion pricei : congestion price for train path family i.
xopt ∈ X : optimal solution, if all train path requests are allocated.
x−i,opt ∈ X1 × · · ·Xi−1 ×Xi+1 × · · · ×XN : optimal solution if all but train
path family i are allocated.
The congestion price is determined with regards to standardised objectives. It equals
0 if no other concurrent railway undertaking submits a train path request for the same
railway infrastructure capacity. In contrast, it leads to a high price surcharge for rail-
way infrastructure capacity that is requested by many railway undertakings concurrently.
The congestion price for a railway undertaking requesting train path family i, formulated
in equation (7.2), is dependent on the concurrent train path requests. If the inclusion of
train path (family) i does lead to considerable perturbations and thus severe alterations
of other train path requests, its congestion price is rather high. If the initially submit-
ted train path request does not conflict with any train path requests, the thus defined
congestion price equals 0.
7.6 Steps of Algorithmic Railway Capacity Allocation
The work-flow of the algorithmic capacity allocation, thus the combination of the above
introduced step is illustrated in figure 7.2.
The order of the planning steps has been introduced above. However it shall be noted
that the extended tolerances can be applied to highly synchronised train path requests
only if the railway undertakings are consulted with regards to the inter train transfer
constraints. But this consultation is not necessary for the congestion analysis, since the
congestion analysis does lead straight to a working train timetable; it is just a pre-step
to the adjudication phase. The congestion analysis shall back the decision of the railway
infrastructure manager to reject a certain train path request.
The two pricing approaches for railway capacity are illustrated in figure 7.2. The com-
pensation pricing can be used to re-compensate for possible train path alterations. This
can lead to a better acceptance of the applied alterations. The congestion pricing is
applied in order to stimulate the efficient use of the railway infrastructure capacity and
to identify the congestion during the railway capacity allocation process.
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Figure 7.2: Algorithmic Railway Capacity Allocation.
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The application of the introduced algorithmic framework shall be illustrated with regards
to reduced, hence realistic problem instances. The railway corridor between Aachen and
Cologne in Germany is taken as an exemplary show case since passenger and cargo trains
are operating on this part of the German railway infrastructure. Moreover, different
types of passenger trains are operated such as commuter trains as well as high speed
passenger trains (Thalys, ICE). The microscopic model of the railway infrastructure
consists of 2255 nodes and 2392 edges which sums up in total to 4647 resources of
the modelling approach (compare chapter 3). The passenger train path requests for
the exemplary problem instances of the railway capacity allocation problem are derived
from the annual train timetable for all passenger trains published by Deutsche Bahn
AG (2008) [DB08b]. The respective passenger train paths included into the mentioned
working train timetable on a Wednesday are listed in appendix D.1. The amount of
requested cargo train path request is estimated based on the work of Uhrig (2004)
[Uhr04] (all relevant information of this estimation can be found in appendix D.2).
8.1 Extended Tolerances for a Simple Example
In order to illustrate the application of the algorithmic framework, just a very simple
example is regarded in the following: Three railway undertakings submit a train path
request each. The draft train timetable in figure 8.1 illustrates the conflicting train path
requests.
The three train path requests are:
• a cargo train path request from Ehrenfeld (near Cologne) to Aachen (Cargo),
• a commuter train path request from Cologne to Aachen (RE1),
• a high speed train path request from Cologne to Aachen (THA).
For this simplified example the train path requests can be shifting within +/-10 minutes
and a maximum dwell extension of 3 minutes can be applied. The considered train path
alterations for each train path requests are shifting of train path requests, exploiting
the alternative routes in train stations and extending the dwell time at scheduled stops
Xi = Ti ×Ai ×Hi. The aim of this simplified example is to illustrate the capabilities to
incorporate overtaking procedures by applying the atomic alterations. Bending is not
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Figure 8.1: The draft train timetable representing the initial solution of the simple ex-
ample.
considered since harmonising the speed of the cargo train path request to that of the
other trains would be the easiest and most likely the optimal solution.
8.1.1 Simulated Interactive Planning
Assuming that the railway undertakings are the players of the formalised game intro-
duced in chapter 6.2.2, figure 8.2 illustrates value of the potential function Φ as well as
the values of the extended dissatisfaction functions f ′i,diss of the three players indicated
as
Player 1 - Cargo the railway undertaking that submits the train path request for the
cargo train from Cologne Ehrenfeld to Aachen main station.
Player 2 - RE1 the railway undertaking that submits the train path request for the
commuter train from Cologne main station to Aachen main station.
Player 3 - THA the railway undertaking that submits the train path request for the
high speed train from Cologne main station to Aachen main station.
The x-axis in figure 8.2 indicates the subsequent moves of the players. In this example
the sequence is init-1-2-3-1-2, the game proceeds further on but the Nash Equilibrium is
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Figure 8.2: Progression of the game.
reached as soon as player 2 moves the second time (the value of the potential function
of the Nash Equilibrium equals 285).
The players follow a ‘best response’ strategy. When player i moves, he chooses the
alteration of its train path request xi ∈ Xi that minimises his extended dissatisfaction
f ′i,diss. It can be observed that the value of the potential function decreases each time a
player moves. This is due to the fact that the player who moves decreases his value of
the extended dissatisfaction function. Due to the fact, that the game theoretical setting
fulfils the requirements of an ordinal potential game, it is assured that the value of the
potential function decreases as well. The progression of the game is explained in the
following with regards to each single move.
1st Move Player 1 is the first player to move. He resolves some conflicts, he is involved
in, he thus reduces his own extended dissatisfaction as well as the extended dissatisfaction
of the other players (whose train path requests where in conflict with the one of player 1).
Due to the limited degrees of freedom (shifting not more than 10 minutes), player 1 can
not resolve all conflicts he is involved in.
2nd Move Player 2 resolves all conflicts. Since these conflicts occurred due to over-
lapping times with the train path request of player 3, resolving these conflicts reduces
the extended dissatisfaction of player 3 as well.
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3rd Move Player 3 moves, he resolves the conflicts that he is involved with player 1
but induces some new conflicts with player 2. This is the best decision for player 3 at
this stage. It should be noted that although player 3 induces some new conflicts, it
is assured that the cumulative dissatisfaction defined within the potential function is
further reduced. This follows due to the fact that this simulated interactive planning
fulfils the requirements of a potential game. After player 3 moved, his train path is
still involved in conflicts. So he could not resolve all conflicts at this move. There are
remaining conflicts between the train paths of player 3 and player 2 only.
4th Move Player 1 moves again, he slightly reduces his extended dissatisfaction. Since
his train path is not involved in any remaining conflicts his extended dissatisfaction
function f ′1,diss equals his dissatisfaction function f1,diss. The move of player 1 has no
effects on player 2 and player 3. The potential function value decreases slightly with the
same amount the dissatisfaction of player 1 decreases.
5th Move Player 2 moves and resolves all remaining conflicts with player 3. He alters
his train path as far from its initially requested position as necessary to resolve the still
remaining conflicts but not more.
At this stage the Nash Equilibrium is reached. In the following moves, no player can
further reduce his dissatisfaction. Since all conflicts are resolved the extended dissatis-
faction function equals the dissatisfaction function for all players.
8.1.2 Algorithmic Coordination
The best possible solution with regards to standardised objectives for railway undertak-
ings submitting the considered train path requests is illustrated in figure 8.3. It shows
the optimal solution (determined with the branch and bound algorithm introduced in
chapter 5.3.3) and signifies a valid working train timetable since all conflicts are resolved.
As it is indicated in figure 8.3, the cargo train path request is shifted -9.5 minutes from
its initial position in time space. The RE1 train path request is no shifted at all, but its
dwell time is extended at its scheduled stop at Du¨ren (DN) so that the high speed train
(THA) can overtake the RE1. In order to make this overtaking procedure possible, the
high speed train path request (THA) is shifted by +3 minutes.
If no initial lower bound is given to the branch and bound algorithm, it needs to process
an enormous amount of vertices of the decision tree illustrated in figure 5.2. Therefore,
several heuristics were proposed in order to determine a near optimal result. The ob-
jective function value of this near optimal result can than be taken as a lower bound
for the branch and bound algorithm. The performances of the different algorithmic ap-
proaches on this specific problem instance are illustrated by plotting the value of the
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Figure 8.3: Best solution.
best found solution against the search steps performed by the algorithm. As already
discussed before, the performance of an algorithm on one particular problem instance
does not necessarily give any information about its general performance.
However, the plots in figure 8.3 are representative with respect to a series of problem
instances that have been examined before.
VNSDLS The equivalence of the game theoretical setting to variable neighbourhood
descent (local search) is shown in chapter 6.3.5. It is thus not surprising that the run
of VNSDLS exactly matches the run of a simulated interactive coordination. The step
like characteristic of the VNSDLS in figure 8.4 is due to the fact that each time a new
neighbourhood is examined, the algorithm quickly determines a solution that reduce
the value of the objective function. This is followed by a relatively long examination
of solutions in the same neighbourhood that do not lead to a further decrease of the
objective function.
Performing VNSDLS by applying the (global) objective function does lead to exactly
the same local optimum (objective function value of 285) as if the coordination would
have been performed as formulated in the game theoretical setting. This is indeed
remarkable, since it illustrates that if the VNSDLS would be performed with respect to
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the 1-neighbourhood, not knowing the other players’ objectives does lead to the same
results as if information about the other players’ objectives would be available.
Simulated Annealing Simulated annealing is in fact an extension of the iterated ran-
dom descent search as discussed in chapter 5.4.3. But since it does allow for hill climbing,
it can escape local optima. The algorithm is described in algorithm 5.4. Since it is a ran-
domised algorithm, an averaged plot of 10 runs of the simulated annealing algorithm is
illustrated in figure 8.3. It should be noted that the convergence behaviour of the simu-
lated annealing algorithm can be adjusted by several parameters (temperature reduction
coefficient, etc.). Slower convergence can help the algorithm to find better results of the
formulated railway capacity allocation problem.
Genetic Algorithm The genetic algorithm 5.5 used in this work is described in algo-
rithm 5.5. However, the progression of the genetic algorithm is difficult to formalise,
since the algorithms works with a set of current solution a so called population. The
relevant notions are described in chapter 5.4.4. The convergence of the genetic algorithm
can be influenced by altering the probabilities for mutation, crossover and the amount
of individuals of a population that are replaced in each generation.
In this work, it is proposed to apply the heuristics only in order to find near optimal
solution. The objective function value of this solution can than be taken as an initial
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train paths max. time max. journey max. dwell
shift time extension time extension
commuter (RE1, RE9, EURB) +/- 3 min +/- 5 % 3 min
long distance (THA, ICE) +/- 5 min +/- 10 % 3 min
cargo (GZ) +/- 30 min +/- 25 % -
Table 8.1: The extended tolerances.
bound for exact methods like branch and bound. However, for large problem instances,
heuristics might be the right choice, since exact methods are inapplicable due to the
enormous effort it would take to find the optimal solution.
8.2 Railway Corridor AC → COL 11h30-15h
In order to illustrate the coordination with regards to a simplified but hence realistic
problem instance, just the train path requests that start between 11h30 and 15h from
Aachen to Cologne are considered.
Figure 8.5 illustrates the initial position of the train path requests, visualised as a block-
ing time stairway. Particularly the cargo train path requests (darker in figure 8.5) induce
some conflicts that are not resolvable by just shifting the train path requests apart.
The initial tolerances are insufficient in order to resolve the occurring conflicts, therefore
extended tolerances need to be applied. These extended tolerances with regards to the
exemplary train path requests are listed in table 8.1.
Assuming that there is enough inbuilt buffer with regards to the turnaround times and
the interconnection between passenger trains, standardised objectives are taken for all
train path requests. They are plotted in figure D.1 and figure D.2. Even though each
train path request has the same standardised objectives assigned, the objectives for
altering a train path family consisting of several trains are the sum of objectives of
all train paths. Therefore, shifting a family of commuter train path requests induces a
higher dissatisfaction than shifting a single cargo train path request by the same amount.
8.2.1 Simulated Interactive Planning
As introduced in chapter 6.2, the coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation
process can be regarded as a game if confidentiality between the different railway un-
dertakings needs to be assured. Furthermore, it was shown that coordinating train path
requests in such a game corresponds to a local search in a 1-neighbourhood with regards
to the formulated optimisation problem (compare chapter 6.3.5). The order in which
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Figure 8.5: The draft train timetable representing the initial solution.
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Figure 8.6: Results of the simulated interactive planning.
the players move during the game determines to which local optimum the corresponding
local search (VNSDLS) will converge.
Figure 8.6 plots the value of the best objective function value against the search steps
for several runs of the simulated interactive planning (game with randomised order of
the players) against the number of performed search steps. Every step corresponds to an
evaluation of one of the player’s possible decisions (alterations of his train path requests).
The plots in figure 8.6 illustrate how the game converges to different local optima.
Moreover, not all local optima correspond to a conflict free allocation of train path
requests. This is an illustrative example for the reason that a comprehensive upper
bound for the found local optima with regards to the globally optimal solution (price of
anarchy) can not be given.
8.2.2 Algorithmic Coordination
In order to evaluate the global optimum of this problem instance, the proposed algo-
rithmic approaches that have been introduced in chapter 5 are applied. The branch
and bound algorithm is used to reliably compute the optimal solution. However, the
successful application of the branch and bound algorithm requires a sufficiently good
initial bound. The meta heuristics (genetic algorithm, simulated annealing) are used in
order to determine a good initial bound. This global optimum indicated in figure 8.6
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Figure 8.7: Influence of cooperation.
corresponds to the solution that could be reached if all railway undertakings would share
their private information and thus coordinate their train path requests cooperatively.
8.2.3 Impact of Non-cooperative Behaviour
The simulated interactive planning leads to local optima with respect to all 1-neigh-
bourhoods. As illustrated in figure 8.6, not all determined local optima correspond to a
conflict free allocation of all train path requests. The conflict-inheriting local optima are
not considered for the comparison of cooperative and non-cooperative railway capacity
allocation since they do not signify a valid solution for the railway capacity allocation
process. The mean objective value of the conflict free local optima is taken as the
result that is determined by non-cooperative behaviour. Figure 8.7 illustrates the mean
value of the objective functions of the local optima determined by simulated interactive
planning and the value of the objective function of the globally optimal solution.
As defined in equation (4.12), the value of the objective function does signify the cumu-
lative dissatisfaction of all railway undertakings submitting train path requests. As it
can be seen in figure 8.7, cooperation during the railway capacity allocation process does
lead to a lower cumulative dissatisfaction than the results obtained by a non-cooperative
railway capacity allocation scheme. Moreover, the difference can be quantified with help
of the introduced algorithmic framework for railway capacity allocation.
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8.2.4 Congestion Pricing for Cargo Train Path Requests
Figure 7.2 illustrates the application of the introduced algorithmic framework for railway
capacity allocation. The application for congestion pricing is discussed in chapter 7.5.
An exemplary congestion pricing for cargo train path requests shall be exemplarily shown
in this section. It shall be stressed that congestion pricing does not only allow to give
monetary incentives but does even allow to measure the degree of congestion.
As illustrated in figure 8.5, there are two cargo train path requests from two different
railway undertakings. The figure shows that the earlier requested train path requests
in the following denoted as ‘cargo train path 1’ induces several conflicts that are not so
easy to solve. In contrast to that, the later (timely in the draft train timetable) train
path request in the following denoted as ‘cargo train path 2’ induces less conflicts.
Moreover these conflicts seem to be easier to resolve. The congestion price at is defined
in equation (7.2):
congestion price1 = f
′1
obj(xopt)− f
′1
obj(x−1,opt)
x−1,opt is the optimal solution if all but cargo train path requests 1 are included into the
draft train timetable. It follows that the congestion price for cargo train path 2 is:
congestion price2 = f
′1
obj(xopt)− f
′1
obj(x−2,opt)
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x−2,opt is the optimal solution if all but cargo train path requests 2 are included into the
draft train timetable. Both congestion prices are illustrated in figure 8.8. The first bar
in the diagram indicates the value f ′1obj(xopt), it gives the value of the cumulative dis-
satisfaction of all railway undertakings. The second bar indicates the value f ′1obj(x−1,opt)
of the optimal allocation of train path requests if cargo train path 1 is not included
into the draft train timetable. As indicated in the diagram, the difference between the
two values is the value of congestion price1, which represents the dissatisfaction, that
is induced into the railway system due to cargo train path request 1. The third bar
indicates analogously the situation if cargo train path request 2 is not included into the
draft train timetable.
Comparing the values illustrated in figure 8.8 to the initial draft train timetable in
figure 8.5 it can be verified that the congestion price defined in equation (7.2) does
represent the disturbance that the respective train path induces to all other railway
undertakings. Thus, the congestion price is a measure for the induced dissatisfaction
into the railway system (during the railway capacity allocation process). It is thus not
only a monetary-like incentive, it is even a measure for congestion since the congestion
price for a train path request, that can not be included into the working train timetable
due to the capacity constraint, has a very high congestion price assigned.
The congestion price is thus an appropriate measure to quantify the difficulty to include
a certain train path request into the working train timetable and can be used as a
measure of congestion.
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9 Conclusions
9.1 Summary
The liberalisation process in the European railway systems initiates a segregation of
railway infrastructure manager and railway undertakings. This segregation severely im-
pacts the planning processes of the public railway systems. It is shown that the railway
capacity allocation is a planning process that becomes more complex due to the fact
that more uncoordinated train path requests are submitted. Moreover, the coordination
of the conflicting train path requests is more difficult since the confidentiality of the rail-
way undertakings information about their objectives needs to be respected during the
railway capacity allocation process. In order to identify the impact of the segregation
on the railway capacity allocation process and to support the coordination process algo-
rithmically, a formalised modelling approach for the railway capacity allocation process
is defined in this work.
Railway capacity allocation is formalised and modelled based on a sophisticated model
for railway capacity: the blocking time model. This model is extended in a way to allow
for various manipulations of the initial train path requests in order to resolve occurring
conflicts and thus to coordinate the submitted train path requests. These extensions
do combine local re–routing and actual scheduling. This combination allows to account
for even very complex conflict resolution procedures, such as overtaking procedures,
bundling of train path requests and harmonising the speed profile of train paths.
After a thorough discussion of the objectives and constraints for railway capacity al-
location, a train path specific objective function is defined that allows to evaluate and
compare different train path alterations. The formalisation of railway capacity alloca-
tion in combination with the derived objectives and constraints allows to formulate the
coordination phase of the railway capacity allocation process as an optimisation problem.
Exact algorithmic techniques as well as heuristics are introduced in order to find near op-
timal or even optimal solutions for the formulated optimisation problem. These methods
perform a global optimisation that needs to gather all relevant information - particu-
larly the objectives of the railway undertakings. In order to analyse the impact of the
constraint of confidentiality on the coordination phase, the railway capacity allocation
process is formalised in a game theoretical setting. The conclusion that can be drawn
from the formalised game theoretical setting can be transferred to a strictly concurrent
railway capacity allocation.
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The algorithmic framework allows to compare a globally coordinated train path co-
ordination with a distributed and locally performed coordination by selfishly acting
players. It is shown that the game theoretical setting is in fact a local search within
a 1-neighbourhood. A local optimum with respect to all 1-neighbourhoods fulfils the
requirements of a Nash Equilibrium and signifies a situation where no player can further
improve his situation by moving in the game. This solution concept is applicable for
concurrent railway capacity allocation since it satisfies all railway undertakings which
do not have the confidential information about the objectives of the other players.
Comparing the results of this game theoretical setting based on standardised objectives
with the results of a global optimisation with regards to the same standardised objec-
tives allows to estimate the negative impact of the non-cooperative railway capacity
allocation. Moreover, the formalised approach allows to determine congestion based on
the submitted train path requests. More specifically, the difficulties that arise due to
including a certain train path requests can be measured. If the difficulty (the conges-
tion price) to allocate a train path request on a certain railway infrastructure exceeds a
certain value, the respective infrastructure can be considered to be congested.
9.2 Outlook
Future work should address two aspects of this work: more efficient problem solving and
more realistic simulation of interactive planning.
The formulation of the railway capacity allocation problem as a mixed integer program
would allow to employ sophisticated, high-performance solver technology. However, such
a formulation does require adaptations to the underlying model for railway capacity.
Based on the formulation of the railway capacity allocation problem proposed in this
work, the identification of well suited neighbourhoods (ideally exact neighbourhoods)
for local search techniques would allow to examine large railway systems.
Particularly, the introduced distributed local search can be applied to efficiently exploit
the benefits of parallel computer architectures and would thus lead to better performance
even on large problem instances.
For the game theoretical setting it is assumed that all players act rationally and thus
follow a best response strategy. Rationality is a reasonable but however rather strong
assumption for the behaviour of real railway undertakings. The application of more com-
plex strategies could empower the approach to simulate the interactive railway capacity
allocation more realistically.
Developments in the domain of mechanism design might be applicable in order to derive
even an interactive railway capacity allocation mechanism that motivates the railway
undertakings to behave in a way, that the resulting Nash Equilibrium is the global
optimum.
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A.1 Compiling the Working Train Timetables 2003 -
2009
The European framework for the creation of the annual working train timetable is de-
scribed in chapter 2.2.2. The application of this European framework of railway capacity
allocation in case of the German Railway System is documented by the competition re-
ports of the largest German railway infrastructure manager. The competition reports
published in the years 2003 until 2009 list all relevant figures about the annual train
path allocation ([DB02], [DB03], [DB04], [DB05], [DB06], [DB07], [DB08a], [DB09]).
Table A.1 lists the total amount of train path requests for the annual working train
timetables in the respective year.
From the year 2008 on the train path requests are processed entirely by the electronic
train path portal of DB Netz (TPN) [DB08a]. Since this system allows the railway under-
takings to submit, to cancel and to alter their train path requests, it counts fewer train
path requests than the precedent analogue system, where train path requests that were
processed by two regional organisations used to be recorded separately (as mentioned in
[DB08a]).
Therefore, table A.1 is separated with respect to the years where the different counting
schemes for the train path requests are applied. For the year 2007 both values are
available, but for the figures in this work just the values estimated with regards to the
TPN system are used. Some more comments to the figures in table A.1 are given in
table A.2.
Of particular interest is the amount of train paths requested by railway undertakings
of the DB AG in comparison to the amount of train paths requested by independent
railway undertakings. Figure A.1 gives the absolute amount of the train path requests
of DB AG related and independent railway undertakings.
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A.1 Compiling the Working Train Timetables 2003 - 2009
year number of train path requests
total by DB by others conflicting rejected
2003 46045 39642 6403 - 44
2004 46782 39139 7643 - 92
2005 46283 37576 8707 - 76
2006 48617 38307 10310 - 101
2007 47275 36746 10529 - 6
2007 45636 35472 10164 - 6
2008 46620 36369 10251 10000 0
2009 49119 38054 11065 12000 3
Table A.1: Figures of the railway capacity allocation, thus the creation of the an-
nual working train timetable for the German railway system [DB02], [DB03],
[DB04], [DB05], [DB06], [DB07], [DB08a], [DB09].
year comment
2003 91 altered train paths were not accepted by
the railway undertakings.
2004 57 altered train paths were not accepted by
the railway undertakings.
2006 The world cup 2006, that was held in Germany,
led to an increase of train path requests.
2007 there are two figures for train path requests,
due to the newly introduced TPN system.
2008 The electronic train path portal of DB Netz (TPN) is introduced
in order to generate the annual working train timetable.
The English version of the competition report contains an error:
there were in fact 10.000 instead of 100.000 reported conflicting
train path requests in 2008 [DB08a].
Table A.2: Comments to the figures in table A.1
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Figure A.1: Train paths requested for inclusion into the working train timetable (data
of table A.1).
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A.2 Documents effecting EU Directive 2001/14/EC
This section intends to list all documents, that update EU Directive 2001/14/EC.
• Proposal for a Directive of the European Commission:
– Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council
on safety on the Community’s railways and amending Council Directive
95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertakings and Directive 2001/14/EC
on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges
for the use of railway infrastructure and safety certification.
– Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council
on safety on the Community’s railways and amending Council Directive
95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertakings and Directive 2001/14/EC
on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges
for the use of railway infrastructure and safety certification (COM(2002) 21
final 2002/0022(COD)) (text with EEA relevance).
• Common Positions of the European Commission:
– Common Position (EC) No 20/2006 of 24 July 2006 adopted by the Coun-
cil, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251 of the
Treaty establishing the European Community, with a view to adopting Di-
rective of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Council
Directive 91/440/EEC on the development of the Community’s railways and
Directive 2001/14/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges for the
use of railway infrastructure.
– Common Position (EC) No 55/2003 of 26 June 2003 adopted by the Coun-
cil, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251 of
the Treaty establishing the European Community, with a view to adopting
a directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on safety on the
Community’s railways and amending Council Directive 95/18/EC on the li-
censing of railway undertakings and Directive 2001/14/EC on the allocation
of railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges for the use of
railway infrastructure and safety certification.
• Communication from the Commission of the European Parliament:
– Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament pursuant
to the second subparagraph of Article 251 (2) of the EC Treaty concern-
ing the common position of the Council on the adoption of a Directive of
the European Parliament and of the Council amending Council Directive
91/440/EEC on the development of the Communitys railways and Council
Directive 2001/14/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
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allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges for the
use of railway infrastructure and safety certification.
– Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament pursuant
to the second subparagraph of Article 251 (2) of the EC Treaty concerning the
common position of the Council on the adoption of a directive on safety on
the Community’s railways and amending Council Directive 95/18/EC on the
licensing of railway undertakings and Directive 2001/14/EC on the allocation
of railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges for the use of
railway infrastructure and safety certification.
• Decisions of the European Commission:
– 2008/981/EC: Commission Decision of 5 December 2008 extending the dero-
gations from certain provisions of Council Directive 91/440/EC and Direc-
tive 2001/14/EC of the European Parliament and the Council granted to
Ireland and the United Kingdom in respect of Northern Ireland (notified un-
der document number C(2008) 7703).
– 2002/844/EC: Commission Decision of 23 October 2002 amending Direc-
tive 2001/14/EC in respect of the date for changing the working timetable for
rail transport (text with EEA relevance) (notified under document number
C(2002) 3997).
• Regulations of the European Commission:
– Commission Regulation (EC) No 653/2007 of 13 June 2007 on the use of a
common European format for safety certificates and application documents
in accordance with Article 10 of Directive 2004/49/EC of the European Par-
liament and of the Council and on the validity of safety certificates delivered
under Directive 2001/14/EC (text with EEA relevance).
• Legislative resolutions of the European Commission:
– European Parliament legislative resolution on the Council common position
with a view to the adoption of a directive of the European Parliament and of
the Council amending Council Directive 91/440/EEC on the development of
the Community’s railways and Directive 2001/14/EC of the European Parlia-
ment and of the Council on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity
and the levying of charges for the use of railway infrastructure (5895/2/2006
- C6-0309/2006 - 2004/0047(COD)).
– European Parliament legislative resolution on the joint text approved by
the Conciliation Committee for a European Parliament and Council direc-
tive on safety on the Community’s railways and amending Council Direc-
tive 95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertakings and Directive
2001/14/EC on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and the
levying of charges for the use of railway infrastructure and safety certifi-
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cation (Railway Safety Directive) (PE-CONS 3638/2004 C5-0153/2004
2002/0022(COD)).
– European Parliament legislative resolution on the Council common position
for adopting a European Parliament and Council directive on safety on the
Community’s railways and amending Council Directive 95/18/EC on the li-
censing of railway undertakings and Directive 2001/14/EC on the alloca-
tion of railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges for the use
of railway infrastructure and safety certification (Railway Safety Directive)
(8557/2/2003 C5-0297/2003 2002/0022(COD)).
– European Parliament legislative resolution on the proposal for a European
Parliament and Council directive on safety on the Community’s railways and
amending Council Directive 95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertak-
ings and Directive 2001/14/EC on the allocation of railway infrastructure
capacity and the levying of charges for the use of railway infrastructure and
safety certification (COM(2002) 21 - C5-0039/2002 - 2002/0022(COD)).
• Corrigendums of the European Commission:
– Corrigendum to Directive 2004/49/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 29 April 2004 on safety on the Community’s railways and amend-
ing Council Directive 95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertakings and
Directive 2001/14/EC on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and
the levying of charges for the use of railway infrastructure and safety certifi-
cation (Railway Safety Directive) (OJ L 164, 30.4.2004. Corrected version in
OJ L 220, 21.6.2004).
– Corrigendum to Directive 2004/49/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 29 April 2004 on safety on the Communitys railways and amending
Council Directive 95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertakings and
Directive 2001/14/EC on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity
and the levying of charges for the use of railway infrastructure and safety
certification (Railway Safety Directive) (OJ L 164, 30.4.2004).
• Judgements of Courts of the European Commission:
– Judgment of the Court (Sixth Chamber) of 18 November 2004 in Case C-
482/03: Commission of the European Communities – v – Ireland (Failure of a
Member State to fulfil obligations – Directive 2001/14/EC - The Community’s
railways - Allocation of infrastructure capacity, the levying of charges for the
use of infrastructure and safety certification - Failure to transpose within the
prescribed period).
• Opinions of the European Commission:
– Opinion of the Commission pursuant to Article 251(2), third subparagraph,
point (c) of the EC Treaty, on the European Parliament’s amendments to the
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Council’s common position regarding the proposal for a Directive of the Euro-
pean Parliament and of the Council amending Council Directive 91/440/EEC
on the development of the Community’s railways and Directive 2001/14/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council on the allocation of railway
infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges for the use of railway in-
frastructure amending the proposal of the Commission pursuant to Article
250 (2) of the EC Treaty.
– Opinion of the Commission pursuant to Article 251(2), third subparagraph,
point (c) of the EC Treaty on the European Parliament’s amendments to
the Council’s common position regarding the second railway package with
a view to the adoption of a Directive of the European Parliament and of
the Council on safety on the Community’s railways and amending Coun-
cil Directive 95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertakings and Direc-
tive 2001/14/EC on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and the
levying of charges for the use of railway infrastructure and safety certification
- amending the proposal of the Commission pursuant to Article 250 (2) of the
EC Treaty.
– Opinion of the Committee of the Regions on:the Communication from the
Commission to the Council and the European Parliament: Towards an in-
tegrated European railway area, the Proposal for a Directive of the Euro-
pean Parliament and of the Council on safety on the Community’s railways
and amending Council Directive 95/18/EC on the licensing of railway un-
dertakings and Directive 2001/14/EC on the allocation of railway infrastruc-
ture capacity and the levying of charges for the use of railway infrastructure
and safety certification, the Proposal for a Directive of the European Parlia-
ment and of the Council amending Council Directive 96/48/CE and Direc-
tive 2001/16/EC on the interoperability of the trans-European rail system,
the Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council
amending Council Directive 91/440/EEC on the development of the Com-
munity’s railways, the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament
and of the Council establishing a European Railway Agency, and the Recom-
mendation for a Council Decision authorising the Commission to negotiate
the conditions for Community accession to the Convention concerning Inter-
national Carriage by Rail (COTIF) of 9 May 1980, as amended by the Vilnius
Protocol of 3 June 1999.
– Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on: the Proposal for a Di-
rective of the European Parliament and of the Council on safety on the Com-
munity’s railways and amending Council Directive 95/18/EC on the licens-
ing of railway undertakings and Directive 2001/14/EC on the allocation of
railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges for the use of rail-
way infrastructure and safety certification, (COM(2002) 21 final 2002/0022
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(COD)) the Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council amending Council Directive 96/48/EC and Directive 2001/16/EC on
the interoperability of the trans-European rail system, (COM(2002) 22 final
2002/0023 (COD)) the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament
and of the Council establishing a European Railway Agency, and(COM(2002)
23 final 2002/0024 (COD))the Proposal for a Directive of the European Par-
liament and of the Council amending Council Directive 91/440/EEC on the
development of the Community’s railways (COM(2002) 25 final 2002/0025
(COD)).
A.3 International Train Path Request
International train path requests for most railway systems in Europe can be submitted to
RailNetEurope. The deadline for the submission of international train path requests are
published as it can be seen in figure A.2. The web site http://www.railneteurope.com
provides all relevant information for the submission of international train path requests.
Figure A.2: Screen-shot of the due dates for international train path allocation available
on http://www.railneteurope.com, captured May 4 2009.
A.4 Annual Train Path Request
In order to request an annual train path at the German railway infrastructure manager,
railway undertakings can fill out the form shown in figure A.3 and submit the filled
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out form before the deadline for annual train path requests expires. Recently, DB Netz
launched an electronic train path portal (TPN), which enables the railway undertakings
to submit their train path requests electronically. The railway undertakings can either
use an xml interface to communicate with the TPN system directly or use the Internet
client shown in figure A.4. A printout of the TPN Internet client resembles the train
path request form (compare figure A.3 and figure A.5).
Figure A.3: Train path request form of the German railway infrastructure manager.
A.5 Extended Tolerances for Railway Capacity
Allocation
This is a non-complete translation of the rule set for extending the tolerances of train
path alterations formulated by Seeliger (2007) [See07] (based on §§16-18 and §2 of the
German railway infrastructure usage regulations [BfV05]):
Railway infrastructure shall be declared as being congested if:
• a train path request needs to be rejected,
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Figure A.4: Screen-shot of the Internet client of the TPN system of DB Netz [DB 09].
Figure A.5: The printout of the TPN Internet client [DB 09].
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• or the necessary train path alterations do exceed the following tolerances:
– shifting of more than +/- 3 minutes of ‘S-Bahn’ train path request on ‘S-Bahn’
specific railway infrastructure,
– shifting of more than +/- 5 minutes of other passenger train path requests,
– shifting of more than +/- 30 minutes of cargo train path requests,
– extending the journey time of highly synchronised passenger train path re-
quests by more than 5 %,
– extending the journey time of passenger train path requests by more than
10 %,
– extending the journey time of cargo train path requests by more than 25 %,
– extending the dwell time by more than 3 minutes highly synchronised pas-
senger train path requests,
– extending the dwell time by more than 6 minutes of passenger train path
requests.
Exceptions from the set of rules hold for:
• railway infrastructure under construction (for 6 months maximum),
• train path request does not consider a realistic running time estimation,
• railway infrastructure is not equipped for / does not permit the desired operation,
• the maximum speed of the trains is less than 50 % of the maximal permitted speed
on the railway infrastructure,
• more than one train path requests for similar transportation services.
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B.1 From Dynamic Speed Profile to Running Time
Estimation
Once the dynamic speed profile is determined, the speed of the train at each position
on its journey is determined. This section intends to show briefly how the running time
can be estimated based on the dynamic speed profile.
As shown in chapter 3.1.1, the dynamic speed profile is piecewise defined function de-
pendent on the train’s position s on its route. Remember, the train is regarded as a
mass point therefore the function determines the speed of this mass point at position s.
The speed of the train is the derivative of the infinitesimal change of the position divided
by the infinitesimal time as formulated in equation (B.1).
v(s) =
ds
dt
. (B.1)
Where:
v(s) : the dynamic speed profile.
ds : the infinitesemal distance, that a train moves.
dt : the infinitesemal time, that it takes a train to move the infinitesemal
distance ds.
Rearranging equation (B.1) to solve for dt leads to equation (B.2):
dt =
ds
v(s)
. (B.2)
In order to estimate the running time of a train from position s1 to position s2, equation
(B.2) needs to be integrated as shown in equation (B.3).
v(s) is the solution of differential equations that can be difficult to solve therefore v(s)
is often approximated. Moreover, v(s) is piecewise defined therefore the integration in
equation (B.3) has to be performed piecewise as well. Estimating the running time for
a train movement between two position is an interesting field of research but is not the
focus of this work. The interested reader is referred to the work of Bru¨nger and Dahlhaus
(2008) [BD08].
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∆t =
∫ t2(s2)
t1(s1)
dt =
∫ s2
s1
1
v(s)
ds. (B.3)
Where:
s1 : starting position.
s2 : end position.
t1 : time, when train is at position s1.
t2 : time, when train is at position s2.
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C Algorithmic Approaches
C.1 Binomial Coefficient
The definition of the binomial coefficient is given in equation (C.1).
(
N
K
)
=
N ∗ (N − 1) ∗ · · · ∗ (N −K + 1)
K ∗ (K − 1) ∗ · · · ∗ 1
=
N !
K! ∗ (N −K)!
, 0 ≤ K ≤ N. (C.1)
From the definition in equation (C.1) follows that:
(
N
N
)
=
N !
N ! ∗ (N −N)!
=
1
1 ∗ 0!
= 1. (C.2)
since the factorial of 0 equals 1.
C.2 Function Definitions
sgn(t) :=


−1 if t < 0,
0 if t = 0,
1 if t > 0,
t ∈ R. (C.3)
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D Exemplary Railway System
The train path request used in the exemplary calculations are derived from the train
timetable issued for the railway corridor between Aachen and Cologne on February 2008.
The train timetable for passenger trains is available on-line [DB08b]. The microscopic
model of the railway infrastructure consists of 2255 nodes and 2392 edges. This sums
up in total to 4647 resources (compare to the notions defined in equation (3.7)).
D.1 Passenger Train Path Requests
All passenger train paths that are included in the annual train timetable of 2008 on a
Wednesday and their starting times are listed in table D.2 for the direction Cologne →
Aachen and in table D.3 for the direction Aachen → Cologne.
D.2 Cargo Train Path Requests
The estimation of cargo train path requests is based on the work of Uhrig (2004) [Uhr04].
She estimated the amount of cargo trains that are operated on the railway corridor
between Aachen and Cologne based on information that is publicly available and based
on information that has been gathered in staff interviews. In order to keep the example
as simple as possible, just cargo train path request between Aachen train station and
Cologne Ehrenfeld are considered. Table D.5 lists the starting time of the cargo train
path requests that are considered in the exemplary calculations.
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Train Path Family S13 S12 EURB ICE THA RE9 RE1 RB20
Start: COL COL STOL COL COL COL COL DN
l l l l l l l l
Destination: AC DN AC AC AC AC AC AC
Train Station:
Ko¨ln (COL) 1 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Ehrenfeld 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0
Lo¨venich 1.0
Großko¨nigsdorf 1.0
Horrem 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Sindorf 1.0
Buir 1.0
Du¨ren (DN) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Langerwehe 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5
Nothberg 1.0 0.5
Eschweiler 1.0 1.0 0.5
Stolberg (STO) 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5
Eilendorf 1.0 1.0 0.5
Aachen Rothe-Erde 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5
Aachen (AC) 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0
Table D.1: Scheduled dwell times for train path requests.
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Train Path Family: S13 S12 EURB ICE THA RE9 RE1 RB20
Start: COL COL STOL COL COL COL COL DN
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Destination: AC DN AC AC AC AC AC AC
00:00:00 00:50:00 00:17:00
01:00:00 01:17:00
02:00:00
03:00:00
04:00:00
05:00:00 05:47:00 05:17:00
06:00:00 06:20:00 06:47:00 06:17:00
06:50:00
07:00:00 07:20:00 07:13:00 07:47:00 07:17:00
07:50:00
08:00:00 08:20:00 08:44:00 08:47:00 08:17:00
08:50:00
09:00:00 09:20:00 09:47:00 09:17:00
09:50:00
10:00:00 10:20:00 10:13:00 10:47:00 10:17:00
10:50:00
11:00:00 11:20:00 11:47:00 11:17:00
11:50:00
12:00:00 12:20:00 12:13:00 12:47:00 12:17:00
12:50:00
13:00:00 13:20:00 13:47:00 13:17:00
13:50:00
14:00:00 14:20:00 14:44:00 14:47:00 14:17:00
14:50:00
15:00:00 15:20:00 15:13:00 15:47:00 15:17:00
15:50:00
16:00:00 16:20:00 16:47:00 16:09:00
16:50:00 16:17:00
17:00:00 17:20:00 17:13:00 17:47:00 17:17:00 17:18:00
17:50:00
18:00:00 18:20:00 18:13:00 18:47:00 18:17:00 18:10:00
18:50:00
19:00:00 19:20:00 19:44:00 19:47:00 19:17:00
19:50:00
20:00:00 20:30:00 20:20:00 20:47:00 20:17:00
21:00:00 21:30:00 21:20:00 21:47:00 21:17:00
22:00:00 22:30:00 22:20:00 22:17:00
22:00:00 22:35:00
23:00:00 23:20:00 23:17:00
23:52:00
Table D.2: Starting time of train path requests direction: COL → AC.
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Train Path Family: S13 S12 EURB ICE THA RE9 RE1 RB20
Start: AC DN AC AC AC AC AC AC
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Destination: COL COL STOL COL COL COL COL DN
00:00:00
01:00:00
02:00:00
03:00:00 03:38:00
04:00:00 04:49:00
05:00:00 05:32:00 05:10:00 05:49:00
06:00:00 06:02:00 06:10:00 06:28:00
06:32:00 06:49:00
06:56:00
07:00:00 07:02:00 07:10:00 07:49:00
07:32:00
08:00:00 08:02:00 08:39:00 08:10:00 08:49:00
08:32:00
09:00:00 09:02:00 09:10:00 09:49:00 09:06:00
09:32:00
10:00:00 10:02:00 10:05:00 10:10:00 10:49:00 10:32:00
10:32:00
11:00:00 11:02:00 11:10:00 11:49:00
11:32:00
12:00:00 12:02:00 12:05:00 12:10:00 12:49:00
12:32:00
13:00:00 13:02:00 13:39:00 13:10:00 13:49:00
13:32:00
14:00:00 14:02:00 14:10:00 14:49:00
14:32:00
15:00:00 15:02:00 15:05:00 15:10:00 15:49:00
15:32:00
16:00:00 16:02:00 16:05:00 16:10:00 16:49:00
16:32:00
17:00:00 17:02:00 17:10:00 17:49:00
17:32:00
18:00:00 18:02:00 18:10:00 18:49:00
18:32:00
19:00:00 19:02:00 19:39:00 19:05:00 19:10:00 19:49:00
19:32:00
20:00:00 20:53:00 20:02:00 20:10:00 20:49:00
21:00:00 21:53:00 21:02:00 21:05:00 21:49:00
22:00:00 22:53:00 22:20:00 22:49:00
22:00:00 22:02:00
23:00:00 23:02:00 23:49:00
Table D.3: Starting time of train path requests direction: AC → COL.
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Name Train Type Start Destination Cycle
RE9 commuter Cologne Aachen hourly
RE1 commuter Cologne Aachen hourly
THA passenger Cologne Aachen –
ICE passenger Cologne Aachen –
RB20 commuter Du¨ren Aachen –
EURB commuter Stolberg Aachen half hourly
S12 commuter Cologne Du¨ren –
S13 commuter Cologne Aachen –
RE9 commuter Aachen Cologne hourly
RE1 commuter Aachen Cologne hourly
THA passenger Aachen Cologne –
ICE passenger Aachen Cologne –
RB20 commuter Aachen Du¨ren –
EURB2 commuter Aachen Stolberg half hourly
S12 commuter Du¨ren Cologne –
S13 commuter Aachen Cologne –
Table D.4: The passenger train path families.
COL (Ehrenfeld) → AC AC → COL (Ehrenfeld)
08:00 08:00
10:00 10:00
12:00 12:00
14:00 14:00
16:00 16:00
18:00 18:00
Table D.5: Starting time of cargo train path requests.
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Figure D.1: Exemplary shifting characteristic for a train path request.
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Figure D.2: Exemplary characteristic for journey time extensions of a train path request.
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